
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE STATE OF OREGON 

FOR MULTNOMAH COUNTY 

THE STATE OF OREGON, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

CATHY ALEXANDER, 
ANDREW BARNICK, 
LARA BASKIN, 
AXCELLE BELL, 
JORDAN LEVI BENNING, 
LAURIE BENOIT, 
GRANT BOOTH, 
FOREST A. BRANNON, 
BENJAMIN BRYAN BURSON, 
SARAH C. COBLE, 
CLIFFORD LA WAYNE COLLINS, 
STEVEN EUGENE DAILY, (2) 
MATTHEW DENNEY, 
CHRISTINA MARIE DOYLE, 
MITCHELL DRINKWATER, 
EMMALYN LORRAINE GARRETT, 
JAMES DOUGLAS GLESS 
JOSEPH GORDON, 
NADIAFAE GREENE, 
PHILLIP GREENE, 
HANNAH ABIGAIL GRUNDNER, 
JEFFREY SCOTT HAMILTON, 
ANGELA IRENE HAMMIT, (2) 
MARIO HARO, 
BENJAMIN A HARRIS, 
RONDA HARRISON, 
CARSEN JEAN HARRISON-BOWER, 
KELLER DEAN HENRY, (3) 
TODD ANDREW HERMAN, 
ASHLEY LYNN JACKSON, 
RHONDA ELAINE JELINEK, 
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DANIEL M. KAUFMAN, 
DAN V. KELLER, | 
JUSTIN ALEXANDER KERSTON, 
CHASTIN TAYLOR LXKE, 

NEFI DAVID MARTINEZ-BRAVO, 
CAMERON SCOTT MATTA, 
MATTHEW MGLEJ, | 
JACQUELYN BEATRICE MILLER, 
JONAH CLINTON MILLETT, 
JACK PETER MONGEON, 
ELIZABETH E. NICHOLS, 
DEBORAH NORTON, 
TARA D. PARRISH, 
ELI FRANKLYN RICHEY, 
JOHN WADE SAUNDERS, 
KATHARINE MARIE SHARKEY, 
TAYLOR JEFFREY SHARPE, 
NICHLAS STEPHENS, 
JEFFREY ARLO STONE, 
JAMES VERNON TARDY, 
TROY ANTHONY THOMPSON, (7) 
MATTHEW WALSH, | 
THEON MATTHEW W[EBER, 
BRAD MATHEW WHISLER, 
CAMERON WHITTEN, (3) 
CAITLIN TRIALL WlllsON, 
YEHONATAN GUR WJlLSON, 
MICHAEL EARL WITHEY, 
JAY ERIC Y U N G E R M I A N , 

Defendants. 
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-43542, 
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ORDER GRANTING IN PART, 
DENYING IN PART MOTION TO 
COMPEL DISCOVERY 

This matter came for hearing before the court on April 2, 2012. Mr. McBreen and Mr. Berger argued 
on behalf of Defendants, Mr. Lowney argued on behalf ofthe District Attorney's Office. Mr. McBreen's 
motion on behalf of his client John Saunders seeks an order compelling production of 13 items.Mr. 

2 
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Berger's motion on behalf of his client Ca itiin Wilson seeks an order compelling production of five items. 
The court makes the following orders as to the items sought. 

1. Identity of informants or undercover officers: 

ORS 135.815(l)(a} requires the district attorney to disclose to defendants the names and 
addresses of persons whom the district attorney intends to call as witnesses at any stage of the trial. 
Mr. Lowney stated he had no information to indicate any undercover officers or informants were 
utilized or would be giving testimony. Defendants argue the district attorney's office has an affirmative 
duty to seek out any exculpatory evidence. 

An individual prosecutor has a duty to learn of any exculpatory evidence known to others acting 
on the government's behalf, including police. Kyles v. Whitley, 514 US 419, 437 (1995). See, also, 
Strickler v. Greene, 527 US 263, 280-281 (1999). In this case, the prosecutor has a duty to inquire if 
there were any Informants or undercover officers used in the Occupy Portland operations and whether 
they have exculpatory information. The court grants this motion. 

2. Materials, directives, policy, training manuals, internal memoranda and other relevant materials on 

use of pepper spray or use of police animals, including reports by officers vi/ho rode poiice animals 

during Occupy operations. 

ORS 135.825 requires disclosure of the occurrence of a search or seizure, and upon written request 

by the defense, any relevant material or information obtained thereby, the circumstances of the search 

or seizure, and the circumstances of the acquisition of any specified statements from thedefendant 

(emphasis supplied). 

The court grants this motion as to any written reports by officers who rode police animals or used 

pepper spray during Occupvoperations. By their nature, those reports are likely to contain information 

regarding the circumstances of a seizure ofa defendant. Directives, policy, training manuals or internal 

memoranda that are not being introduced into evidence by the district attorney are not required to be 

disclosed. Though the items may be generally relevant, they are not materials that address a seizure, or 

seizures, that occurred or the circumstances of the seizure or seizures. 

3. After-incident reports: 

Any after-incident report that addresses an Occupy Portland event that resulted in seizures of 
individuals or contain statements of witnesses at trial needs to be disclosed unless otherwise protected 
from disclosure under ORS 135.855. The court grants this motion. 

Ifthe District Attorney's office considers "reports that concern self-critical analysis of an incident" 
to be work product or contain work product, then the court will allow those materials to be filed under 
seal and to be reviewed by the court in an in camera inspection to determine which materials should be 
protected and which should be disclosed. 

4. Internal Affairs Division reports: 

The district attorney is not obligated to turn over IAD reports regarding officers involved in arrests as 
they are not relevant to the 
grant this motion. 

circumstances of a seizure or seizures that occurred. The court does not 
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5. Pre-incident notes, memoranda, documents, directives or other materials discussing the Occupy 

Portland demonstration:] 

Any written report or memoranda or directive that includes information indicating how the City of 

Portland and Portland Policei Bureau planned to conduct crowd control or arrests in the Occupy Portland 

operations must be disclosed. Any reports, memoranda, video or other materials documenting 

discussions that occurred during a meeting with Occupy Portland protest organizers must be disclosed. 

Additionally, any pre-incident reports containing written statements of any witness must be disclosed. 

6. Information concerning use of confidential informants or undercover officers: 

As indicated above, the District Attorney's office has an obligation to determine whether any 

confidential informants or undercover officers possess exculpatory information. However, the District 

Attorney's office is not required to disclose information concerning the use of confidential informants or 

other intelligencegathering techniques that did not result in reports or produce other discoverable 

evidence. 

7. Information regarding decisions to issue violations or criminal cases: 

Defendant argues this information is determinative of whether arrests are lawful under the equal 

protection provisions in the,Oregon or United States constitutions. Even if a defendant might find 

information and material inithe possession ofthe state helpful to the defense generally, that material 

must only be turned over if it falls within the statutory directive or must be disclosed for independent 

constitutional reasons. State v. Divito, 330 Or 319, 326 (2000). 

A policy decision by theDistrict Attorney's office on whether to charge certain behavior by violation 

or crime is not information that discloses whether a seizure occurred and the circumstances of that 
I 

particular seizure were and is not required to be disclosed by the District Attorney. However, if there 
were policy decisions, directives or orders followed by the Portland Police Bureau in Occupy Portland 

cases to conduct arrest or issue citations, then those reports would address the basis for arrests, and as 

such, the circumstances of a seizure underORS 135.825. 

The issue becomes whether the policy decisions, directives or orders or within the possession or 

control of the District Attorney. The fact that items may be under control of a separate agency does not 

mean they are beyond the reach ofthe District Attorney's office. See, Store v. Koennecke, 274 Or 169 

(1976) (The prosecutor is responsible for evidence in the possession of the police); and State v. Warren, 

304 Or 428 (1998) (Caseworker notes in Children's Services Division investigation). 

So much of the files as would be pertinent to the investigation, and is required to be disclosed to 

the defendant under the discovery statute, must be made available to defendants. Sfote v. Warren, 304 

Or at 433. The state's discovery obligations do not include a duty to expand the scope of existing 

documents, such as police ijeports, to incorporate additional information of which only the police are 

aware. State v. Divito, 330 Or at 328. Whether police officer notes are discoverable depends on 

whether they are or contain relevant written or recorded statements or whether they are fragmentary 

and merely steps in the preparation of a report. State v. Johnson, 210 Or App 733, 740-741 (2007). The 
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Johnson court remanded the case forthe court to allow the defense to review the police officernotes 

and forthe court to determine whether the notes were discoverable material so that failure to turn 

them over constituted a discovery violation. 210 Or App at 743. 

In this case, any Bureau policies, orders or directives as they directly relate to the decision to 

conduct arrest or issue a citation in Occupy Portland cases should be disclosed. As noted above, even 
I 

though the items in this request do not concern written statements or memoranda of witnesses as 

notes or reports would, an order directing the decision to arrest or issue a violation is a circumstance of 

a seizure for purposes of ORS 135.825. The defense has specifically requested this information in 

writing as required by the statute. As in Johnson, this does not mean the policies, directives or orders 

regarding police practices in issuing violation citations or conducting arrests is discoverable in every 

case. (See, Johnson, 210 Or App at 743, holding that officer notes are not always relevant statements 

for purposes of the discovery statute.) Rather, in this particular set of cases, which involved the 

planning of police operations ahead of time, any pre-set determinations of when arrests would or would 

not occur constitute circumstances of a seizure. The court grants this motion to the extent materials 

address the decision to conduct a seizure of a person or issue a citation. 

8. Other motions: 

As noted at the time ofthe hearing, the Court granted the motion to provide a list of witnesses 

with contact information, to make available all video evidence of Occupy operations and to provide 

records of convictions for any of its witnesses. 

9. Police notes: 

Any notes that contain information directly related to the decision to seize a person or to issue a 

citation, or that contain relevant written statements or memoranda of witnesses that are not 

reduced to a report, must be disclosed for the reasons and authorities stated above. 

This order is not to be construed as an ordergranting or denying admission ofany evidence. 

Further, this order does not constitute a protective order for any information any party believes to be 

protected from disclosure, nor does it serve as a bar to the proper issuance of any subpoena. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this 6th day of April, 2012. 

Judge Cheryl Albrecht 
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i INCIDENT OBJECTIVES 
1. INCIDENT NAME 

Occupy Portland Day 2 
2. DATE PREPARED 

10/7/11 
3. TIME PREPARED 

1023 Hours 
4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD 
Oct 7.11/0600-1800 

5. OVERALL OBJECTIVES(S) 
The Commander's intent is to ensure a safe, secure, and orderly environment for the Occupy Portiand Rally 
and or March. Assigned personnel will provide a highly visible and proactive police presence. As with any 
crowd management mission, officers will conduct themselves in a professional and courteous manner. 

6. INCIDENT OBJECTIVES 
Central Precinct will utilize a multi-faceted approach to ensure that Occupation and or march are peaceful for 
all the participants. Radio discipline is critical and officers should limit transmissions, unless someone is in 
physical jeopardy. All other communication should be relayed through detail or squad sergeants. 

Specific roles and responsibilities will be assigned to individual sergeants and their details. The assigned 
areas may change frequently due to the uncertainty of crowd dynamics, thus magnifying the need for clear 
and timely communication between teams. Additionally, there may be some non-Central Precinct sergeants 
involved in the operation which will allow for a training opportunity for all participating supervisors on our 
crowd management and control tactics. Sergeants are expected to use initiative while conducting crowd 
management. If the need arises for crowd control, such as skirmish lines or moving crowds, the CICC, or his 
designee, will direct. 

RRT squads will have the primary responsibility to the occupation and possible unpermitted march. If there 
are problems the CICC may then call in' Mobile Field Arrest squads to assist with custodies. 

7. WEATHER FORECAST FOR OPERATIONAL PERIOD 
It is forecast for showers, 61/47 with partially clearing toward the afternoon. Officers should bring all inclement 
weather gear in preparation for the day. 

8. OFFICER SAFETY INFORMATION 
Officer safety is of the utmost importance. Officers will refrain from taking independent action unless it is in 
defense of themselves, or others, from physical injury. All other police action will be directed through squad 
supervisors or the CICC or AIC. Custodies should be removed from the scene as quickly as possible. 
Sergeants will ensure that adequate resources are available to address problems in the safest and most 
effective manner, advising the CICC/AIC if Mobile Field Arrest squads are necessary. RRT wilt carry Cold 
Fire within their squads. I 
9. ATTACHMENTS (MARK IF ATTACHED) 

ORGANIZATION ASSIGNMENTS (FORM 203) 

ASSIGNMENT LIST (FORM 204) 

OTHER ORGANIZATION CHART 

OTHER ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBILITIES 

OTHER 

INCIDENT MAP 

TRAFFIC PLAN 

10, PREPARED BY 
Sergeant C DOBSON #35609 

11. APPROVED BY (INCIDENT 
COMMANDER) 
CMDR BOB DAY #23474 

202 (PPB/ICS) 

Occupy_000001 
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ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBILITIES 
L INCIDENT NAlvlE 
Occupy Portland Day 2 

2J DATE PREPARED 
I Oct 7,2011, 

3. ITME PREPARED 
0845 hours 

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD 
October 7,2011/060(M800 

INCIDENT COMMAND 
POSITION RESPONSIBILITIES 
INCIDENT COMMANDER Overall command and control 
ASSISTANT I.C. Operational command and control of units 
PIO Press relations and media releases 
OPERATIONS 
SERGEANT 
BIKE SERGEANTS 
UNIFORM SERGEANTS 

Sergeants will ensure that adequate resources are available to address problems in the safest 
and most ejffective manner, monitoring assigned teams to ensure maximum coverage ofthe 
rally and n arch. Sergeants will advise the CICC ofany unusual actions or concentrations of 
crowds, or the need for additional assets. 

RRT SERGEANTS 
RAPID RESPONSE TEAM COMMAND 

RESPONSIBILITIES 
Crowd management and control. 
Effect arrests. 
Protect critical infrastructure 

ASSISTING UNITS' t' '-y. 

POSITION Notes 
- - - . ^ . ' i . ' ' . 

. " ' - V'-.'-
-iy-'- -

MCDC On notice for event and possible increase in booking operations 
FORENSIC EVIDENCE 
DIVISION 

Deployed tp collect video evidence ofthe march. 

TRIMET Notified of event and to assist in bump throughs 
Traffic Division Traffic is ti> help guide the demonstration by blocking traffic intersections, 

FIELD ARREST DETAIL Two teams of 6 officers from Youth Services. 
Mass Arrest Assist processing of arrested individuals 
MPU Assist in C'owd control 
Information Unit Monitor th^ electronic communication forums and update ECC 

•RESERVE UNITS- •• 
POSITION Notes . 7 / i r r r 

-'•• \ - ' ^ ' 

:'••..--<f- • ' 

CENTRAL MFF #1 MFF, if called up by the AIC, 1" to deploy 
EAST MFF #1 MFF, if called up by the AIC, 2"̂ ^ to deploy 
NORTH MFF #1 MFF. if called up by the AIC, 3 '̂' to deploy 
PREPARED BY: Sergeant C Dobson /̂ 35609 203 (PPB/ICS) 

Occupy_000002 
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OJiGANIZATlON ASSIGNMENTS 
1. INCIDENT NAME 

Occupy Portland 
2. DATE PREPARED 

September 29, 2011 
3. TIME PREPARED 

0848 hours 
4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD 

October 6,201 l/li 00-2200 
. INCIDENT COMMAND 

UNIFORM PATROL RESPONSE NAME(S) PHONE# .CALL# 
OIC CMDR LEFLOFF 
ICC Lt. BROOKS 
ASSISTANT I.C. LT. MARSHMAN 
PIO LT. KING 
RRTIC LTJOHNSON 
INCIDENT OPERATIONS SERGEANT SGT. DOBSON 
ASSIST INC OP SGT SGT. DAKIN 

9600 
9801 
9802 
9807 
ILl 

3820 

RAPID RESPONSE TEAM COMMAND 
POSITION NAME(S) PHONE.# CALL# 

RRT OPERATIONS LT LT ELMORE 
RRT LOGISTICS / SOUND TRUCKS 
RRT SQUAD ALPHA SGT. HOLBROOK 
RRT SERGEANT BRAVO SGT McDANIEL 
RRT SERGEANT CHARLIE SGT NIIYA 

1L3 
IRl 
lAl 
IBl 
ICl 

VTRAFFIC DIVISION CQiyEMANP -i 

POSITION NAME(S) ' \: . PHONE# Ac/AlAJt' 
TRAFFIC OIC 
DETAIL SERGEANT 

LT. SCHOBER 
SGT SMITH 

CUSTODY SUPPORT 
POSITION NAME(S) PHONE # CALL#' 

CUSTODY TEAM LT LT. KAER 
FIELD ARREST DETAIL #1 SGT SANTOS 
FIELD ARREST DETAIL #2 SGT MAHUNA 
MASS ARREST SGT WATTHAM 
MCDC LT. SEILER 
MCDC CRT TEAM CMDR 

RESERVE UMTS, ;> • - . -• - ••• / r ' 

POSITION NAME(S) 'PHONE # ,. "eALL# 
TOD MMF (6AM - 6PM) 
MFF CENTRAL 

SGT LIVINGSTON 

MMF EAST 
MMF NORTH 

ASSISTING UNITS; 
POSITION 

FORENSIC EVIDENCE DIVISION 
MPU 
TRIMET 
AIR I 

NAME(S) 
SGT MASON 
SGT SCHOENING 
LT. SILVA 
SGT. DODY 

PHONE # , /• CALL# 

MPU 10 

AIRl 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT 

POSITION NAME(S) PHONE# CALL# 
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT LEANN BARETT 
DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE DDA AMBER KINNEY 
COMMUNICATION UNIT JASON RUBY 
CITY ATORNEY'S OFFICE DCA DAVE WORBORJL 
EMERGENCY COORDINATION 
CENTER SGT REYNA 
PREPARED BY : Sgt C DOBSON #35609 203 (PPB/ICS) 

Occupy_000003 
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ASSIGNMENTS AND TIME LINE 
1. COMMAND UNIT 
CENTRAL PRECINCT 

2. SECTION 
UNIFORM 

3. INCIDENT NAME 
OCCUPY PORTLAND Day 2_ 

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD • 
DATE: Oct 7, 2011 TIME; 0600-1800 

5. OPERATIONS PERSONNEL 
OIC: CMDR. LELOFF INCIDENT IC: LT. MARSHMAN 
CRITICAL INCIDENT CROWD COMMANDER: LT. 
BROOKS INCIDENT OPERATIONS SERGEANT: SGT. DOBSON 

6. UNIT ASSIGNMENTS AKD RESPONSIBlLrTIES 

SECTOR/DETAIL 
DESIGNATOR UNIT SUPERVISOR SGTS OFFICERS 

DET/ 
CRIM 

CROWD CONTROL RRISQUAD ALPHA Sgt Holbrook 10 
CROWD CONTROL RRT FOOT SQUAD BRAVO SGT Niiya 10 
CROWD CONTROL RRT SQUAD CHARLIE Sgt McDaniel 10 

CROWD MANAGEMENT EAST MFF 10 
CROWD MANAGEMENT NORTH MFF 10 

TRAFFIC CONTROL TRAFFIC MOTORS Sgt smith 
TRANSIT TPANSIT DIVISION Lt. Silva 

FIELD ARREST PROCESSING DETECTIVES Lt. Kaer 10 
VIDEO EVIDENCE FORENSIC EVIDENCE DIV. Sgt. Mason 

CROWD MANAGEMENT MPU 
WAÂ ^̂  

Sgt. Schoening 
'i'. ' ' • 'h ' 

0600 - ROLL CALL 

,r/;8. ̂ PECI^-IN^^lRypTiPMS: ^\£ 
The CICC will conduct periodic assessmejits 
Coordinating instructions will be given 
operation. 

to gauge the effectiveness of the operation and redirect resources if needed, 
w thin the assigned squads, The IC will assign and oversee this segment of the 

The Traffic Division will provide the march ntersection traffic control if needed. 

RRT foot squads will have the primary res 
mfi^structure as directed. Third make arrests 

ip fusibility to manage crowd. Secondary responsibility is target hardening important 
Its as directed. The operations sergeant will oversee this segment ofthe operation. 

9PLCH0000144/601 - OCCUPY PORTLAND CASE NUMBER #11-86751 
V:-."!; '•, •̂ :̂'THREA-1>A!SSgSSMENT^ A-m: Threat assessment for the rally and march 

presence should be expected. There is NO 
organized fashion. The group is occupying 
wide spectrum of people from radical to peaî eful 

is MEDIUM TO HIGH. Intelligence on anarchist involvement is low, but their 
event organizer, organization has primarily occurred on the internet in a highly 
awnsdale park downtown for days after the march. The group appears to cover a 

10; COMMUNICATION SUMMARY 
OPERATIONAL NET Central maiii net (1-A) ALTERNATE NET Central Tae 1 (1-B) 

PREPARED BY: < 
SGT C DOBSON #35609 

APPROVEDBY: 
CMDR BOB DAY #23474 

DATE 
10/7/11 

TIME 
0530 Hrs 

Occupy_000004 
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INCIDENT OBJECTIVES - RAPID RESPONSE TEAM 

1. INCIDENT NAME 

Occupy Portland - October 7, 2 011 
2. DATE PREPARED 

October 7, 2011 

3. TIME 
PREPARED 

0530 

4. OPERATIONAL 
PERIOD 

0600-1800 
5. OVERALL OBJECTIVES(S) 
RRT personnel assigned to this mission will: 

A. Support Central Precinct in accom 
environment for the "Occupy 

B. RRT Officers will be assigned 
proactive police presence in a 

C. RRT Officers on bicycles will 
crowd control. 

plishing their mission of providing a safe, secure, and orderly 
Fportland" event. 
to foot and bicycle squads and will provide a highly visible and 
professional and courteous manner, 

be prepared to deploy in Squad formations if an incident requires RRT 

6. INCIDENT OBJECTIVES 
RRT will provide one bicycle squad ar(d two foot squads to assist Central Precinct with the Occupy Portland 
rally and march. 

At 1000 hours RRT bike officers and 
Precinct roll call at 1100. RRT foot 
possibly earlier. 

\̂ ehicles will muster at MPU. Bike squad and Sgt will attend the Central 
sqjad officers will reportto MPU at 1200 hours and be online at 1400, 

Alpha: Will be assigned as two bicycle 
needed. A driver will be assigned to 

squads. Hard gear will be loaded in one Expedition in case it is 
Expedition, the 

Bravo / Charlie: Assigned to foot squad in hard gear. 

Additional instructions from Central Precinct will be forthcoming. 

RRT Sound Truck: RRT will provide thb sound truck for crowd notifications. 

The Overtime code is: 9PL0P "*/*** 
forward that information to Sgt. Dobsoh 

Squad Sgt's will tally regular and overtime numbers for their squad and 
at Central Precinct 

7. WEATHER FORECAST FOR OPERATIONAL PERIOD 

The current forecast is for a high of 61 and partly cloudy. 

8. OFFICER SAFETY INFORMATION 

RRT Officers will refrain from taking independent action unless it is in defense of others or themselves from 
physical injury. All other police action v îll be directed through squad leaders to the OIC/AOIC, Cusitodies shall 
be removed from the scene as quickly 
available to address problems in the safest and most effective manner. 

as possible. Squad leaders will ensure that adequate resources are 

9. ATTACHMENTS (MARK IF ATTACHED) 

ORGANIZATION ASSIGNMENTS (FOR f̂l 203) 

ASSIGNMENT LIST (FORM 204) 

OTHER CHECK-IN LIST (FORM 211-1) 

INCIDENT MAP 

TRAFFIC PLAN 

10. PREPARED BY 
Sgt. K. Nice #26853 

11. APPROVED BY (INCIDENT 
COMMANDER) 202 (PPB/ICS) 

Occupy_000005 
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i 
1. INCIDENT NAME 

2011 - D a y of Rage 

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD: 9/17/11 

5, 

UNIT# 
2830 
2831 
2832 
2833 

- 2834 
2835 
2836 
2837 
2838 
2839 
2840 

3814 

• 

' 

DETAIL 
# 

Central 
Central 

Central 

Central 

Central 

Central 

Central 

Central 

Central 

Central 

Central 

Central 

7, PREPARED BY: Sqt. J. N 

DPSST 

#34619 
#39828 
#50465 
#47719 
#21430 
#50654 
#35396 
#49119 
#50232 
#49067 
#50649 

#32026 

' 

iya #30666 

- • 

:HECK- IN LIST PERSOWWHL 
' ' 2. DATE PREPARED, 3. TIME PREPARED 

9/17/2011 1345 hrs 

NAME LASTFIRST 
B Hughes 

Labasan 

Coussens 

Sanders 

Ragona 

Andonian 

Wolf 

Barnard 

Mele 

McCarthy 

Hornstein 

Sgt Holbrook 

• 

. 

1 DATE: Septer 

RADIO ID # 

nber17. 2011 

Oc 

HOURS 

REG 

4 

OT 
4 

4 
5 

4 
4 
4 
5 
4 
4 
5 

7,0 

211-1 (PPB/ICS) 1 

;cupy_00 0006 
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2011 OCCUPY PORTLAND MARCH AND RALLY 
APPENDIX C: (GUIDELINES FOR MASS ARREST 

INCIDENTS ON PUBLIC PROPERTY 

DDA Laurie Abraham 
Oct 2011 

Laws That May Apijly To Behavior Occurring At a Mass 
Arrest Incident: 

1) 

2) 

Disorderly Condî ct Il/Obstmcting Vehicular or Pedestrian Traffic 
166.025(l)(d) 
a) A person obstiructs 
b) By either physically 

or pedestrians 
c) That created a risk of public alarm. 

vehicles or pedestrians on public streets or sidewalks; 
obstructing or pladng objects that obstruct vehicles 

Interfering With e\ Peace Officer/Refusing to Obey Lawful Order—162.247 
(l)(b) 
a) A peace officer gives a person a lawful order to do or not to do something; 
b) The person re :uses to obey that order; 
c) The order mu:;t be a lawful order which means that there is a law which 

requires or prohibits the behavior that the person is being ordered to do or 
not to do; 

d) The person miist actively not obey the order—cannot be passively 
disobeying the; order. 

3) Disorderly Conduct II/Engaging in Fighting or Violent Behavior 
166.025(l)(a) 
a) A person enga, 

defense, or; a 
b) That created a 

ges in physical force against another person not in self-
person engages in violent and threatening behavior; 
risk of public alarm. 

4) Riot—166.015 
a) Five or more 
b) Are 
c) And are each 

ominous threats 

iidividuals; 
participating or acting together; 

e ngaging in tumultuous and violent behavior that involves 
of personal injiuy or property damage; 
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5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

d) That created a grave risk of public alarm. 

Authority to 
a) I4C.30.030 4 

dnect, re-
sidewalk or 

b) 811. 
c) 814.070/Imp 

Highway (i.e 

Failure to Leave 
14C.30.010 
a) A Sgt. or 

emergency 
b) A person fail^ 

to leave. 

Interference with 
a) 

Ordfer Pedestrians and Vehicles to Move 
2nd 16.10.030 & 050—^these laws give you authority to 

direct, limit or restrict pedestrian or vehicular traffic on a public 
street 

535/Failing to Obey Police Officer Directing Traffic. 
I]-oper Position Upon or Improperly Proceeding along a 

walking m the street when a sidewalk exists). 

,1 Restricted Area/Entry into a Restricted Area—PCC 

abdve orders crowd to leave a particular area because an 
s; 

to leave that area or re-enters that area after being ordered 
exists; 

Interfering With 
a) A person intein 

station; or 
b) A person intejntionally interferes with public transportation services. 

]^ublic Transportation—166.116 
tionally enters or remains unlawfully on a public transit 

a Permitted Event on the Street or Sidewalk—PCC 7.22.070, 
A person intentionally interferes with a permitted event on the street or 
sidewalk by engaging in the following conduct as well as any other 
behavior intended to cause interference: 

A. Blodking, obstructing, or impeding the passage of participants, 
vehi :les, or animals along the route. 

B. Waljdng, running, driving a vehicle, riding a bicycle or 
skateboard through, between, with, or among participants, 
vehicles, or animals. 

C. Drojiping, throwing, rolling, or flying any object toward, among, 
or between participants, vehicles, or animals. 

D. Throwing, squirting, dumping, or dropping any liquid, solid or 
gaseous substance on, toward, among, or between participants, 
vehii;Ies, or animals. 

E. E. Grabbing at, taking hold of, hitting, pulling, or pushing any 
participant, vehicle, or animal or anything in the possession of 
any participant. 
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Orders to Be G!iven During Mass Arrest Incidents 

Situation Warning Authority 
The police need to open or 
reopen the street to traffic—or a 
sidewalk to pedestrian traffic— 
and the protesters refuse to 
vacate the street or sidewalk. 

This could occur when the police 
originally block the street to 
redirect traffic aroimd people 
sitting in the street—or when the 
police revoke a street or 
sidewalk use permit as discussed 
below. 

"Yamhill (or other street or 
sidewalk adjacent to a street) is 
being reopened to vehicular (or 
pedestrian) traffic. You must 
immediately vacate the street 
and proceed to the nearest 
sidewalk. If you remain in the 
street, you will be obstructing 
vehicular traffic. Ifyou remain 
in the street, you will be arrested 
for disorderly conduct and 
failure to obey this order." 

ORS: 814.070(l)(a) 
ORS: 811.535 
ORS: 131.665 
ORS: 166.025(l)(d) , 
ORS: 162.247(l)(b) 
PCC 14C.30.030 
PCC 16.10.030 
PCC 16.10.050 

Those persons refusing to 
leave the street should be 
charged with violating ORS 
166.025(l)(d) Disorderly 
Conduct II and ORS 
162.247(l)(b) Interfering 
with a Peace Officer. 

The police need to revoke the 
"Street or Sidewalk Use Permit." 

"Your permit, is revoked for 
failing to comply with the 
requirements of Chapter 7.22 of 
the City Code." 

Ifthe Street Use Permit allowed 
for the closure ofa Street or 
Streets, then upon revocation of 
the permit the police can order 
individuals to vacate that street 
or streets. See order given 
above. 

Ifthe Sidewalk Use Permit 
allowed for the closure ofa 
sidewalk or sidewalks, then upon 
revocation ofthe permit the 
police can order individuals to 
vacate that sidewalk or 
lidewalks. See order given 
ibove. 

PCC 7.22.070 

This order must be made by 
"the police supervisor 
assigned to the event." 

This vwll likely be used only 
ifthe participants blatantly 
and repeatedly violate city or 
state law. 

Those persons refusing to 
comply with the order given 
by the police should be 
charged with violating ORS 
162.247(l)(b) Interfering 
with a Peace Officer. 
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^ 

Situation 
The police need to close an 
area because the public health 
or safety is threatened by any 
emergency or disturbance. 

Example: Persons are 
throwing objects from the 
sidewalk at the police. 

The crowd turns into a Riot. 

Warning 
"For safety reasons the 
sidewalk from Yamhill St. to 
Morrison St. on the west side 
ofBroadway is closed. You 
must immediately leave this 
area southboimd on Broadway. 
Ifyou fail to leave or ifyou 
retum to this area, you may be 
arrested." "You may also be 
subjected to chemical agents 
and/or impact weapons in 
addition to arrest." 

You must specifically identify 
the closed area and tell them 
which direction(s) they need to 
go in order to leave. 

"In the name ofthe State of 
Oregon, you must immediately 
disperse. Leave this area 
immediately or you may be 
arrested." "You may also be 
subjected to chemical agents 
and/or impact weapons in 
addition to arrest." 

Identify the closed area, and, 
if possible; tell them how to 
leave. 

Authority 
PCC 14C.30.010 
PCC 14C.30.030 
PCC 16.10.030 
PCC 16.10.050 

This order must be made by a 
sergeant or above. 

The closure area should be as 
narrow as possible. 

Those persons refusing to 
leave the closed area should be 
charged with violating PCC 
14C.30.010 for Failure to 
Leave a Restricted Area and 
Criminal Trespass II ORS 
164.245 . 
ORS 131.675 
ORS 131.665 

This order may be given by an 
officer of any rank. Those 
persons refusing to leave the 
closed area should be charged 
with violating ORS 131.675 
Failure to Disperse (treat as an 
A misdemeanor). Criminal 
Trespass II 164.245. 
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How to Handle Interference by a Protestor with a 
Permitted Event in a Park 

SUSPECT CONDUCT LOCATION OF CONDUCT POSSIBLE OFFICER RESPONSE 
Arrest/cite the person for the appropriate 
offense and issue either a Park Exclusion or 
Park Waming notice. 

Suspect commits a crime 
or violation* 

Any vhere in the Park. 

Suspect violates a Park 
rule* 

Anyv'here in the Park. Issue the person either a Park Exclusion or 
Park Waming notice. 

Suspect does not commit 
a crime or a violation and 
does not violate a park 
rule but nevertheless 
unreasonably interferes 
with persons or activities 
in the permitted area of 
the Park. 

Call a Sergeant 

Insidf: 
the 
the 

Paric 
Piirk 

the pennitted area of 
. (This may be all of 
orjust part of it.) 

(1) Have one ofthe event's named Persons in 
Charge (PIC) make the determination that the 
person is unreasonably interfering with the 
event—then confirm this interfering conduct 
yourself; 
(2) Have the PIC ask the person to stop the 
mterfering conduct -then the officer should 
ask the person to stop (ifthey stop, no further 
involvement needed); 
(3) Have the PIC direct the person to leave • 
the permitted area ifthey refuse to stop the 
interfering conduct—then the officer should 
order the person to leave the permitted area if 
they won't stop (ifthey leave, no further 
involvement needed); 
(4) Ifthe person refuses to leave and won't 
stop the interfering conduct, then the PIC 
needs to decide ifthey want to make a 
citizen's arrest for the following two crimes: 
ORS 164.245 Criminal Trespass in the 
Second Degree; 
PCC 20.08.060 Unlawful Interference With a 
Permitted Event in a Park; and 
(5) Ifthe PIC does want the person amested, 
tiie officer should also arrest/cite for the 
following two crunes: 
ORS 162.247 Interfering With a Peace 
Officer; 
PCC 20.12.240 Failure to Obey a Reasonable 
Request ofa Park Officer. 
(6) Have the PIC exclude the person from the 
permitted area for the duration ofthe event, 
but do not issue a Park Exclusion. 

* See your Legal Reference ManuiJ 
or park rule violation. Also, see 20 
peraiitted events in a Park. 

20.08.060 Prohibited Conduct at Permit ted Events. 

In addition to any other applibabl 
engage in any ofthe following 
any Park: 

for information on whether the person's behavior is a crime, violation 
1.08.060 set out below regarding what the Rules of Conduct are for 

Ie provision of law, it is unlawful for any person to 
conduct at any event for which a permit has been issued in 
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A. Any conduct that substarjtially 
meaningfully participating i m 
B. Any conduct that 
attendees by creating an i 
stairwell, ramp, esplanade, 
access, egress or ingress. 

substaiitially interferes with the free passage of event participants or 
insurmountable obstacle at any entrance, aisle, walkway, 

A'endor booth, ride or other area commonly used for public 

C. Using any facility, 
covered by the permit in a 
designated or safe use. This 
constitutionally protected 
connection with the express 
things as proscribed by this 

structtire, fixture, improvement or other thing within the area 
manner contrary to or inconsistent with its intended. 

Subsection does not apply to any person engaged in any 
compression, unless, and then only to the extent that, in 

on, the person engages in conduct that amounts to misuses of 
Subsection. 

D. Except as expressly 
prohibition does not apply 
tobacco, in areas where sucL 

to 

E. Any sexual conduct, as defined 
physical manipulation or touching 
person's clothing in an act o 
the person's subjective inten 

F. Operating any bicycle, in 
accelerated propulsion, except 
such activities. 

iect G. Entry into the area subj 
personal belongings for the 
into the event. For purposes 
backpacks, duffel bags, sleeping 
personal items large enough 

For purposes ofthis Section 
pointer, animals of any kind 

prevents any other person from viewing, hearing or 
the event. 

pro vf ded for under the terms ofthe permit, Hghting any fire. This 
smoking devices designed for and used for smoking 
smoking is permitted. 

under ORS 167.060, including but not limited to any 
of a person's sexual organs through, over or under a 

apparent sexual stimulation or gratification, regardless of 

•line skates, roller blades or other human-powered form of 
in such places as the permittee may provide or allow for 

to the permit without consenting to an inspection of 
l)urpose of preventing the introduction of prohibited items 
Df this Subsection, "personal belongings" includes 

bags, purses, coolers, bulky apparel items and other 
to conceal or contain prohibited items. 

H. Bringing into or possessing within the area covered by the permit any prohibited item. 
, "prohibited item" includes any fireworks, laser light, laser 
(except for service animals while performing their qualifying 

services), sound producing or reproducing or audio or video recording equipment (except 
as authorized by the permittee), glass bottles or containers, alcoholic beverages (except as 

accordance with the permit), fumiture or fixtures (except as 
any thing specifically designed for and presently capable of 

provided by the permittee in 
authorized by the permittee). 
causing, or carried with the iitent to threaten or cause, bodily harm to another (except for 
concealed handguns lawfullj 
handgun permits), and any it 
of law. 

I. Entry into or remaining in 
open to the public without th 
area covered by any permit 
ofan entry fee or charge, without 

carried by persons in accordance with vahd concealed 
;m whose possession violates any other applicable provision 

any area covered by any permit for any event that is not 
consent ofthe permittee, or entry into or remaining in any 
any event that is open to the public only upon the payment 

first paying the applicable entry fee or charge. 
f>r 
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]V1 ass Arrest Procedures 

The following reports need to be prepared in each Mass Arrest incident 
and placed in a case envelope for each arrested subject with a separate 
PPB Case Number for arrests that occur a t different locations at 
different times during lhe event: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

10) 
11) 

where it occurred 
should cover any 

orders that can be 
A Special Report 

order. 
A Custody and/or 

arrest the arrested 

A Special Report 
items were found 
explain what evid 
A Custody and/or 

An Incident Repcrt from the Incident Commander or his or her designee that 
covers the circunistances surrounding the mass arrest incident—^when and 

what it was about, number of people, etc. Also, that report 
orders given to the group and explain the reasons why that 

order was given and what circumstances gave the police the authority to give 
that order. See "(prders to be Given" regardmg examples ofthe types of 

given to the crowd. 
by the officer who actually gave the Order to leave. That 

report should include where the order was given, how many times it was 
given, exactly what was said, and what device if any was used to give the 

Special Report by the arresting officer regarding the 
individual facts and circumstances that gave that officer probable cause to 

subject and what he arrested him for. See the infonnation 
that the arresting officer needs to cover in his or her report on the next page. 

fi-om the officer who searched the arrested subject if any 
that may have evidentiary significance. That report needs to 
mce was found and seized and its significance. 
Special Report ftom the detective who did the post-arrest 

interview unless that is done by the arresting officer. 
A Special Report Tom the officer or officers who videotaped the mass arrest 
incident indicating where and how they took the videotape and then placed the 
original in the pro ̂ erty room under a property receipt. 
A Special Report from the arresting officer, or some other officer assigned to 
review the videot£pe, identifying places on the tape where the arrest of each 
individual arrested by that officer is taking place. That Special Report should 
explain where on 1he tape each arrest is and what it shows and does not show. 
Photocopies of photographs ofthe arrested subject to include one face shot, 
one fully body she t, and one with the arresting officer. 
Copies of each prcperty receipt for evidence, prisoner property, photographs 
ofthe arrested suhjject, and fhe videotape. 

Miranda Wamings given by Detectives. 
'• citations issued to all arrested subjects. 

Photocopies ofthe 
A photocopy of th 
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The Arresting Officer needs to cover the following things in 
his/her report: 

1) How near the 
loudspeaker was 

2) How clearly the 
3) How many times 

subject. 
4) Observations 

he sitting in the 
the middle ofthe 

5) That he, the 
order to leave an^ 
the arrested subj 
Was this active 

6) Statements made 
post-arrest interv 
post-arrest interv 
report. 

7) Information on 
arrested subject i 
explains the sig 

8) Information that 
subject and rec 
arrested. 

oficer was to the arrested subject when the order over the 
made. 
officer heard the order, 
the order was given before the officer contacted the arrested 

Officers should 
precinct to review 

ect 
or 

abc ut what the arrested subject was doing prior,to contact. Was 
street locking arms with other subjects? Was he walking in 

street, etc? 
arresting officer, contacted the arrested subject and repeated the 

that the arrested subject refused to comply. Explain what 
did when the arresting officer told the subject to leave, 

passive resistance? 
by the arrested subject upon contact and then during the 
ew if conducted by the arresting officer. If Detectives do the 
ew, than they should cover the post arrest interview in their 

What evidence and/or property, if any, was taken from the 
the arresting officer pats down or searches the subject, and 

nificance of that evidence. 
Ihe officer looked at the photograph(s) taken ofthe arrested 

ogjnized that person in the photograph as the person that officer 

check and see if a DDA is available at the 
their report prior to turning it in. 
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AH arrests for a felony will 
investigation is not complet^ 
individual will be given a 
The felony citation should 

If possible, all individuals 
(Z-Cite) and booked into jai 
with a violation level offens 
than 30 days firom the arrest 
should be sent to the 
week assigned to that area o 
Justice Center for arraignme(nt 
unless they are with a 
felony in which case they gc 

Processing Arrests 

DC booked and lodged injail without a citation unless the 
and the felony is a Class C felony— în which case the 

citation and booked into jail for mug and print purposes only, 
sent to the Justice Center for arraignment. be 

airested for a misdemeanor crime(s) will be issued a citation 
[ for mug and print purposes only. All individuals charged 
will be issued a citation. The cite date should not be more 

date. Non-traffic misdemeanors and non-traffic violations 
appropriate Community Court for arraignment on the day ofthe 

f the County. Traffic misdemeanor cites should be sent to the 
Traffic violation cites should be sent to Courtroom 106 

citatidn charging either a traffic or non-traffic inisdemeanor or 
to the same courtroom for arraignment as that cite. 

If an arrested individual 
THEM A CITE. These 
misdemeanor charge under 
and "Jane Doe # " for 
will use this phrase. 

refijses to give their name for the citation, then DO NOT ISSUE 
individuals will be booked and lodged injail on the 

tag number assigned to them, "John Doe # " for men 
woinen. All the reports and photographs of these individuals 

arrested 
the 

Assign one officer to be in 
during the mass arrest i 
video taken at the event as tl 
reports and the copies ofthe 

ciarge of reviewing and collecting aU the reports written 
inciddnt. Also, that officer needs to obtain as many copies ofthe 

ere are arrested individuals. That officer will deliver all the 
video to the PPB Complaint Signer's Office. 

If possible, inform your Precinct DDA and the PPB Complaint Signer's Office prior to 
any possible mass arrest incidents. 
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Special Report by the 
a. What exactly 
b. How many 
c. Where was 
d. If amplified, by 
e. Was it recordec ? 

ordijr 

Custody/Special Report by 
(may be different than the arrestin 

MASS ARREST REPORT CHECKLIST 

Incident Report from Incident Commander/Designee with background information on circumstances 
sumounding both mass amest incic ent, and giving rise to the order to disperse. 

officer who actually gave the order to leave. Include: 
1 said? 

timts was. it said? 
given from? 

what device? 

officer or Sgt. Who developed PC to amest the individual defendant 
officer). Include: 

a. What charges vj-as defendant amested on? 
b. Each element of every charge-call a DDA if questions (DDA Abraham â  
c. Observations of defendant prior to arrest - what was he/she doing? 

t i e 

If anest is based upon fai ure 
a. How near was 
b. How close was 
c. How clearly die 
d. Did the crowd 
e. How many tim^s 

to obey an order. Include: 
defendant to the loudspeaker when order was given? 

the officer to defendant when order was given? 
the otficer hear the orders? 

ijespond to the orders - i.e. hear the orders? 
was the order given? 

____ Custody/Special Report by whoever actually amested the defendant (may be different than the 
officer/Sgt. who developed the PC). Include: 

a. The name of who developed the PC/gave the amest order. 
b. Whether def w;is personally ordered to leave by amesting officer, but failed to do so. 

____^ c. Observations of defendant, during and after amest. 

Special Report by officer if defendant searched, if anything was found. Include: 
a. What was seized? 
b. Why significant? 

a imit 

Special Report by officer(s) 
_ _ ^ a. Where and how 

b. Were orders to 
c. Cham of custod 

PAPERWORK: 
of p ict a. Photocopies 

b. Photocopy of written 
c. Copies of each 
d. Copies of allcitds 

Special/Custody Report by ̂ ost-amest interviewer. Include: 
a. Miranda. 
b. Did defendant, 

____ c. How many time i 
d. Instead of leaviiig, 
e. Other statement:;. 

to hearing order to leave? 
did he/she hear order repeated? 
;, what did defendant do? 

who videotaped the mass amest incident. Include: 
the video was taken. 

disperse audible to officer(s) taping incident? 
- original videotape's number, and where it is secwed. 

ures (one face, one full body shot, one with arresting officer). 
Miranda Wamings signed by defendant. 

plroperty receipt (prisoner property, photos, evidence, etc). 
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The Occupy Portland movement wants to bi anch out and form a new colony at Jamison Square. Organizers are planning a 
march to end at Jamison Square at 1600 hours. 

There is no anticipation that this march will 
arrests. The Parks Bureau does not want tc 

pe any different that the last several marches and it should go orderly and without 
allow anyone to occupy Jamison Square other then to visit. 

Weather is to be mostly cloudy. High of 56F 

Sq 

One bike squad will be assigned to 
then monitor the march and ensure 
MPU will be stationed at Jamison 
Bike squad and MPU will assist Parks 
rules and ordinances. 
In the event that arrests need to be 
arrests. 
RRT foot squad Delta is on call and 
by the IC 

encourage people not to occupy Jamison Square Prior to the march. They will 
that all traffic lava's are obeyed during the march, 
uare 

Bureau employees at Parks Bureau direction on enforcing state and local laws, 

1230 Hours - March begins to Waterlfront 
1400 Hours - ROLL CALL OF Bike 
1545 Hours -MPU online at Jamisorl) 
1600 Hours-Arrival at Jamison Square 
1900 Hours - Potluck starts at Jami 
2200 Hours -Cuddle Party starts at 

7, PREPARED BY Sergeant Dobson 

VaiMinEMi.ii&^a£BJ^WK^/^h^-n\ n*io 

and low of 45F, 20% of rain. 

made, under the direction of the Parks Bureau employees officers will make such 

MFF are available in the event that additional resources are deemed necessary 

Park to Convention Center to Jamison Square 
3quad 

Square 

ison Square 
Jamison Square 

PAGEI 201 (PPB/ICS) 
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Page 1 of 2 
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March to Jamison Square - Occupy Portland October 27, 2011 ICOOHrs 
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1 
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10 

CALL* 
3800 

MPU 10 
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1 
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10 
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DDA AMBER KINNEY 
DCA DAVE WORBORIL 
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IC 
Captain Westbrook 

7. PREPARED BY Sergeant Dobson 

Page 2 of 2 

PIO 
Lt. King 

Ops Sergeant 
Sgt. Niiya 

CE Bike Sqd 1 

PAGEI 

•i;OMMANDEm-:"> ' --.- 7/ . • -, ̂ 7' :\ 

201 (PPB/ICS) 

Capt. Westbrook 
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OccupyPortland lAP 

C'̂ H- U/^-t'M: 

Operaticnal Period November 10 
To November 17, 2011 

Captain Sara Westbrook, Incident 
Commander 

Prepared by Lt. Scott Johnson 
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5. Sergeants will advise the AOIC of 
additional assets. 

1. Central Precinct will continuous!/ monitor tiie Occupy Portland camp for criminal activity and 
spontaneous marches and demonstrations. 

2. No moves will be taken towards qlearing tiie parks at this time. 

3. SW main will remain open. 

4. Officer Safety is paramount .Officers need to be cognizant of fiealth hazards in the park. Officers 
should wear latex gloves when making physical contact with campers, and consider surgical masks. 
Security has already told us that some campers have pneumonia. 

any unusual actions or concentrations of crowds or the need for 

Central Precinct will detail a minimum of: four officers on M relief, four officers on A shift and four 
officers on Nights phasing down to two after the activity has lessened (call made by the Nights IC). A 
Sergeant on each shift will be dedic sted to Occupy Portland and be the POC for the IC. The other 
precincts may be utilized to backfill districts so that Central can staff the parks adequately. Officers 
will walk through each park continu susly and gain Intelligence. Any information or ot>servations will 
be given to the on duty sergeant. T lese officers will aiso put themselves out with BOEC on a 10-86. 
Only two officers at a time may go 10-81 or 10-82. Someone from the detail or a Sergeant or Lieutenant 
needs to attend the dally General Assembly at 1900 in Teny Shrunk Plaza. Any good information 
learned should then be relayed via E mail to the IC, Lt, Capt and WEBEOC. 

WHOEVER ATTENDS THE GA 
WYATT AND AC O'DEA SO THEY 

SHALL SEND AN EMAIL SUMMARY TO CENTRAL COMMAND, CAPT. 
CAN HAVE INFO FOR THE NEXT MORNING'S CONFERENCE CALL. 

I l l 

Afterthe shift, the officers will mak^ 
logging off and piaced in the Captai 
complete a legible log of notes and 
regarding OccupyPortland needs to 
should be posted to WEBEOC. 

notes in the call on the VCAD. The call will be printed off prior to 
's mailt>ox. If VCAD notes do not work, the officer needs to 

eave it for Captain Westbrook. Any poiice report written 
be copied forthe PIO and Captain Westbroolt. Ideally, information 

We are enforcing drug and alcohol 
per normal procedures. Consider 
Fourth Amendment search and 

liws/ruies in the parks. Persons cited/arrested should be excluded 
th It persons in a tent should be considered being in a residence for 

seizure provisions. 

leaves If a large contingent of campers 
and two will remain to monitor the 
If there is a violent disturbance. Officers 

parks 
es for a march, two officers on bikes will follow to observe/report, 

will rally and respond under the direction of the Occupy Sgt. 

Main If there Is a move to re-block SW 
determine if he or she has enough 
IC and/or Capt. Westbrook regardlesjs 

, officere need to immediately notify tbe POC Sergeant, who will 
resources to safely retakfrthe street. The Sergeant will notify the 

of the decision to re-take or not. 

The GSA (General Services 
officers may enforce ORS.crimes In 
have brought in a 55 gallon drum 
are not blocking anything, so FPS Is 
barrel without consulting Sgt. 

Admlnlsltration) is allowing persons to remain in Terry Shrunk Plaza. PPB 
the park, but not Federal rules or City ordinances. Protesters 

' with concrete and two "sleeping dragon" locking devices. They 
letting them just sit. No PPB officers will remove anyone from the 

Unsw^rth of EDU. 

fill 3d 
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Each day Central Precinct officers 
form a bike squad to work any impromptu 
have ready access to their APR, PR 
prepared to assist Central Precinct 
Field Force (MFF) If requested. 

^ho are bike trained will wear a bike uniform and be prepared to 
march. Other officers will wear their Class C BDUs and 

-24 and ballistic helmet East Precinct and North Precinct will be 
with normal calls. They will also be prepared to supply a Mobile 

The anti police march on November 
bus. The peace and love 
in the park. Many sources say the 
who you talk to. Today, the Mayor 
Criminals still are flocking to the 
Bureau has closed the bathrooms, 
number of campers. 
There is dissension in the ranks of 
that don't necessarily have the same 
drugs. Counter-protesters have arri 
behavior in the parks. Stolen propedy 
been vandalism to police cars in 
causing disturbances. Pease and 
the detail ofTicers. 

2 ^ resulted in a concussion for CE Sgt, who got pushed Into a 
atmosphere has disappeared. Officere need to be extremely vigilant while 

uituation is ready to either implode or explode, depending upon 
sent an open letter to the encampment showing his frustration. 

camp. Due to harassment of Clean and Safe pereonnel, the Parks 
There is talk of closing the kitchen. This would eliminate a good 

t h j 

tiampers. There are continual problems with sub groups forming 
values as the majority. Many people are using alcohol and 

ved and caused trouble. There are still issues with aberrant 
from nearby burglaries has been found in the camp. There has 

area. Mentally ill people seem to be flocking to the parks and 
Safety committee will call the desk for non-emergency contact with 
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INCIDENT COMMANDER 

ASSISTANT I.e. 
PIO 

Overall cokunand and control 
Capt Westbrook793-0715 
A Lt. Johiison ̂ ^ ^ ^ | N Lt Heimbach ^ ^ ^ ^ or A/Lt. Bacigalupi 

commanders will brief their replacements before transfer of command. 
Press relat ons and media releases Sgt Simpson 

Incident 

OPERATIONS 
SERGEANT 

Sergeants 'viU advise the Incident Commander or AOIC ofany unusual actions or 
concentrations of crowds, or the need for additional assets. 

BKE SERGEANTS 
UNIFORM 
SERGEANTS/Bike officers 

RRT LIEUTENANT 

RRT SERGEANTS 

Operationj 1 
A/ Capt. Jphnso: 

command and confrol of RRT 
Lt. Elmore! Lt. Graham! 

Protect crii ical infrastructure, Crowd management and confrol. Effect arrests. 
RRT will 1 ave one squad on call until further notice for response at the request ofthe OIC / 
AOIC. AI ]>ha (Sg tPoo l^^mHolb rook^^^B is up Nov 9-15. Bravo (Sgt. Roeser 
and McDa: liels) goes up November 16-22 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Multnomali County RRT POC is Sgt. Tim L icha towich^^^^ They can provide 12 
bodies with an hour lead time, and will secure the Jail and JC entries on the 3"* street side. 

MCDC On notice lor event and possible increase in booking operations 
FORENSIC EVIDENCE 
DIVISION 

Can be dep loycd to collect video evidence at spontaneous demonstrations 

TRIMET Notified in case of impromptu marches 

Traffic Division Traffic can help guide any demonsfration by blocking traffic intersections. 

FIELD ARREST DETAIL Two teams of 6 officers from Youth Services. Capt Modica 793-9303 

CENTRAL MFF #1 MFF, if called up by the AIC, 1̂  to deploy - Respond to location per AOIC 
EAST MFF #1 MFF, if called up by the AIC, 2°̂  to deploy - Stage under the Momison Bridge 
NORTH MFF #1 MFF, if called up by the AIC, 3"* to deploy - Stage under the Morrison Bridge 
PREPARED BY: 11-Q8-11 by Lt. Scott Jchnson 203 (PPB/ICS) 
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ANNEX - OCCUPY PORTLAND 

Occupy our Block 

Thursday Nov 17th, 2011 

Operational Time Period: 0001-2300 

Summary of Event(s): 

Information being gathered indicates 
shutting down the Steele Bridge 
hours on the Steele Bridge, lOOC 
locations were Occupy Portland 

Weather Forecast: 

43/38 degrees and rain showers 

Command Structure: 

IC for from 0001 to 0600 Lt Heijnbach 

CCIC - from 0600 to 2300 Captj Parman 

ACCIC - Capt. Burke 

Op Sgt - Sergeant Dobson 38|0 

Radio Op Net = Mult A (B-12) 

that several groups and labor imions are planning on 
to transit They have stated that this is a three part protest. 0800 
hours rally in Waterfront and 1100 hours march to undisclosed 

individuals are to be disrupting businesses in several locations. 

Objectives from 0001 - 0600: 

• NO foot, bike or personal vehicle 

• Buses and Max will be alloVed 

traffic on the bridge 

to use the bridge 

Occupy_000025 
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be evaluated by CCIC 

Objectives from 0600 -2300 

• Marchers will not take bridge 

• Un-permitted marches will 

Rules of engagement: 

• Primarily a defend positibn with possible push if march develops 

• Officers will use verbalisation and hands on to accomplish primary mission 

• Pepper spray is authorized per Directive 1040.00 

o Red Saber only tc be used by supervisor 

• FN 303 will be used primarily used to target individuals throwing projectiles 

• 37mm / sting balls are authorized when taking Projectiles likely to cause serious physical 
injury for a hostile group and there in NO individual target for FN. 

o They will NOT be used on a non-hostile crowd where a suspect has run into. 

• Smoke and Chemical munitions authorized by the CCIC only. 

Timeline 

From 0001 to 0400 

2 MFF squads will be stationed dn the bridge in locations 1 thru 7 

#7 is a stairwell that can be monitored from the park 

MFF squads will be 2 person cars (not 4 to a car), leaving a built in relief and roaming car. 

From 0400 to 0600 

2 additional MFF v*ill be assigned to bridge doubling up the number of cars at each location. 

0500 

0600 

RRT and FED are briefed at Trafiic 

RRT squads arrive at Trimet (3 RpT, Vancouver. Clackamas, Beaverton) 

Mass Arrest is in position 

Occupy_000026 
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0630 

0700 

0730 

0800 

1000 

1100 

MFF and Bike are at Bridge 

Demonstrators gather at NE 1̂ ' and NE Oregon 

Rally at Waterfront Park with Occupy Portland 

ODOT EOC on line 

MPU ready 

2 MFF arrives at Central. 1 MFF in 2 person cars and I regular MFF (4 to a car) 

2 Bike Squads arrive at Central 

Pathfinders for outside agencies 

CCIC meets with Demonstrators 

Traffic is available for marches 

EDU is available for Direct actidjn devices 

arrive at Central 

Liaison 

March to various unknown locat 

1200 

RRT Alpha and MCSO online. 

ons, unknown where, presumed dovratown 
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ANMiX - OCCUPY PORTLAND 

Re occupation March / Park 

Satirday December 3'"̂ , 2011 

rime Period: 1400-0200 (anticipated) Operational 

Summary of Event(s): 

Open source intelligence i 
Saturday. They plan on gath' 
unpermitted march at 1500 hrs. 

A gathering is also being posted 
Egypt. This is to be an 
but appears to have a different r(|)ute 

indicates Occupy Portland is planning on occupying another park this 
eriî g at Salmon Springs Foimtain at 1400 hrs and marching in an 

Their website has stated they want to occupy another park. 

for 1400 hrs at Salmon Springs Fountain for solidarity with 
impermitted march as well and is to run concurrent v̂ t̂h the other march, 

We anticipate both march will bo short in nature due to a General Assembly being advocated for 
everyone to attend at 1730-2000 hrs. This General Assembly is meeting at the l" Unitarian 
Church (1011 SW 13% This was an RSVP event and is showing fiill as of Friday. The 
Solidarity with Egypt March is planning to be in Pioneer Courthouse Square at 1900 hrs for a 
candlelight vigil. 

Based on information from an Obcupy 
the downtown area. This park is 
information and recent tagging 
try to occupy. The source also stated 
will have delivered to the Mayor 
only be in this park for two weeks 
volunteering to stay behind and 
material and other structure matejrial 
during the march or General Assembly 

Weather Forecast: 

Portland source, the plan is to reoccupy a park located in 
to have limited grass, and be more concrete or brick. This 
: O'Bryant Square have us believing this will be the park they 

by Friday December 2"'̂  the Occupy Portlaad movement 
's office the code of conduct for this new camp and a pledge to 

The code of conduct will also include names of individuals 
<[lean up after the two weeks are over. It is believed camping 

will be brought in by vehicles to support the reoccupation 

46 for aftemoon high / 32 for evqnihg low. 0% chance of rain. 

Objectives (March): 

Allow demonstrators to st;lf police themselves on the march unless they request 
assistance 

Officers will be called to jjnanage / control the marches only after citizen 911 calls ofa 
disruption. 
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Objectives (Park Occupation): 

All park rules •will be enforced by Park Rangers and officers to encourage lawful use of 
the parks during nonnal pperating hours. 

No tents or structures wiT be allowed to be set up in any park. Enforcement will be taken 
to ensure an occupation does not occur again. 

Park Rangers and officerp will enforce park closure hours for any park where an 
occupation is attempted. 

Park rules will be enforced with written park wamings, written trespass notices, and 
arrests if needed. The tirieline/order for any of these tools will be at the discretion ofthe 
park ranger and/or officer. 

Command Structure: 

CCIC - Capt. Westbrook 9801 

AIC / RRT - Lt. Johnsdn 9803 / ILl 

Op Sgt (March) - Sgt. Niiy^ 3800 

Op Sgt (Parks)- Set. Dobsbn • 3820 

RRT Alpha Sgt Sgt Holbri)ok 1A16 

RRT Bravo Sgt Sgt. McDiniel 1B16 

Assets (March): 

1 Central Bike Squad - 1400 hrs for march 

Precinct MFF on standby for maj-ch 

Assets (Parks): 

2 Parks Bureau Park Rangers - 1600 hrs 

1 Central Precinct MFF - 1700 hrs (Most bike officers firom march will transition to diis squad) 

2 RRT Hard Squads - 1900 hrs (Will not be in hard gear initially. Will be used to scout parks) 

1 FED Criminalist on stand by 

Precinct MFF on stand by 

Field Arrest / Mass Arrest on call 
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Reoccupy March 
4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD: December 3"'. 20| 

5. 

CALL SIGN 

1A16 
VEHICLE # RANK 

SgL 
Ofc 
ofc 
Ofc 

^ .r.-.- .̂'-^c^y/:-:: .̂̂ '- '̂̂ . --.'x' 

12/1/11 

NAME LAST.FIRST 

Holbrook 
Kula 
Paisley 
Domka 

ID# 

HOURS 

REG OT 

X 
X 
X 
X 

Ofc Posey X 

ofc Nutting 
Ofc McCarthy X 
Ofc Hansen X 
Ofc Homstein X 
Ofc Engsfrom 
Ofc D.M. Scott X 
ofc Karumer - LL X 

Ofc Zaneti - LL X 

6. RESERVES 

Occupy_000030 
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7. PREPARED BY: DATE: 211-1 (PPB/ICS) 
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Reoccupy March 
4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD: December 3™, 201 

5. 

CALL SIGN VEHICLE # RANK 

Sgt 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 

6. RESERVES 

mmifm^mewmms^^^^^^smm 
'm^mm^̂ mm ̂;mTEBREPAREi>"? -̂̂ :̂ -̂ 3Sf£ 

12/1/11 1330 

1 

NAME LAST.FIRST 

McDaniel 
Hauskins 
Wuthrich 
Jackson 
Farrar 
Harris 
Parker 
Berge 
Fender 
Britt 
Buller 
Wiest-LL 
Maxey - LL 

ID# 

HOURS 

" REG 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

OT 

-

Oc cupŷ OO 3032 • 
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7. PREPARED BY' DATE; 211-1 (PPB/ICS) 
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Reoccupation March 

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD: 1700-0200 

5. Central MFF Squad 

CALL SIGN VEHICLE # RANK 

Sgt 
Ofc • 

Ofc 

Ofc 

Ofc 

Ofc 

Ofc 

Ofc 

Ofc 

Ofc 

Ofc 

Ofc 

Ofc 
Ofc 

Ofc 

6. RESERVES 

7. PREPARED BY: 

/&A;iiE--RRERARED W ^ 
^ ^ f i S l ^ i ^ K l M 
- - ,D . ^V " *>5^ 

12/2/11 0800 

NAME LAST.FIRST 

Georgioff 

Lai 

Elwood 

McMurray 

Combs 

Hughes 

H. Shaw 

D. Harris 

Labasan 

Sanders 

D. Biyant 

Phothivongsa 

Ragona ?? 

Churella ?? 

Fort?? 

ID# 

HOURS 

REG OT 

1 DATE 

Oc 

211-1 (PPB/lCSl 1 

CUpy_00 X 3 4 
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J 
1 

m m i ^ ; ^ A ^ ^ y 7 M - m ' A A i ^ X \ ^ ^ 
im^mtMt^T^-MAAxmi-
2011 - Saturday 12/03/11 Occupy m 
4 OPERATIONAL PERIOD: 12/03/11 

5, 

UNIT# 

• 

DETAIL 
# DPSST 

-

7. PREPARED BY: Sqt Dobson #35609 

| ,^- i^-L • ^ r ^ ^ . . ^ ^ i ? ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ A J E i E 8 ^ P A R E E 

-Ch 1 11/30/11 
/TkJS^i^LM «'?^M^VREPJ^RED^'^ -' 

1329 hrs 

NAME LAST.FIRST 

Sgt. - Bike Squad 

, 

RADIO ID # 

1 DATE: November 30,11 

Oc 

HOURS 

REG OT 

' 

211-1 (PPB/ICS) 1 

CUpy_00( D035 
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Egypt 1 year anniversary 
'KfM_ipi^BARi&' ;-<r'L4.^&P^=tAti6^ PERIODYEtATE/TlME) V 

January 25, 2012 / 1630-2000hours 

WMA^iAA^-'-p-%A 7-' ••-. / ' • 
and march in solidarity of the 1 year anniversary of the uprising in Egypt. There 
for this event. In the past few days the events Facebook page has revealed a 
|. They have no permit and it is unclear vi/here they plan on marching. 

The Occupy movement is planning a rall^ 
is very little information on what to expect 
group of over 150 is planning on attendir g 

With the recent officer involved shooting, 
police action has increased as well, 
ready. In addition, the precincts are now 
and MFF units should the need anse. 

Internet activity has increased and the potential for this event to become an anti-
Becbuse ofthis we are asking on-duty RRT to be dressed in blacks and be at the 

being requested to ask for volunteer hold-overs from dayshift to backfill for RRT 

The weather is forecast as 49 high 34 lo\i/, 70% chance of rain. 
7. OBJECTIVES 

Our objectives for the day will be fluid debending 
1. Use crowd management techniques to 

involved remain lawful in their conduct 
2. ^ Use horses and bikes to keep group 
3. Call in additional RRT & MFF units if 

on what occurs during the event. Our primary objectives are: 
ensure that protesters do not interrupt normal traffic flow, and that all parties 

dn the sidewalk. 
crowd control "is necessary. 

As normal the group will be contacted and ex|3lained the expectations of staying on the sidewalk and obeying all traffic control 
devices. 

./8.-(:.URRENT.TIMESiAND.F^LANNS.D EVENTS.?. 
ROLL CALL 
Rally 
March 
Secure 

Central 1600 hours 
1630 hours 
1745 hours 
2000 hours 

Pioneer Courthouse Square 

Operational net is Central Tad 

POSITION 
IC 

OPS SGT 

Bike SGT 

MPU SGT 

Traffic SGT 
DDA 

CITY ATORNEY'S 

NAME PHONE NUMBER 
CAPT WESTBROOK 
SGT DOBSON 

SGT STAINBROOK 

SGT SCHOENING 

SGT VOPEL 
Laurie Abraham 
DCA DAVE WORBORIL 

6. PREPARED BY Sergeant Dobson 

CALL# 
9801 

3820 

3821 

MPU 10 

3733 

# OF OFFICERS 

18 

14 

PAGE 1 OF'^Hpy-SSRO^B/ICS) 
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1. INCIDENT NAME 
Egypt 1 year anniversary 

2. DATE PREPARED 
January 25, 2012 

3. TIME PREPARED 
0600 

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD 
1/25/12-1630 to 2000 hours 

OPERATIONS SECTION 
POSITION NAME PHONE* CALL* 

CENTRAL IC Capt. Westbrook #28654 
CENTRAL OPS SERGEANT Sgt Dobson #35609 

CE BIKE SERGEANT Sgt Stainbrook #27833 

9800 
3820 
3821 

CENTRAL BIKE SQUAD Billard #45665/ Engstorm #29982 2830 
CENTRAL BIKE SQUAD Br/ant# 47224 / Hubbard #32024 2831 
CENTRAL BIKE SQUAD Labasan #39828 / Harris #47653 2832 
CENTRAL BIKE SQUAD Mcmurray #32106 / Combs #43503 / 2840 
CENTRAL BIKE SQUAD M Miller #31884 / Colbert #28896 2841 
CENTRAL BIKE SQUAD H. MWUiT # 35819 / Bruner-Dehnert #44735 2842 
CENTRAL BIKE SQUAD i/Vebber#44629 / Pak #38995 2844 
CENTRAL BIKE SQUAD Stensciaard #43480 / Worthington #44630 2845 
CENTRAL BIKE SQUAD Andonian #50654 / Ragona #21430 2846 

6. PREPARED BY Sergeant Dobson PAGE 2 OF 2 201 (PPB/ICS) 
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1. INCIDENT NyyilE •_ 
Anarchist Protest - solidarity for 

Occupy Oakland 

2 

INCIDENT BRIgFINS 
DATE, PREPARED 

February 2, 2012 

: .3rTlM''PRl5PMED 

1100 hours 

^ 4. OPERATIONAL PERJpp_(pATEmME) 

February 6, 2012 /1800-2200 hours 

" I V "" ••• 

. • i V ' ^ ' ' . l . . - . ^ l J 

Si..J r--- .'«"JV^. 
" • '-i 7 * 

- - ' • i r -

r \ ' . . [ j - ,.. -'..-IK. 

i n7»"'/,.i /." •?• '• '•VB.'" "1' 
• . " ' ' ' ' F M ^ .• ~ 

^ , : • ; ^ ^ ! : - • 

J^ .1 t 

^ '• ' I. . ; ' ; 

>-/ -r _.,.nn. . l^^-i-^-::;••. : A.^- 'f: ••-iij;A^'A- S: . 

•^UATI0N^'& S§REpr;SyMMAR?if̂ : 
of; The anarchists are planning an evening 

some type and vandalism to banks and 
Col. Summers Park. Historically the 
Traffic Division. It appears that they will 
homemade shields much like the ones in 
use of pyrotechnic devices and projectile^ 
cocktail bombs. 

action in solidarity of Oakland. Similar events in the past have been a march of 
corporate establishments including police facilities. The march will start at 

groijp has marched to the Hollywood area and back to Belmont/ Hawthorne district or 
in be targeting banks. Discussions regarding the building and use of 

Oakland have been put on open social media forums. We can also anticipate the 
such as paint bombs, rocks, bottles, roman candles and possibly even Molotov 

other 

agair 

At the same time PSU is holding a mayor 
handle and call if necessary. Central will 

debate and Occupy has threatened to protest with a bike swarm. PSI!J will 
have primary and Lt. Marshman will oversee its operation if needed. 

,nd If we move into a 2 operational period Cmdr Day, Captain Burke and SgL Niiya will take over command at 2100 hours. 

The weather is forecast as 54 high 37 \ov> , 0% chance of rain 
.7. OBJECTIVES 

Our objectives for the day will be fluid defend 
1. Monitor the group to ensure that they 
2. Ensure that If they march, protesters 

vehicular traffic. 
3. Use enforcement to stop and or arrest 

ing on what occurs during the event. Our primary objectives are; 
Assemble and rally in a peaceful and non-confrontational manner, 

riimain on the sidewalk and allow the normal flow of other regular pedestrian and 

individuals that partake in vandalism or break other laws. 
8a. CUf {RENT TIMES AND PLANNEP, EVENTS 

ROLL CALL @ Central 
Rally 
Secure 

1700 hours 
1800 hours 
2200 hours 

Operational net is Central T a d 

Colonel summers park (SE 20/Belmont) 
(estimated) 

B u t code: 9PLCHO144/601 02-06-2012 Occupy Anarchist for Oakland 

6. PREPARED BY. Sergeant Dobson 
OGCupy_Q00(338 

PAGE 1 OF 2 201 (PPB/ICS) 
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8b. RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 
Monitor the crowd ensuring that they 
Use all applicable State, county and city 
Direct group if less then 200 to Remain 
allow 
Use all management techniques to dlrec 
If applicable and if resources allow, take 

reniain peaceful and lawful. 
laws, ordinances, and codes to maintain order 

the sidewalk and obey ali laws regarding streets and sidewalks if resources cn 

the group 
selective enforcement when directed by command 

6. PREPARED BY Sergeant Dobson PAGE 1 OF 2 201 (PPB/ICS) 
8c FORCE RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 

1. Officers will use mere presence, 
2. Pepper Spray authorized used per 
3. FN303 will be primarily used to target 
4. 37mm / sting balls are authorized when 

there is no individual target for FN. 
5. They will NOT be used on a non-hostile 
6. Smoke / Chemical munitions authorized 

verbalization and hands on to accomplish primary mission 
Diredlve 1040.00. Red Sabre is only to be used by Supervisors 

inc ividuals throwing projectiles, 
taking projectiles likely to cause serious physical injury from a hostile group and 

(prowd where a suspect has run into. 
only by IC 

10. RESOURCE-SUMMARY 

POSITION NAME PHONE NUMBER CALL* 

#0F 
OFFICERS 
ASSIGNED 

CCIC CAPTAIN WESTBRCiQK 

ACCIC CAPTAIN PARMAN 

OPS SGT SGT DOBSON 

RRT CMD LT. ELMORE 

Bike Squad SGT STAINBROOK 

RRT Alpha SGT SCHELL 

9801 

3820 

ILI 

3821 10 

10 

RRT Bravo SGT McDANIEL 10 

MFF 1 - East SGT ANDERSON 10 

MFF 2-North SGT WHEELWRIGHT 

FIELD ARREST SGT DODY 

FORMAL ARREST LT. KAER 

MPU SGT SCHOENING 

Traffic Detail 3 SGT VOPEL 

3611 10 

3536 

MPU10 

3733 

AIRl TBD 

DDA 

CITY ATORNEY'S 

Laurie Abraham 

DCA DAVE WORBOFtIL 

NOTES ' 

EACH MMF WILL PROVIDE A PADDY V\ AGON. FIELD ARREST WILL HAVE JAIL BUS AVAILABLE 
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Portland Police Bureau 
lAP for Feb 29* 2012 
OjDerational Period 1 

2/29/12 0700 hours to 2/29/12 1900 hours 
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INCIDENT NAME 

Occupy the Corporations 

DATE PREPARED 
February 21, 

2012 

It appears this rally and march will be 
will be set up into affinity groups that 
It is anticipated there will be severa 
have spent months planning this evertit 

similar to N17 march. Open source Intel indicates the demonstrators 
/vill break off and occupy predetermined businesses or corporations, 

hundred persons participating in this event. Unlike N17, the protesters 

TIME 
PREPARED 

1542Hrs 

OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATETTIME) 
February 29,2012 

1100-2300hrs 

SITUATION 

OFFICER SAFETY 
It is currently unknown how the 
and certain radical Occupiers have 
discussions have Included using long 
and un-arrestlng tactics. In recent 
to include razor blades placed in their 
and those conducting searches. 

Anarcthist group will play into this march. Intel indicates that the Anarchists 
found to have had stock piles of fireworks, and shields. Internet 

poles, projectiles, vandalism, "diversity of Tactics,"traffic blockades 
events individuals arrested have been found to have sharp objects, 

clothing in an apparent attempt to cause injury to arresting officers 

been 

past 

ORGANI^TION CHART 
SEE ATTACHED 

MISSION 
The IC's intent and mission for this e\fent 
1** amendment rights without infringir^g 

is have this event be a peaceful expression of the demonstrators 
on the rights of others. 

b i To accomplish this, the mission will 
Occupation division. The March division 
deal with the calls for service for trespassing 
CCIC and Operations Sergeant Eacti 

divided into two forces or divisions; the March division and the 
will deal with the Rally and March and the Occupation division will 

on private property. Each division will be lead by an deputy 
Division will be operating on its own radio net. 

arrests The IC'S intent is to make as few 
violence. Subjects on private property 
property priorto arrests being made. 

as possible during the march, barring acts of vandalism and 
will be given a warning and afforded the opportunity to leave the 

OBJECTIVES 
FOR THE RALLY AND MARCH 
Our objectives for the day will be fluid 
are: 
1. Monitor the group to ensure they 
2. Ensure if they march, protesters r 

pedestrian and vehicular traffic. 
3. Businesses are allowed to remain 
4. Use enforcement to stop and/or 

welfare of others 
5. Protect all infrastructures from 

depending on what occurs during the event. Our primary objectives 

assemble and rally in a peaceful and non-confrontational manner, 
amain peaceful and if possible, allow the normal flow of other regular 

open without major interruptions. 
al̂ rest individuals that partake in vandalism or that threaten the 

occupation. Bridges, freeways, etc. 

FOR THE OCCUPATION 
1. Respond to all calls from citizens 
2. Use enforcement to stop and/or 

property as quickly and efficiently 
3. Call CCIC if additional resources 

of groups of people "occupying "(trespassing) on private property. 
arrest individuals that break laws, vandalize or trespass on private 

as possible, 
are needed to restore order to a location. 

OLUupy_000041 
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INCIDENT NAME 

Occupy the Corporations 

bATE PREPARED 
February 21, 

2012 

XJErifRAL: RULES OF^NGAGEMENT-
FOR MARCH DIVISION 
• Monitor the crowd ensuring they 
• Use all applicable state, county 
• Direct group If less then 200 to 

sidewalks if resources allow. 
• Use all management and control 
• If applicable and if resources allo/v 

FOR OCCUPATION DIVISION 
• Attempt to get group or individua 

Warn each person individually priorto arrest. 
Arrest those who refuse to leave 

TIME 
PREPARED 

1542Hrs 

OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATETTIME) 
February 29,2012-

1100-2300hrs 

remain peaceful and lawful. 
and city laws, ordinances and codes to maintain order, 
remain on the sidewalk and obey all laws regarding streets and 

techniques to direct the group. 
, take selective enforcement when directed by command. 

s of group to leave property without arrests. 

i roperty. 
v T U5E OF RQRGE RULES QFENGAGEWEN^̂ ^̂  • ^ • / A : 

1. Officers will use mere presence, verbalization and hands-on to accomplish primary mission. 
2. Pepper Spray authorized usage p jrsuant to Directives 1010.20 and 1040.00. Red Sabre IVIK9-style 

cans only to be used by supervisors. 
3. FN303 will be primarily used to target individuals throwing projectiles. 
4. 37mm sting balls are authorized when taking projectiles likely to cause serious physical injury from a 

hostile group and there is no indi\1dual target for FN.. 
5. They will NOT be used on a non-hostile crowd where a suspect has run into. 
6. Smoke/chemical munitions aut^ prized only by IC. 

CURREINT TIMES AND PLANNED EVENTS 

s Addition and moves to gas stations 

shift 
in with EOC 

and travel to assigned briefing area 
floor TRAINING CLASSROOM 

occupy 7 to 10 business 
igned detail sergeant 

0700 day shift motors stari: shift 
0800-1100 bike swarm starts at Ladd i 
0830 EOC in operation 
0930 All assigned supervisors start 
1015 All assigned supervisors Check 
1030 All assigned officers report to 
1030 Briefing for all supervisors 11 
1100-1700 church group in NEto 
1130 Roll Call for all officers by as^i 

Bikes @ Central roll call room 
Motors @ Traffic roll call room 
All RRT / MPU @ Horse Barn 
All MFF @ 14**̂  floor (less East ancjl North reserve units) 
Mass arrest (g 14*̂  floor 

1130 rally starts 
1200 Afternoon Motors start shift 
1300 March Starts @ Waterfront 
1400 Afternoon shift starts 
1500 Decision to bring on additional RRT squads MCSO and Clackamas needs to be made 
1700 Night Shift motor start 
1700 Estimated end of march 
1730 Estimated end of Rally (£ 
2100 Estimated Secure Time 

Diredtors Park 
Directors Park 

Ouuupy_0Q0042 
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JNCIDENT NAME 

Occupy the Corporations 

DATE PREPARED 
February 21, 

2012 

TIME 
PREPARED 

1542Hrs 

OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATETTIME) 
February 2972012 

1100-2300hrs 

WEATHER 
The weather is forecast as 43 high to 37 low, 90% chance of rain 

RADIO NET 
Main Command Net SE 

March Division Net SE 
Occupation Division Net SE Ta(b2 

Taci 
net (A3) 
(B2) 
(B3) 

bVERTIMeeODE 
BUC code: 9PLCHO144/601 - Occupy the Corporations 

target Locations 
Chapman Square Park 

SW4*^ and Main 

McDonald's 
1035SW6*'^ 

AT&T 
#1 734 SW 3'̂ ^ 
#2 819 SW Oak (main building) 

Bankof America 
1001 SW5*^ 

Chase Bank 
811 SW6^^ 

Weils Fargo 
#1 635 SW 6̂ ^ 
#2 1300SW5^^ 
#3 1900 SW 5*̂  

Standard Insurance 
1100SW6*^ 

Regence Blue Cross / Blue Shield 
#1 601 SW 2"^ 
#2 200 SW Market 

Coca Cola 
2710 NE Davis 

Verizon 
616 SW Broadway 

Prenared bv Craie Dnhson #3.S609 

(Maps attached pages 7 and 8) 
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JNGIDENt NAME 

Occupy the Corporations 

E PREPARED ,_ 
February 21, 

2012 

. TIME., 
.PREPARED:,., 

1542Hrs 

' ,. - 'V •.- 7 ' . >•- -- •• -.-
',0RERATIPNAL:PERI0P (DATETTIME) 

February 29,2012 
1100-2300hrs 

•»^^-.,>j-v.'>.„K*- • -

Position Name Phone Number Call Number 

Incident Commander and Stsiff 
Incident Commander Cmdr. Day 

PIO Lt Kinij 

Liaison Officer Lt. Eln" ore 

Intel Officer A/Sgt Hughes 

Intel Officer Jason Ruby 

MARCH Division - Operation!? Section 

9800 

9833 

1L1 

3802 

NA 

Deputy CCIC 

Operations Sgt 

Capt. Burke 

Sgt Dobson 

MARCH Division - Operational Personnel 
3817 

Unit Type Sergeant 
Call 

Number Phone Number 
#of 

Officers 

Central 1 Bike Shearer 3805 

Central 2 Bike StEiinbrook 3821 

East1 Bike Hansen 3906 

Detail 1 Motor Fort 3731 

Detail 2 Motor Davis 3736 

Detail 3 Motor Sgt Hull 1812 

Detail 4 Motor Voepel 3733 

Detail 5 

RRT Alpha 

RRT Bravo 

RRT Charlie 

MRT OSP 
SOUND 
TRUCK 

MPU 
Field Arrest 

4 

MCSO 

Clackamas 

Motor Smith 3734 

RRT Pool 

RRT Roeser 

RRT McDaniel 

RRT 

RRT 

MPU 

FA 

RRT 

RRT 

Tim Fox 

McCormick / Bell 

Schoening 

Mahuna 

Lichatowich 

IA I 

1B1 

ICI 

0SP1 

MPU 10 
Field Arrest 4 

(3525) 

MSCO 1 

Clackamas 1 

12 

14 

12 

Occupy_000044 

12 

12 

16 
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JNCIDENT NAME 

Occupy the Corporations 

DtATE PREPARED 
February 21, 

2012 

-'• T I M B - , , 
.PREPARED; 

1542Hrs 

OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATE/TIME) 
February 29,2012 

1100-2300hrs 

OCCUPATION Division - Operations Section 
Deputy CCIC 

Operations Sgt 

Lt. Marshman 

Sgt. Besner 

9802 

3902 

OCCUPATION Division - Operational Personnel 

Unit Type S<?rgeant 
Call 

Number Phone Number 
#of 

Officers 

MFF 1 MFF F'ashley 3680 

MFF 2 MFF Resch 3660 

MFF 3 MFF Robinson 3963 

MFF4 MFF mgen 3751 

12 

12 

10 
Reserve 
MFF 5 
(EAST) MFF Andrusko 

East i 
(3911) 11 

Reserve 
MFF 6 

(NORTH) Christensen 
North 1 
(3602) 

Occupy_000045 
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iNCIDENT NAME 

Occupy the Corporations 

DATE PREPARED 
February 21, 

2012 

TIME 
PREPARED 

1542 Hrs 

OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATETTIME) 
February 29,2012 

1100-2300hrs 

Prepared bv Craip Dobson #^5609 

Occupy_000047 
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INCIDENT NAME 

Occupy the Corporations 

: • ' ' • • " : . 

ERRERARED -
February 21, 

2012 

.T IME- ;, 
. PREPAPED 

1542Hrs 

.pPERATIOf^AL PERIOD (DATETTIME) 
February 29,2012 

1100-2300hrs 

Prenared bv Craig T)oh.<;nn #15609 
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C HECK-IN LIST PERSONNEL 
1. INCIDENT NAME 

Occupy the Corporations 
4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD: February 29. 2012: 1000-2200 hours 

5. BIKE Squads 

CALL SIGN Area RANK 

SGT 

?. DATE PREPARED 

2/20/12 
3. TIME PREPARED 

0800 

NAME: FIRST LAST DPSST# 

Central Bike Squad 1 
SHEARER 

Park#29512 /Wolf #35396 
Newby #42898/ Engweiler #37133 

Hastings #42381 / Thompson #43484 
Pak #38995 / Ragona #21430 

stensgaard #43480 / Worthington #44630 

RADIO ID # 

HOURS 

REG OT 

Kofoed#40928/Oliphant#43732 
Bike Squad 2 

SGT STAINBROOK 
Hubbard #32024 / Combs #43503 
Billard #45665 / Engstrom #29982 

Nett #41052 / Sanders #47719 
Colbert#28896/M. Miller #31884 

Labasan #39828 / McMurray #32106 
Bruner-Dehnert #44735 / Gjovik #38946 

Bryant #47224/ Harris #39655 
_Bike Squad 3 

SGT HANSEN 
Baldwin #23593 / Letter #30567 
Storm #35818 / Cook #48042 

Robertson #31290 / Zaitz 42391 

Andersen #46055 / Buller #47824 

Dormady #45813 T Pryce #34677 

Simon #41758 / Zoeller #41636 
Pathfinders 

Coussens #50465 
Aden if45001 

7. PREPARED BY: Sgt. C. Dobson DATE: February 21, 12 
211-1 

(PPB/ICS) 

Occupy_000049 
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' » • ' WBCMHLISTPERSONNEL/ 7^ 
,1. INCIDENT NAME '•/' .'" 

Occupy the Corporations 
4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD Februan 

5. MFF Squads 

CALL SIGN 

3963 

Area RANK 

SGT 

SGT 

SGT 
OFC 
OFC 

OFC 

OFC 

OFC 

OFC 

SGT 

SGT 

SGT 

• • ' . - . -

' : ) ' • • • ' : ' / • 

2. DATE PREPAREp -
2/20/12 

.';-' i; .,,' 
• ' , - 1 ' -

, 3. TIME PREPAJ5ED 

0800 

r 29, 2012: 1000-2200 hours 

NAME: FIRST LAST DPSST# 

YSDMFF 
PASHLEY # 

Gillock #32016 / Kulp #32016 
Mills #47777 / Pnce #41048 

Romeo #46623 / Shaw #32358 
Shlrahara #41300 / Thoman #27831 

Berg / Paresa 

Williams #46620 
TOD MFF 

RESCH #37142 
Wilbon #46941/Foxworth #43483 

Broughton #40218/ Eugenio #39877 
DiMatteo #50527/Stenzel #45663 
Gradwahl #35226/ Nelson #20198 
Chastain #36610/ Burkeen #40396 

Sims #37128 
. DVD MFF ; - : 

Robinson #29814 
Kenagy #36821/Pagan #38061 
Jones #36240/Jackson #37241 

Devlin #39644/Frankus #37943 

McCollister #40709 

Manzella #37242/Verbout #44441 

Kraner #434 96/0 rel lana #44440 
YRIMETMFF 

ENGEN 

HARVEY #27543 / HEFFERNAN #28563 

STONER #35816 / HELFRICH #29194 

BUIR #32401 /ZISHKA #50797 
CORTADA #37168 / DOWNING #19740 

MALDONADO #47256 / SCOTT #26435 

. EAST MFF-RESERVE '.. '• 
Andrusko #29502 

Lock #18363 / Bryson #51225 
Gaither 21775 /Wilson #24191 

Abies #36303 / Corona #41783 
Chong #27167 / Nagy #39612 

Bishop #18974 / Nilsen #28174 
Rabey # 29993 

{;!^/iy^^i^MmmF^^^E^w^'lM^. 
Anthony Christensen (alt Halliburton 
Dunbar#45769 /Edner #45770 

Flippo #51054 • / Frederkinq #45766 
Jackson #51727 / Mako #39010 
Jacquot#37153 / Padilla #37143 

Reigle #25630 / Martinson #51726 
Zaiac #37883 

RADIO ID # 

719580 
711042/719419 

719563/715867 

716496//711032 

711330/715861 

719577/710997 

716929 

711849 
711862/711847 

711852/711831 

717467/711853 

711855 

712013/711846 

810865/717747 

, 

Oc 

HOURS 

REG 

=upy_00( 

OT 

3050 
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7. PREPARED BY: Sgt C, Dobson DATE: February21,12 j 211-1 (PPB/ICS) 
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DIVISION ASSIGNM ENT LIST 1. BRANCH 

Operations 
2. DIVISION / GROUP 

Traffic 
3. INCIDENT NAME 

February 29"* Protest 

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD 

DATE: February 29, 2012 TIME: 0900-2000 

5. OPERATIONS PERSONNEL 
TRAFFIC DIVISION QIC: A/Captain Dave Heidrle OPERATIONS SERGEANT: Sergeant Mike Fort 

TRAFFIC DIVISION AOIC: Lieutenant Erie Schober 

RESOURCES ASSIGNED THIS PERIOD 

STRIKE TEAM / TASK FORCE / 
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR LEADER CALL* NEXTEL 

Traffic OIC A/C aptain Hendrie 9725 

Traffic AOIC Lie Jtenant Schober 9726 

Operations Sergeant—Day Shift Sgl Fort 3731 

Sergeant—Day Shift Sgt Davis 3736 

Sergeant—Day Stiift A/Sgt. Hull 1812 

Sergeant—Afternoon Shift Sgt. Voepel 3733 

Sergeant—Afternoon Shift Sgt Smith 3734 

7. CONTROL ASSIGNMENTS: 

1. Traffic Officera wiH provide Lead, Tail, and 
2 Traffic Officers will provide motorcycle squsd 
3. Traffic Officere wiil pnavide motorcycle squ£ 
4. Traffic Car Officers will provide for custody 

joute motorcycles for permitted marches, or as directed by the CCIC 
s to engage in pedestnan enforcement as directed by the CCIC 

ds to assist in Crowd Control / Crowd management as directed by the CCIC. 
vehicles in support of necessary arrests made by Traffic Motor Olficers. 

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 

TIMELINE: 

Shilt 0700 Day 
0800 Day Shi 
0830 EOC is 
1030 Day 
1100-1700 Occupy 
1100 Day Shi 
1130 Rally 
1200 Afternotin 
1300 March 
1400 Afterno<in 
1700 Night 
1700 Estimated 
1730 Estimated 
1730 Night 
2100 Estimated 

Traffic Officers Briefing at Traffic 
"t Traffic Officers patrol in pairs, downtown & Ladds Add. 

operational 
Supervisor Briefing at Central Precinct ll*** Floor 

lousinesses in NE Portland 
t Traflic Officers meet at Naito under Morrison Bridge 
;ins at Waterfront and Ankeny 

Shift Officers Briefing at Traffic 
E egins unknown route or objectives 

Shift Officers join or relieve day Shift officers 
t Officers briefing at Traffic 
end of march at Director's Park 
end of rally at Director's Park 

rt Officers join if necessary, or remain to take normal traffic calls 
Secure time for all police 

ShiJt 

Beg 

9. DIVISION / GROUP LOGISTICS 
FUNCTION 

COMMAND 

RALLY/MARCH 

OCCUPATION NET 

Traffic Tactical Operations 

Center Code 

OPERATION 

Overall Cjmmand 

All march movements 

Building/ :iite occupations 

Special tr]ffic requirements 

9PLCHO0D0144/601 
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER) 

SERGEANT MIKE FORT 
204 -1 (PPB/ICS) 

SYSTEM 

SE Mam Net 

SE Tae 1 

SETac2 

Traffic Tae 1 

APPROVED BY 

Lt. Schober 

CHANNEL 

A-3 

B-2 

B-3 

A-8 

DATE 

99̂ mi&m^ 
TIME 
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OPERATIONS - UNIT ASSIGNMENT LIST (CONTINUATION) 
1. INCIDENT NAME 

February 29" Protest 

. DATE PREPARED 
February 20, 2012 

3. TIME PREPARED 
0900 

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD 
February 29, 2012 

OPERATIONS SECTION 
CALL# NAME POSITION 

DAY SHIFT OPERATIONS 
0700-1700 

9725 A/Captain Hendrie 
9726 Lt. Schober 
3731 Sgt. Fort Motorcycle Detail 1 
1812 A/Sgt. Hull Sgt. Fort 
3736 Sgt. Davis Ofc. Hunzeker 

Ofc. Balzer 
Ofc. Close 
Ofc. McHugill 

Motorcycle Detail 2 
A/Sgt. Hull 
Ofc. Ladd 
Ofc. Griggs 
Qfc. Sweeney 
Ofc. Felts 

Car Of f icers Detai l 6 (2 officer per car) 

Sgt. Davis 
Ofc. Larson 
Ofc. Norlin 
Ofc. Koppang 
Ofc. Frolov 
Ofc. Barker 
Ofc. KuTonen 
Ofc. Johnson 

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER) 

SERGEANT MIKE FORT 
APPROVED BY 

Lt. Schober 
DATE' 

02-28-12 
TIME 

1630 

Occupy_odSo53 
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OPERATIONS - UNIT ASSIGNMENT LIST (CONTINUATION) 
1.JNCIDENT NAME 

February 29'" Protest 

. DATE PREPARED 
=^ebruary20, 2012 

3. TIME PREPARED 
0900 

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD 
February 29, 2012 

OPERATIONS SECTION 
CALL# NAME POSITION 

AFTERNOON SHIFT OPERATIONS 
1200-2200 

9725 A/Captain Hendrie 
9726 Lt. Schober 
3733 
3734 

Sgt. Voepel Motorcycle Detail 3 
Sgt. Smith Sgt Voepel 

Ofc. Gustafson 
Ofc. Hoesly 
Ofc. Sorensen 
Ofc. Thorsen 
Ofc. Hedges 
Ofc. Villanti—Car 
Ofc. James—Car 

Motorcycle Detail 4 
Sgt. Smith 
Ofc. Myers 
Ofc. Koenig 
Ofc. Goodrich 
Ofc. Fritz 
Ofc. Burn 
Ofc. Scott 
Ofc. Cass 

204 -3 (PPB/ICS) 

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER) 

SERGEANT MIKE FORT 
APPROVED BY 

LT Schober 
DATE 

02-28-12 

TIME 

1630 
204 -3 (PPB/ICS) 

Occupy_00&054 
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DIVISION ASSIGNM ENT LIST }1. BRANCH 

Operations 
ta. DIVISION/GROUP 

Traflic 
13-INCIDENT NAME |4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD 

February 29'" Protest DATE-February 29, 2012 TIME: 0900-2000 

5. OPERATIONS PERSONNEL 
TRAFFIC DIVISION OIC: /VCaptain Dave Heidrie DIVISION / GROUP SUPERVISOR. Sergeant Mike Fort 

TRAFFIC DIVISION AOIC: Lieutenant Enc Sc hober 

RESOURCES ASSIGNED THIS PERIOD 

STRIKE TEAM / TASK FORCE / 
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR LEADER CALLS NEXTEL 

Traffic OIC A/Captain Hendrie 9725 

Traffic AOIC Lie Jtenant Scfiober 9726 

Operations Sergeant—Day Shift Sgl Fort 3731 

Operations Sergeant—Day Shift Sgt Davis 3736 

Operations Sergeant—Day Shift /VSgt. Hull 1812 

Operations Sergeant—Afternoon Shift Sol Voepel 3733 

Operations Sergeant-Afternoon Shift Sgl Smith 3734 

7. CONTROL ASSIGNMENTS: 

1. Traffic Officers will provide Lead, Tail, and 
2. Traffic Officers will provide motorcycle squdds 
3 Traffic Officers will provide motorcycle squads 
4. Traffic Car Officers will provide for custody 

loute motorcycles for permitted marches, or as directed by the CCIC 
to engage in pedestrian enforcement as directed by the CCIC 
to assist in Crowd Control / Crowd management as directed by the CCIC 

vehicles in support of necessary arrests made by TrafTic tVIotor Officers, 

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 

TIMELINE; 
0700 Day Shift Traffic Officers Briefing at Traffic 
0800 Day Shitt Traffic Officers patrol in pairs downtown & Ladds Add. 
0900 Day Shi:'t Supervisor Briefing at Central Precinct 
1100 Event Begins unknown location(s) 
1200 Afterno(m Shift Officers Briefing at Traffic 
1230 Afternoon Shift Officers join or relieve day Shift officers 
1700 Night Sllift Officers briefing at Traffic 
1730 Night Shift Officers join if necessary, or remain to take normal traffic calls 

9. DIVISION/GROUP LOGISTICS 
FUNCTION 

COMMAND 

OPERATION SYSTEM 
Protest Operations Multnomah A 

CHANNEL 

B-12 
Traffic Tactical Operations Traffic Tae 1 A-8 
Vehicles Assigned 
Center Code 9PLCH0000144/601 

gREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER) 

SERGEANT MIKE FORTi 
;^PPROVED"BY PATE | ["^JMI 

204-1 (PPB/ICS) 

Ocx;upy_0db055 
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OPERATIONS!- UNIT ASSIGNMENT LIST (CONTINUATION) 
1. INCIDENT NAME 
February 29'" Protest 

2. DATE PREPARED 
February 20, 2012 

3. TIME PREPARED 
0900 

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD 
February 29, 2012 

1 OPERATIONS SECTION 
' CALL# 

9725 
9726 
3731 
1812 
3736 

• 

' 

NAME - i 
! 
1 

A/Captain Hendrie 1 
Lt. Schober 1 
Sgt. Fort 1 
A/Sgt Hull 1 
Sgt. Davis \ 

1 

I 
1 

i 
1 

1 
1 

POSITION 
DAY SHIFT OPERATIONS 

0700-1700 

Motorcycle Detail 1 
Sgt Fort 
Ofc. Hunzeker 
Ofc. Balzer 
Ofc. Close 
Ofc. McHugill 

Motorcycle Detail 2 
A/Sgt Hull 
Ofc. Ladd 
Ofc. Griggs 
Ofc. Sweeney 
Ofc. Felts 

Car Officers Detail 6 (2 officer per car) 
Sgt Davis 
Ofc. Larson 
Ofc. Norlin 
Ofc. Koppang 
Ofc. Frolov 
Ofc. Barker 
Ofc. Kurronen 
Ofc. Johnson 

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER) 

SERGEANT MIKE FORT 
APPROVED BY DATE TIME 

Occupy_0dS056 
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OPERATIONS - UNIT ASSIGNMENT LIST (CONTINUATION) 
1. INCIDENT NAME 
February 29'" Protest 

2. DATE PREPARED^ 
February 20, 2012 

3. TIME PREPARED 
0900 

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD . 
February 29, 2012 

OPERATIONS SECTION 
CALL# -

9725 
9726 
3733 
3734 

NAME 

A/Captain Hendne 
Lt. Schober 
Sgt. Voepel 
Sgt. Smith 

POSITION 
AFTERNOON SHIFT OPERATIONS 

1200-2200 

Motorcycle Detail 3 
S g t Voepel 
Ofc. Gustafson 
Ofc. Hoesly 
Ofc. Sorensen 
Ofc. Thorsen 
Ofc. Hedges 
Ofc. Villanti—Car 
Ofc. James—Car 

Motorcycle Detail 4 
S g t Smi th 
Ofc. Myers 
Ofc. Koenig 
Ofc. Goodrich 
Ofc. Fritz 
Ofc. Burn 
Ofc. Scott 
Ofc. Cass 

204 -3 (PPB/ICS) 

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LEADER) 

SERGEANT MIKE FORT 
APPROVED BY 

204 -3 (PPB/ICS) 

DATE TIME 

Occupy_00S057 
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ORGANIZATION ASSIGNMENTS 
1. INCIDENT NAME 

Feb. 29 Occupy 

2. DATE PREPARED 

Feb. 28. 2012 

3, TIME PREPARED 

1400 

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD 
Feb. 29, 2012 
0830-1830 

INCIDENT COMMANDER AND STAFF 
POSITION NAME(S) PHONE # CALL # / EOC Number 

INCIDENT COMMANDER Commander Day 

DEPUTY I.e./AlOC 
Capt Burke (march) 
Lt Marshman (occupy) 

RRT LIASON Lt Elmore 
EOC MANAGER Capt. Uehara' 
OPPERATIONS SGT (MARCH) Sgt Dobson 
OPPERATIONS SGT (OCCUPY) Sgt Besner 
IG ASSISTANT Sgt Bacigalupi 
IC INTEL Ofc Hughes 

PLANNING SECTiON 
POSITION NAME(S) PHONE # CALL# /EOC Number 

SECTION CHIEF Cap t Uehara 

RESOURCE TRACKING UNIT 
Ofc. Alderman, Ofc 
Sparling 

SITUATION STATUS UNIT 
Sgt Hager 
Ofc Fulitano 

DOCUMENTATION UNIT Tricia Pleune 
DEMOBILIZATION UNIT Ofc. Hussey 
EXCEL Ofc. Dow 
WebEOC Ofc. Matt Tobey 
BOEC Liaison Kathie Condon 

LOGISTICS SECTION 
POSITION NAME(S) PHONE # CALL # /EOC Number 
SECTION CHIEF Capt. Uehara 
FOOD UNIT LeAnne Barnett 
SUPPLY UNIT- PPB Equipment Nate Shropshire 
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT Ofc. Alderman 
MEDICAL UNIT 

STAGING UNIT/ FACILIITIES 

EQUIPMENT OfC- Hussey/ Lublin 
INTEL Rob Jackson 

OPERATIONS SECTION 
POSITION NAME(S) PHONE # CALL# / EOC Number 
OIC 

AlOC 

PATROL CITYWIDE ASSETS Cmdr. Mike Lee 9900 
RRT Sgt Nice 
TRIMET LIASON Jim Waddington 
MASS ARREST Lt Kaer 
PBEM LIASON Dave Blitzer 

POSITION 

OIC 

AOIC 

FINANCE/ADMIN SECTION 
NAME(S) PHONE # CALL* 
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PREPARED BY (PLANNING SECTION): Sgt Liani Reyna | -203 (PPB/ICS) 
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POLICE EOC SNAPSHOT OF DUTIES 

1. EOC MANAGER 

- Obtain the Incident Objectives from the Incident Commander. 
- Brief out the previous EOC Manager if relieving a prior operational period. 
- Conduct the shift briefing of EOC responders. Make sure they know their 

roles.' 
Conduct hourly assessment of EOC responders 

- Communicate pertinent information to the Incident Commander or his/her 
liaison. 

- Ensure all participants in the EOC fill oul an EOC log and turn it into the 
documentation unit prior to leaving. 

2. PLANNING SECTION CHIEF 

- Develop the EOC Incident Action Plan for the next operational period if 
applicable. , 

- Assist coordination of sections within the planning unit. 

3. RESOURCE TRACKING UNIT 

Review Event/Incident lAP for Operational Assignments. 
Obtain ICS 211-1 Personnel Check-in rosters from Staging Managers or 
Operations planning sergeant lAP forms. 
Ensure ICS 211-1 Personnel Check-in rosters are complete and file a copy 
ŷith the Documentafion unit. 

Coordinate entry of Personnel check-in rosters with Excel for entry into 
the computer.. 
Ensure EOC Organizational Assignment 203 form is complete and file a 
copy with the Documentafion Unit. 

4. SITUATION STATUS UNIT 

Maintain the Situafion Status board (white erase board). Track Available, 
Assigned, Out-of-Service MFFs and police units. 

- Track hot spots/ flare ups based upon intelligence reports. 
- Keep the Incident Commander apprised of available resources as requested. 

Coordinate relief of resources with the Incident Commander. 
- Coordinate with Patrol Citywide Assets Point of Contact for situafional 

awareness ofany addifional resources that might be pulled from Patrol 
Division. 
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5. DOCUMENTATION UNIT 

Create the Event/Incident Binder for filing of documents. 
Tab out separate Operational Periods. 
File all EOC logs into fiie binder. 
File copies of InteUigence Reports, Situafional Reports, Phone Lists, 
lAPS, EOC Organizational Assignment 203 form, 211-1 Personnel Check-in 
lists, 211-1 Equipment Lists, cetera into the binder. 

6. DEMOBILIZATION UNIT 

7. EXEL 

Review 211-2 Check-in List to determine equipment that needs to be 
retumed. 
Coordinate with Logistics and Equipment Unit and Communications unit 
to determine resources that need to be retimied. 
Document the retum of all equipment and file documents with the 
Documentafion Unit. 
Track and document the demobilization of persoimel assets by working 
with the Resource Management Unit and the Situation Status Unit. 

Electronically enter all police persoimel assets into Excel Spreadsheet. 
Electronically track resources assigned to the event/incident. 
Print copies and submit to Doctunentation Unit. 

8. WEBEOC 

Enter Status updates into WebEOC. 
Maintain unit staus in WebEOC. 
Relay pertinent informafion via WebEOC. 

9. LOGISTICS SECTION CHIEF 

Assist coordination of units wdthin sections 
- Assign sections as needed. 
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10. FOOD UNIT 

Provide food for EOC and event/incident responder personnel 
Coordinate with Resource Tracking Unit for numbers of people to feed. 
Review Event LAP as needed for numbers of resources. 
Project food needs within the operafional period and prepare as needed 
For the start ofthe next operational period 

11. SUPPLY UNIT- PPB EQUIPMENT 

- Provide equipment for PPB responders such as batons, rings, helmets, PPE, 
APR filters, paper masks, imiforms ect. 

12. COMMUNICATIONS UNIT 

- Create the Phone list for EOC Responders 
- Create contact list for command staff and sergeants in the field. File a copy 

Ofthis list with the Documentafion Unit 
- Obtain communications equipment for the EOC such as radios and battery 

Chargers. 

13. EQUIPMENT UNIT 

Obtain all equipment necessary to run the EOC such as computers, power 
Cords, projectors, pens, pencils, note pads, dry erase markers, maps, ect. 

- Coordinate other equipment requests and document. 
- Document all resources brought into the EOC via 211-2 Check-In List 

Equipment and submit a copy with the Documentation imit. Give a copy of 
the 211-2 Equipment Check-in List to the Demobilization Unit. 
Coordinate the return and demobilization of resources with the 
Demobilization Unit. 

14. INTEL UNIT 

- Monitor Intelligence for the event and inform EOC manager of major events. 
- Communicate flare ups (protest activity) to the Situation Unit for posting to 

the board. 
- Maintain Intelligence log book and create Intel reports as needed. 
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15. STAGING AREA MANAGER 

Coordinate the check-in procedure of personnel resources. 
Ensure 211-1 forms are filled wdth MFF squad names and information 
Submit 211-1 forms to the Resource Tracking Unit via phone, fax, email, or 
in person. 
Coordinate assignment of MFF squads if necessary: 12 person squads 
consisting of at least 1 Sgt and 11 officers/detectives. 
Identify and document availabihty of individual resources available for 
assignment. 
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2012 OCCUPY PORTLAND MARCH AND RALLY 
APPENDIX C: GUIDELINES FOR MASS ARREST 

INCIDENTS ON PUBLIC PROPERTY 

DDA Laurie Abraham 

Laws That May Apply To Behavior Occurring At a Mass 
Arrest Incident: 

1) Disorderly Conduct Il/Obstructing Vehicular or Pedestrian Traffic— 
166.025(l)(d) 
a) A person obstructs vehicles or pedestrians on public streets or sidewalks; 
b) By either physically obstructing or placing objects that obstruct vehicles 

or pedestrians; 
c) That created a risk of public alarm. 

2) Interfering With a Peace Officer/Refusing to Obey Lawful Order—162.247 
(l)(b) 
a) A peace officer gives a person a lawful order to do or not to do something; 
b) The person refuses to obey that order; 
c) The order must be a lawful order vvhich means that there is a law which 

requires or prohibits the behavior that the person is being ordered to do or 
not to do; 

d) The person must actively not obey the order—cannot be passively 
disobeying the order. 

3) Disorderly Conduct II/Engaging in Fighting or Violent Behavior— 
166.025(l)(a) 
a) A person engages in physical force against another person not in self-

defense, or; a person engages in violent and threatening behavior; 
b) That created a risk of public alarm. 

4) Riot—166.015 
a) Five or more individuals; 
b) Are participating or acfing together; 
c) And are each engaging in tumultuous and violent behavior fhat involves 

ominous threats of personal injury or property damage; 
d) That created a grave risk of public alarm. 

5) Authority to Order Pedestrians and Vehicles to Move 
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a) 14C.30.030 and 16.10.030 & 050—these laws give you authority to 
direct, re-direct, limit or restrict pedestrian or vehicular traffic on a public 
sidewalk or street. 

b) 811.535/Failing to Obey Police Officer Directing Traffic. 
c) 814.070/Improper Posifion Upon or Improperly Proceeding along a 

Highway (i.e. walking in the street when a sidewalk exists). 

6) Failure to Leave a Restricted Area/Entry into a Restricted Area—PCC 
14C.30.010 
a) A Sgt. or above orders crowd to leave a particular area because an 

emergency exists; 
b) A person fails to leave that area or re-enters that area after being ordered 

to leave. 

7) Interfering With Public Transportafion-166.116 
a) A person intentionally enters or remains unlawfully on a public transit 

station; or 
b) A person intentionally interferes vv̂ th public transportation services. 

8) Interference wifii a Permitted Event on die Street or Sidewalk—PCC 7.22.070 
a) A person intentionally interferes with a permitted event on the street or 

sidewalk by engaging in the following conduct as well as any other 
behavior intended to cause interference: 

A. Blocking, obstructing, or impeding the passage of participants," 
vehicles, or animals along the route. 

B. Walking, running, driving a vehicle, riding a bicycle or 
skateboard through, between, with, or among participants, 
vehicles, or animals. 

C. Dropping, throwing, rolling, or flying any object toward, among, 
or between participants, vehicles, or animals. 

D. Throwing, squirting, dumping, or dropping any liquid, solid or 
gaseous substance on, toward, among, or between participants, 
vehicles, or animals. 

E. E. Grabbing at, taking hold of, hitting, pulling, or pushing any 
participant, vehicle, or animal or anything in the possession of 
any participant. 

Traffic violations for cites 

811.535 ~ Failure to Obey a Police Officer Directing Traffic 
814.070 - Improper Position Upon or Improper Proceeding Along Highway 
814.020 - Failure to Obey a Traffic Control Device 
814.040 - Failure to Yield to a Vehicle 
814.050 - Failure to Yield to Ambulance or Emergency Vehicle 
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Orders to Be Given During Mass Arrest Incidents 

Situation 
The police need to open or 
reopen the street to traffic—or a 
sidewalk to pedestrian traffic— 
and the protesters refuse to 
vacate the street or sidewalk. 

This could occur when the police 
originally block the street to 
redirect traffic around people 
sitfing in the street-—or when the 
police revoke a street or 
sidewalk use permit as discussed 
below. 

The police need to revoke the 
"Street or Sidewalk Use Permit." 

Warning 
"Yamhill (or other street or 
sidewalk adjacent to a street) is 
being reopened to vehicular (or 
pedestrian) traffic. You must 
immediately vacate the street 
and proceed to the nearest 
sidewalk. Ifyou remain in the 
street, you will be obstructing 
vehicular traffic. If you remain 
in the street, you will be arrested 
for disorderly conduct and 
failure to obey this order." 

"Your pennit is revoked for 
failing to comply with the 
requirements of Chapter 7.22 of 
file City Code." 

If the. Street Use Permit allowed 
for the closiu'e ofa Street or 
Streets, then upon revocation of 
the permit the police can order 
individuals to vacate that street 
or streets. See order given 
above. 

Ifthe Sidewalk Use Permit 
allowed for the closure of a 
sidewalk or sidewalks, then upon 
revocation ofthe pennit the 
police can order individuals to 
vacate that sidewalk or 
sidewalks. See order given 
above. 

Authority 
ORS:814.070(l)(a) 
ORS: 811.535 
ORS: 131.665 
ORS: 166.025(l)(d) 
ORS: 162.247(l)(b) 
PCC 14C.30.030 
PCC 16.10.030 
PCC 16.10.050 

Those persons refusing to 
leave the street should be 
charged with violating ORS 
166.025(l)(d) Disorderly 
Conduct II and ORS 
I62.247(l)(b) Interfering 
with a Peace Officer. 
PCC 7.22.070 

This order must be made by 
"the police supervisor 
assigned to the event." 

This will likely be used only 
ifthe participants blatanfiy 
and repeatedly violate city or 
state law. 

Those persons refusing to 
comply with the order given 
by the police should be 
charged with violating ORS 
162.247(l)(b) Interfering 
with a Peace Officer. 
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Situation 
The police need to close an 
area because the public health 
or safety is threatened by any 
emergency or disturbance. 

Example: Persons are 
throwing objects from the 
sidewalk at the police. 

The crowd tums into a Riot. 

Warning 
"For safety reasons the 
sidewalk from Yamhill St to 
Morrison St. on the west side 
ofBroadway is closed. You 
must immediately leave this 
area southboimd on Broadway. 
If you fail to leave or if you 
retum to this area, you may be 
arrested." "You may also be 
subjected to chemical agents 
and/or impact weapons in 
addifion to arrest." 

You must specifically idenfify 
the closed area and tell them 
which direction(s) they need to 
go in order to leave. 

"In the name ofthe State of 
Oregon, you must immediately 
disperse. Leave this area 
immediately or you may be 
arrested." "You may also be 
subjected to chemical agents 
and/or impact weapons in 
addifion to arrest." 

Identify the closed area, and, 
if possible; tell them how to 
leave. 

Authority 
PCC14C.30.010 
PCC 14C.30.030 
PCC 16.10.030 
PCC 16.10.050 

This order must be made by a 
sergeant or above. 

The closure area should be as 
narrow as possible. 

Those persons refusing to 
leave the closed area should be 
charged with violating PCC 
14C.30.010 for Failure to 
Leave a Restricted Area and 
Criminal Trespass II ORS 
164.245 
ORS 131.675 
ORS 131.665 

This order may be given by an 
officer ofany rank. Those 
persons refusing to leave the 
closed area should be charged 
with violating ORS 131.675 
Failure to Disperse (treat as an 
A misdemeanor), Criminal 
Trespass II 164.245. 
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How to Handle Interference by a Protestor with a 
Permitted Event in a Park 

SUSPECT CONDUCT 
Suspect commits a crime 
or violation* 

Suspect violates a Park 
rule* 
Suspect does not commit 
a crime or a violation and 
does not violate a park 
rule but nevertheless 
unreasonably interferes 
with persons or activities 
in the pennitted area of 
the Park. 

Call a Sergeant 

LOCATION OF CONDUCT 
Anywhere in the Park. 

Anywhere in the Park. 

Inside the permitted area of 
the Park. (This may be all of 
the Park orjust part of it.) 

\ 

POSSIBLE OFFICER RESPONSE 
Arrest/cite the person for the appropriate 
offense and issue either a Park Exclusion or 
Park Warning notice. 
Issue the person either a Park Exclusion or 
Park Waniing notice. 
(1) Have one ofthe event's named Persons in 
Charge (PIC) make the determination that the 
person is unreasonably interfering with the 
event—then confirm this interfering conduct 
yourself; 
(2) Have the PIC ask the person to stop the 
interfering conduct -then the officer should 
ask the person to stop (ifthey stop, no further 
involvement needed); 
(3) Have the PIC direct the person to leave 
the permitted area ifthey refuse to stop the 
interfering conduct— t̂hen the officer should 
order the person to leave the permitted area if 
they won't stop (ifthey leave, no further 
involvement needed); 
(4) Ifthe peison refuses to leave and won't 
stop the interfering conduct, then the PIC 
needs to decide ifthey want to make a 
citizen's arrest for the following two crimes: 
ORS 164.245 Criminal Trespass in the 
Second Degree; 
PCC 20.08.060 Unlawful Interference With a 
Permitted Event in a Park; and 
(5) Ifthe PIC does want the person arrested, 
the officer should also arrest/cite for the 
following two crimes: 
ORS 162.247 Interfering With a Peace 
Officer; 
PCC 20.12.240 Failure to Obey a Reasonable 
Request ofa Park Officer. 
(6) Have the PIC exclude the person from the 
pennitted area for the duration ofthe event, 
but do not issue a Park Exclusion. 

* See your Legal Reference Manual for information on whether the person's behavior Is a crime, violation 
or park rule violation. Also, see 20.08.060 set out below regarding what the Rules of Conduct are for 
permitted events in a Park. 

20.08.060 Prohibited Conduct at Permitted Events. 

In addifion to any other applicable provision of law, it is unlawful for any person to 
engage in any ofthe following conduct at any event for which a permit has been issued in 
any Park: 
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A. Any conduct that substanfially prevents any ofiier person from viewing, hearing or 
meaningfully participating in the event. 

B. Any conduct that substantially interferes with the free passage of event participants or 
attendees by creating an insurmountable obstacle at any entrance, aisle, walkway, 
stairwell, ramp, esplanade, vendor booth, ride or other area commonly used for public 
access, egress or ingress. 

C. Using any facility, structure, fixture, improvement or other thing within the area 
covered by the permit in a manner contrary to or inconsistent with its intended, 
designated or safe use. This Subsection does not apply to any person engaged in any 
constitutionally protected expression, unless, and then only to the extent that, in 
connection with the expression, the person engages in conduct that amoimts to misuses of 
things as proscribed by this Subsection. 

D. Except as expressly provided for under the terms ofthe permit, lighting any fire. This 
prohibition does not apply to smoking devices designed for and used for smoking 
tobacco, in areas where such smoking is permitted. 

E. Any sexual conduct, as defined under ORS 167.060, including but not limited to any 
physical manipulation or touching of a person's sexual organs through, over or imder a 
person's clothing in an act of apparent sexual stimulation or gratification, regardless of 
the person's subjective intent. 

F. Operating any bicycle, in-line skates, roller blades or other human-powered form of 
accelerated propulsion, except in such places as the permittee may provide or allow for 
such activities. 

G. Entry into the area subject to the pennit without consenting to an inspection of 
personal belongings for the purpose of prevenfing the introduction of prohibited items 
into the event. For purposes ofthis Subsection, "personal belongings" includes 
backpacks, duffel bags, sleeping bags, purses, coolers, bulky apparel items and other 
personal items large enough to conceal or contain prohibited items. 

H. Bringing into or possessing within the area covered by the permit any prohibited item. 
For purposes ofthis Secfion, "prohibited item" includes any fireworks, laser light, laser 
pointer, animals ofany kind (except for service animals while performing their qualifying 
services), sound producing or reproducing or audio or video recording equipment (except 
as authorized by the permittee), glass bottles or containers, alcoholic beverages (except as 
provided by the permittee in accordance with the permit), fumiture or fixtures (except as 
authorized by the permittee), any thing specifically designed for and presently capable of 
causing, or canied with the intent to threaten or cause, bodily harm to another (except for 
concealed handguns lawfully carried by persons in accordance with valid concealed 
handgun permits), and any item whose possession violates any other applicable provision 
of law. 

I. Entry into or remaining in any area covered by any permit for any event that is not 
open to the public without the consent ofthe permittee, or entry into or remaining in any 
area covered by any permit for any event that is open to the public only upon the payment 
ofan entry fee or charge, without first paying the applicable entry fee or charge. 
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Mass Arrest Procedures 

The following reports need to be prepared in each Mass Arrest incident 
and placed in a case envelope for each arrested subject with a separate 
PPB Case Number for arrests that occur at different locations at 
different times during the event: 

1) An Incident Report from the Incident Commander or his or her designee that 
covers the circumstances surrounding the mass anest incident—when and 
where it occurred, what it was about, number of people, etc. Also, that report 
should cover any orders given to the group and explain the reasons why that 
order was given and what circumstances gave the police the authority to give 
that order. See "Orders to be Given" regarding examples ofthe types of 
orders that can be given to the crowd. 

2) A Special Report by the officer who actually gave the Order to leave. That 
. report should include where the order was given, how many times it was 

given, exactiy what was said, and what device if any was used to give the 
order. 

3) A Custody and/or Special Report by the arresting officer regarding the 
individual facts and circumstances that gave that officer probable cause to 
anest the arrested subject and what hc arrested him for. See the information 
that the arresting officer needs to cover in his or her report on the next page. 

4) A Special Report from the officer who searched the anested subject if any 
items were found that may have evidentiary significance. That report needs to 
explain what evidence was found and seized and its significance. 

5) A Custody and/or Special Report from the detecfive who did the post-arrest 
interview unless that is done by the anesting officer. 

6) A Special Report from the officer or officers who videotaped the mass anest 
incident indicafing where and how they took the videotape and then placed the 
original in the property room under a property receipt. 

7) A Special Report from the arresting officer, or some other officer assigned to 
review the videotape, identifying places on the tape where the anest of each 
individual anested by that officer is taking place. That Special Report should 
explain where on the tape each anest is and what it shows and does not show. 

8) Photocopies of photographs ofthe anested subject to include one face shot, 
one fully body shot, and one with the arresting officer. 

9) Copies of each property receipt for evidence, prisoner property, photographs 
ofthe arrested subject, and fiie videotape. 

10) Photocopies ofthe Miranda Warnings given by Detecfives. 
11) A photocopy ofthe citations issued to all anested subjects. 
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The Arresting Officer needs to cover the following things in 
his/her report: 

1) How near the officer was to the anested subjeet when the order over the 
loudspeaker was made. 

2) How clearly the officer heard the order. 
3) How many times the order was given before the officer contacted the anested 

subject. 
4) Observations about what the anested subject was doing prior to contact. Was 

he sitting in the street locking arms with other subjects? Was he walking in 
the middle of the street, etc? 

5) That he, the anesting officer, contacted the anested subject and repeated the 
order to leave and that the anested subject refused to comply. Explain what 
the arrested subject did when the anesting officer told the subject to leave. 
Was this active or passive resistance? 

6) Statements made by the anested subject upon contact and then during the 
post-anest interview if conducted by the anesfing officer. If Detecfives do the 
post-anest interview, than they should cover the post anest interview in their 
report. 

7) Inforraation on what evidence and/or property, if any, was taken from the 
arrested subject ifthe arresting officer pats down or searches the subject, and 
explains the significance of that evidence. 

8) Information that the officer looked at the photograph(s) taken ofthe anested 
subject and recognized that person in the photograph as the person that officer 
anested. 

Officers should check and see if a DDA is available at the 
precinct to review their report prior to turning it in. 
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Processing Arrests 

All anests for a felony will be booked and lodged injail without a citation unless the 
investigation is not complete and the felony is a Class C felony—in which case the 
individual will be given a citation and booked into jail for mug and print purposes only. 
The felony citafion should be sent to the Jusfice Center for anaignment. 

If possible, all individuals anested for a misdemeanor crime(s) will be issued a citafion 
(Z-Cite) and booked into jail for mug and print purposes only. All individuals charged 
with a violation level offense will be issued a citation. The cite date should not be more 
than 30 days from the anest date. Non-traffic misdemeanors and non-traffic violations 
should be sent to the appropriate Community Court for anaignment on the day ofthe 
week assigned to that area ofthe County. Traffic misdemeanor cites should be sent to the 
Jusfice Center for anaignment. Traffic violafion cites should be sent to Courtroom 106 
unless they are with a citation charging either a traffic or non-traffic misdemeanor or 

• felony in which case they go to the same courtroom for anaignment as that cite. 

If an anested individual refuses to give their name for the citation, then DO NOT ISSUE 
THEM A CITE. These anested individuals will be booked and lodged injail on the 
misdemeanor charge under the tag number assigned to them, "John Doe # " for men 
and "Jane Doe U _" for women. All the reports and photographs of these individuals 
will use this phrase. 

Assign one officer to be in charge of reviewing and collecting all' the reports written 
during the mass arrest incident. Also, that officer needs to obtain as many copies ofthe 
video taken at the event as there are arrested individuals. That officer will deliver all the 
reports and the copies ofthe video to the PPB Complaint Signer's Office. 

If possible, inform your Precinct DDA and the PPB Complaint Signer's Office prior to 
any possible mass anest incidents. 
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MASS ARREST REPORT CHECKLIST 

Incident Report fi-om Incident Commander/Designee with background infonnation on circumstances 
surrounding both mass anest incident, and giving rise to the order to disperse. 

Special Report by the officer who actually gave the order to leave. Include: 
a. What exactly was said? 
b. How many times was it said? 
c, Where was order given fi'om? 
d. Ifamplified, by what device? 
e. Was it recorded? 

Custody/special Report by officer or Sgt. Who developed PC to anest the individual defendant 
(may be different than the arresting officer). Include: 

a. What charges was defendant anested on? 
b. Each element of every charge-call a DDA if questions (DDA Abraham at 503-459-2299) 
c. Observations of defendant prior to anest - what was he/she doing? 

If anest is based upon failure to obey an order. Include; 
a. How near was the defendant to the loudspeaker when order was given? 
b. How close was the officer to defendant when order was given? 
c. How clearly did the officer hear the orders? 
d. Did the crowd respond to the orders - i.e. hear the orders? 

_ e. How many times was the order given? 

Custody/Special Report by whoever actually anested the defendant (may be different than the 
officer/Sgt. who developed the PC). Include: 

a. The name of who developed the PC/gave the anest order. 
b. Whether def was personally ordered to leave by arresting officer, but foiled to do so. 
c. Observafions of defendant, durmg and after anest. 

Special Report by officer if defendant searched, ifanything was found. Include: 
a. What was seized? 

_ _ _ b. Why significant? 

Special/Custody Report by post-anest interviewer. Include: 
a. Miranda, 
b. Did defendant admit to hearing order to leave? 

_ _ ^ c. How many times did he/she hear order repeated? 
d. Instead of leaving, what did defendant do? 
e. Other statements. 

Special Report by officer(s) who videotaped the mass anest mcident. Include: 
a. Where and how the video was taken. 
b. Were orders to disperse audible to officer(s) taping incident? 
c. Chain of custody - original videotape's number, and where it is secured. 

PAPERWORK: 
a. Photocopies of pictures (one face, one full body shot, one with anesting officer). 
b. Photocopy of written Miranda Wamings signed by defendant. 
c. Copies of each property receipt (prisoner property, photos, evidence, etc). 
d. Copies of all cites. 
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SALEM POLICE DEPARTMENT 

MOBILE RESPONSE TEAM 

\th 

DATE: February 23'^, 2012 

MISSION: Crovî d Control Detail 

MISSION 

DATE: Wednesday. February 29 "̂, 2012 

CASES: • 11-0 

MISSION #: 12-003 

E.O.G.C: Lt. Keith Blair 

E.O.G.C. 
APPROVAL: ^ 

DATE: 

st MRT NOTIFIED: February V\ 2012 TIME: 0900 Hours 

PRIMARY LOCATION: 1. Waterfront Park 
Naito Parkway / SW Ankeny St 

JUSTIFICATION: 

PROJECT NUMBER: 
TASK NUMBERS: 

2. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Downtown Portland Area 

AOA Request Portland Police Bureau 

Crowd Control Detail 

Function Overview 

353633 Crowd Control Call Out 
540.07 Local Law Enforcement 

Prepared by Sgt. Jon Hardy #42027 Occupy 000074 , ^ „ 
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^{tH^flOfl'-'A'iMMS^W^M^W-iA 

On February 29*^ 2012, a day of action called F29 "Shut Down the Corporations" will be held in Portland." 
The F29 protest concept was started by Occupy Portland and has since grown into a nationwide event. 
Very little is known about the fimeline for the protest or how many people will participate in the protest. 
There is a rally planned at Tom McCall Waterfront Park which will take place from 11:30-1300. The protest 
is specifically designed to protest large corporations and any business affiliated with ALEC (American 
Legislative Exchange Council). The Occupy Portland website says the following about the protest: 

Occupy Portland calls this national day of action to reclaim our ability to make the decisions 
that affect our lives. We live in a society which does not allow us control of our future. We are 
faced with foreclosure, unemployment, lack of health care, climate change, hunger, 
environmental destruction, and so many other issues. Our collective voices which seek to 
solve these problems are being actively silenced and suppressed. 

Set your Twitter and Google Alerts to #F29 because Occupy Portland is "leaping into action" 
. on leap day, February 29th, for a not-to-miss day of civil disobedience to alert the world that 

the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC) must stop existing and that we as a 
society can reclaim our power over government! 

Over 60 US cities are joining Portland and even Mexico City is uniting to end ALEC. Get 
involved by creating an affinity group with your friends and crafting an action. Have an aff̂ inity 
group? Get support by attending the Affinity Group spokes council on the 22"̂ .̂ If you don't 
have an affinity group, attend the Direct Action Training on the 25th and maybe you will 
afterwards. 

Join the march on F29! Rally: 11:30AM-1PM at the Waterfront on SW Natio and Ankney 
(under the W. side of the Burnside Bridge), march starts at 1PM! 

Portland RRT has indicated the situation is as follows: 

It appears that this rally and march will be similar to N17 march. Open source intel indicates the 
demonstrators will be set up into affinity groups that will break off and occupy predetermined 
businesses or corporations. It is anticipated that there will be several hundred, possibly thousands 
participating in this event. Unlike N17. the protesters have spent months planning this event. It is 
currently unknown how the Anarchist group will play into this march. Intel indicates that the Anarchist 
have had a stock pile of Fireworks and shields. 

; , - ; > • - . myym^^ywriSymmHsy 
Salem MRT's mission will be to assist PPB RRT as needed in order to achieve their mission. Due to the 
fact that this detail takes place within the city limits of Portland, overall Incident Command for this detail.is 
under PPB's designated personnel. 

PPB RRT has given their specific mission to be the following: 

The IC's intent and mission for this event is have this event be a peaceful expression of the 
demonstrators 1̂ * amendment rights without infringing on the rights of others. 

To accomplish this mission will be divided into two forces or divisions. The March division will 
deal with the Rally and March and the Occupation division will deal with the calls for service 
for trespassing on private property. Each Division will be lead by an ACCIC and Operations 
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Sgt. Each Division will be operating on its own radio net. 

The IC intent is to make as few arrests as possible during the march, barring acts of vandalism and 
violence. Subjects on private property will be given a warning and afforded the opportunity to leave 
the property priorto arrests being made. 

y':7rr.:^A:' 

Salem MRT's specific mission objectives will be to assist PPB RRT as needed In achieving their mission 
objectives. 

PPB RRT has listed the mission objectives as follows: 

FOR THE RALLY AND MARCH 
Our objectives for the day will be fluid depending on what occurs during the event. Our primary objectives 
are: 
1. Monitor the group to ensure that they assemble and rally in a peaceful and non-confrontational 

manner. 
2. Ensure that if they march, protesters remain Peaceful and if possible allow the normal flow of other 

regular pedestrian and vehicular traffic. 
3. Businesses are allowed to remain open without major interruptions. 
4. Use enforcement to stop and or arrest individuals that partake in vandalism or that threaten the 

welfare of others 
5. Protect all infrastructures from occupation. Bridges, Freeways, ECT. 

FOR THE OCCUPATION 
1.-' Respond to all calls from citizens of groups of people "Occupying "(trespassing) on private property. 
2. Use enforcement to stop and or arrest individuals that break laws, vandalize or trespass on private 

property as quickly and efficiently as possible 
3. Call CCIC if additional resources are need to complete restore order to a location 

At the request of PPB RRT, Salem MRT will be preemptively deployed to Portland to assist with the above 
listed crowd control detail. Salem MRT will send an 18 man element consisting of 1 team leader, 2 squad 
leaders, 4 grenadiers, and 11 line officers. Salem MRT will also be augmented by 1 SWAT medic and 2 
officers who will serve as navigators and/or videographer. 

PPB RRT has requested Salem MRT to respond to the Mounted Patrol Unit (MPU) Horse Barn where they 
will stage and be briefed. Salem MRT command staff will attend a command briefing prior to the main 
MRT element arriving. Salem MRT has been assigned with PPB RRT Delta Squad to the Occupation 
Division. Salem MRT will receive more specific mission details on the day of the event. Whatever 
assignment MRT is given a request will be made to have a PPB Pathfinder officer attached to them as well 
as a PPB radio. 

In preparation for the protest, MRT has loaded needed equipment on the ET, which is staged outside the 
department on Liberty St NE. MRT will be taking the Suburban, ET, an OSP TDV, and one GET car. 
Salem MRT will also take one city passenger van for team members not driving. 

SKIRMISH LINE: 
PPB RRT has indicated that if MRT is on a skirmish line and the authority has been granted to make 
arrests that MRT may conduct these arrests as we deem necessary. PPB has requested that if an arrest is 
to be made we need to coordinate this with on scene personnel and ensure an arrest team is on site ready 
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to take the custody. 

PUSH MISSION: 
PPB RRT has indicated that if MRT is assigned as part of a push mission, MRT personnel may use 
whatever approved techniques are necessary to maintain control of their baton. If a protestor tries to take 
an MRT member's baton, they will use techniques that are trained to maintain control ofthe baton. 
Furthermore the officers to the left and right of the embattled officer will assist in the retention of the baton 
as necessary. MRT also may use whatever approved baton techniques are necessary for accomplishing 
the goal ofthe push mission. 

ARREST PROCEDURES: 
Every effort wil l be made to enlist cooperation from the group through contact with the event 
organizers or their designee by PPB's designated personnel. 

Due to the fact that this event occurs outside the city limits of Salem. Salem MRT personnel will only make 
arrests when directed to by PPB IC. The exception to this rule will be if there is a crime witnessed that is a 
direct threat to the life or well being of citizens or officers. If PPB requests arrests be made Salem MRT 
will follow the below listed directions. 

If voluntary cooperation is not obtained and protest participants disregard lawful requests to allow the free 
flow of vehicular and/or pedestrian traffic outside their authorized areas, the Salem Police MRT response, 
as dictated by the Team Leader, shall be in accordance with Department Policy, Oregon State Statute, 
and the Use of Force Policy. 

If an arrest occurs, the arrest team will record the following: 

• Arresting officer's name and identifying information. 
• Charges and a brief description of the event precipitating the arrest for the PC Statement. 
• Suspect's personal information. 

A digital photograph of the suspect with a white board (to show personal info) will be taken for 
documentation purposes. 

PRISONER TRANSPORT: 
Prisoner transport will be provided by PPB in the form of paddy wagons. Coordination must be made for 
prisoner transport with PPB resources. 

Officers will refrain from taking independent action unless it is in defense of others or themselves from 
physical injury. All other police action will be directed through squad leaders to the TL and EOGC. 
Custodies shall be removed from the scene as quickly as possible. Squad leaders will ensure that 
adequate resources are available to address problems in the safest and most effective manner. 

MUNITIONS: 
MRT munitions wili be available and stored within the Suburban (Shop 4404), The use and deployment of 
these munitions will be determined by the TL and EOGC in conjunction with the OSP IC. 

PROTESTOR DEVICE TOOLS: 
MRT auxiliary equipment for protestor devices will be available and stored within the Suburban (Shop 
4404). The use and deployment of these auxiliary tools will be determined by the TL and EOGC in 
conjunction with the OSP IC. 
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Salem MRT general rules of engagement shall be: 

• Make every effort to enlist cooperation from the group through contact with the event organizers or 
their designee by SgL Hardy. 

• If voluntary cooperation is not obtained and protest participants disregard lawful requests to allow the 
free flow of vehicular and/or pedestrian traffic outside their authorized areas, the Salem Police MRT 
response, as dictated by the Team Leader, shall be in accordance with Department Policy, Oregon 
State Statute, and the Use of Force Policy. 

• For this mission, Salem MRT will generally not make arrests unless directed to by the PPB IC. 

PPB has provided us with the following rules of engagement: 

FOR MARCH DIVISION 
• Monitor the crowd ensuring that they remain peaceful and lawful. 
• Use all applicable State, county and city laws, ordinances, and codes to maintain order 
• Direct group if less than 200 to remain on the sidewalk and obey all laws regarding streets and 

sidewalks if resources allow 
• Use all management and control techniques to direct the group 
• If applicable and if resources allow, take selective enforcement when directed by command 

FOR OCCUPATION DIVISION 
• Attempt to get group or individuals of group to leave property without arrests. 
• Warn each person individually prior to arrest 
• Arrest those who refuse to leave property 

, U^©F:F0ReE^LE5:#i®WG^ - - ., 

Salem MRT's Rules of Engagement shall be as follow/s: 

All use of force applications shall be in accordance with Department Policy, Oregon State Statute, 
and the Use of Force Policy- Generally use of force will be coordinated through the TL where time 
and the tactical situation allows. Officers may use the appropriate force necessary when there is a 
credible threat to the life or personal well being of officers or citizens. 

TYPE OF FORCE 
PRESENCE 
VERBALIZATION 
EMPTY HAND TECHNIQUES 

BATON 

PEPPER SPRAY 

PEPPERBALL 

STINGBALL 

37MM STINGERS 

AUTHORIZATION 
OFFICER 
OFFICER 
OFFICER 

OFFICER 

OFFICER 

OFFICER 

OFFICER 

OFFICER 

SITUATIONS 
Primary use to accomplish primary mission. 
Primary use to accomplish primary mission. 
Primary use to accomplish primary mission. 
Authorized pursuant to Policy 4.01 and 
Directive 5.05 
Authorized pursuant to Policy 4.01 and 
Directive 5.05. MK9 OC will only be carried by 
the TL and squad leaders. 
Authorized pursuant to Policy 4.01 and 
Directive 5.05 
Authorized when taking projectiles likely to 
cause serious physical injury from a hostile 
group and there is no individual target for 
37MM Baton Rounds. 
Authorized when taking projectiles likely to 
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37MM BATON ROUNDS OFFICER 

cause serious physical injury from a hostile 
group and there is no individual target for 
37MM Baton Rounds. 
Will be primarily used to target individuals 
throwing projectiles. 

SMOKE TL/EOGC 
TL may authorize use of smoke in situations 
such as Officer/Citizen rescue or in situations 
where concealment is necessary. 

CSGAS EOGC 

PPB has provided us with the following rules of engagement: 

1. Officers will use mere presence, verbalization and hands on to accomplish primary mission 
2. Pepper Spray authorized usage pursuant to Directives 1010.20 and 1040.00. Red Sabre MK9 style 

cans only to be used by Supervisors 
3. FN303 will be primarily used to target individuals throwing projectiles. 
4. 37mm / sting balls are authorized when taking projectiles likely to cause serious physical injury from a 

hostile group and there is no individual target for FN. 
5. They will NOT be used on a non-hostile crowd where a suspect has run into. 
6. Smoke / Chemical munitions authorized only by IC 

^F?iaaiii Tjwffis ANtŝ  p / ^7 
',•.-.-•'sV^ 

0800 - EOGC / TL depart to PDX 
0900 - MRT depart to PDX 
0930 - All assigned supervisors start shift 
1015 -All assigned Supervisors Check in with rosters with EOC 
1030 - All assigned Officers report to RU and travel to assigned briefing area. 
1030 - Briefing for all supervisors 11''̂  floor TRAINING CLASSROOM 
1130 - Roll Call for all officers by assigned detail Sergeant 

All RRT / MPU @ Horse Barn 
1130-rally starts 
1300 - March Starts @ Waterfront 
1730 - Estimated end of March @ Directors Park 
2100 - Estimated Secure Time 

••:y?(^Ti^NS:Ci:tMllRE^ 

Chapman Square Park - SW 4*̂  / Main 

McDonalds - 1035 SW 6'̂ ^ Av 

AT&T - 734 SW 3'̂ ^ Av / 819 SW Oak 

Bank Of America - 1001 SW 5*̂  Av 

Chase Bank - 811 SW 6*̂  Av 

Wells Fargo - 635 SW 6'̂  Av /1300 SW 5'*" Av /1900 SW 5'̂  Av 

Standard Insurance - 1100 SW 6*̂  Av 

Regence Blue Cross / Blue Shield - 601 SW 2"*̂  Av / 200 SW Market St 
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Coca Cola-2710 NE Davis St 

Verizon - 616 SW Broadway St 

The weather is forecast as 46 high to 42 low, 60% chance of rain 

•;• ";-̂ -̂  --•y:::̂ '̂ ;;L;/ -v ..• ^: 'A.:A-^ 'mmm>mii-^&.^^^^mA^S'^:Am^ 

Primary Channel - Channel 6 
Alt Channel - Channel 8 

)i::^mA77AA7-. '^::^'^-^-:'1!;aiidl]l5^a;S%:"f.-\;;::si£.:J(^ 

Medical locations and transports will be set by PPB. As a contingency MRT is taking one SWAT 
Medic. Ifthe need arises to deal with a medical emergency one ofthe TDV's will be used to extract 
the downed team member to Emmanuel or to a nearby location where Rural Metro can handle the 
transport. 
Emmanuel: 503-413-1844 / 503-413-4684 (Pediatric) 
Life Flight: 1-800-452-7434 
Poison Control: 1-800-222-1222 

Project: 353633/Task: 540.07 

; / . • . . - i . . ' •• 7 ' i^ i iA^4/ /§ /AP^^^^ 

Position Name Phone Number Call 
Number 

Salem Incident Commander and Staff 
Deputy Chief DC Scott Hayes 124 

EOGC Lt. Keith Blair 218 

Asst EOGC Lt. Shawn Adams 301 

PIO Lt. Dave Okada 412 

SCM Lt James Aguilar 308 

MRT Command 
Team Leader Sgt. Jon Hardy 511 
Asst Team Leader Sgt. Treven Upkes 285 

MRT - Operational Personnel 
Assignment 

Squad Leader (Sq 1) 

Squad Leader (Sq 2) 

Name 

Sgt. Treven Upkes 

Ofc. Bob Owings 

Equipment 

Glock 

Glock 

Vehicle 

OSP TDV 

Suburban 

Call 
Number 

285 

151 
Grenadier (Sq 1) Ofc. Ryan Morris Glock / PB OSP TDV 472 
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Grenadier (Sq 1) 

Grenadier (Sq 2) 

Grenadier (Sq 2) 

Line Troop 

Line Troop. 

Line Troop 

Line Troop 

Line Troop 

Line Troop 

Line Troop 

Line Troop 

Line Troop 

Line Troop 

Line Troop 

Medic 

Navigator/Video 

Navigator/Video 

Ofc. Lynn Renz 
• 

Ofc. Brian Shaw 

Ofc. Rob Johnston 

Ofc. Juan Becerra 

Ofc. Kevin Ramirez 

Ofc. Adam Waite 

Ofc. Josh Edmiston 

Ofc. Jon Garland 

Ofc. Omar DeMarco 

Ofc. Robert Dowd 

Ofc. David Smith 

Ofc. Brandon Folkert 

Ofc. Cheyne Galusha 

Ofc. Anthony Mayer 

Medic David Brown 

Cpl. Donald Chuhlantseff 

Ofc. Jake Pratt 

Glock / 37 

Glock / PB 

Glock / 37 

Glock 

Glock 

Glock 

Glock 

Glock 

Glock 

Glock 

Glock 

Glock 

Glock 

Glock 

Glock 

Glock 

Glock 

OSP TDV 

Suburban 

Suburban 

OSP TDV 

Suburban 

493 

344 

287 

563 

558 

408 

570 

549 

417 

525 

545. 

451 

411 

556 

2832 

483 

539 

Outside Agency Contacts 

Position 

Incident Commander 

Liaison Officer 

March Div CCIC 

March Div Sgt 

Occupy Div CCIC 

Occupy Div Sgt 

RRT Delta 

Name 

Cmdr. Day 

Lt. Elmore 

Capt. Burke 

Sgt Dobson 

Lt. Marshman 

Sgt. Besner 

Sgt. Schell 

Phone Number Cail 
Number 

9800 

I L I 

3817 

3817 

1D1 

Additional RESOURCES 

POSITION NAME PHONE NUMBER 

' 

Call 
Number 
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1. INCIDENT NAME 

Occupy the Corporations 
2. DATE PREPARED 

2/20/12 
'3. TIME PREPARED 
0800 

4 OPERATIONAL PERIOD: February 29, 2012:1000-2200 hours 
5. Field Arrest Squads 

CALL SIGN 

3535 

3533 

3530 

3525 

Area RANK 

SGT 

SGT 

SGT 

# 

SGT 

NAME: FIRST LAST DPSST# 

FIELD ARREST TEAM 1 
Sqt. Dave Anderson #18154 
DelJeff Bender #28091 
Def Bob Clevenger #22506 
Det Ryan Goss 
Det Heidi Hall #23954 
Det Doug Halpin #24578 
Det Jason Lobaugh #24578 
Det Harry Trimpler #13622 

FIELD ARREST TEAM 2 
Sqt. Dan Slauson #17699 
Det Jim McCausland #12326 
Det Will Crockett #29985 
Det. Jeff Nelson #22862 
Det Scott Chamberlain #28372 
Det Amber Lewis #26979 
Det Than Nguyen #28979 

FIELD ARREST TEAM 3 
Sqt. Joe Santos #29573 / 711601 
Det Mike Smith #17975 / 711135 
Det. John Russell #29907 / 711754 
Det Brent Christensen #39657 / 
717464, 
Det Heidi Helwiq #41499 / 710801 
Det Dan McGetrick#14568 /711768 

FIELD ARREST TEAM 4 " 
Sqt Peter Mahuna # 27540 
Det Mike Perry #26129 
Ofc Trina Adams # 46083 
Ofc Steve Forland #41751 
Ofc Dan Romanowski # 42427 
Ofc John McCaulay # 35563 

._ 

RADIO ID # 

HOURS 

REG OT 

, 
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INCIDENT NAME 
Occupy May Day 

DATE PREPARED 
April 4, 2012 

TIME 
PREPARED 

1538 hrs 
OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATE/TIME) 
May 1. 2012: 1000-2000 hours 

SITUATION 
The main march is permitted and if unaffected by the Occupy movement, should be a normal and peaceful 
May Day celebration. The main pennitted march has several typical stops on the route. 

However, the Occupy movement is planning an unpermitted march ahead ofthe regular march. This 
unpermitted march is planning on then joining the main march. 

Open source Intel indicates the Occupy demonstrators are preparing for "diversity of Tactics". Anarchists 
have planned an occupation of a vacant building the same day. It appears this is in conjunction with the 
march. It is anticipated that this unpermitted march will be like N17, where protesters target banks and 
other locations on their route. Unlike N17, the protesters have spent 6 months planning for this event. 

OFFICER SAFETY 
Current open source Intel is indicating that the Anarchist and radical Occupy groups could play a large role 
in this day. Intel indicates that the Anarchists and certain radical Occupiers have been found to have had 
stock piles of fireworks, metal poles, and shields. The Occupiers have had multiple days of training on 
"diversity of Tactics". These "tactics" include a myriad of violent and nonviolent actions. 

Recent internet discussions and march tactics have included road blocks, vandalism, un-arresting, 
physical resistance against police, long poles, projectiles, vandalism, occupations, traffic blockades and 
bicycle swarms. Individuals arrested during past events have been found to have sharp objects, to include 
razor blades placed in their clothing in an apparent attempt to cause injury to arresting officers and those 
conducting searches. 

Current internet discussions appear to have members encouraging the use of "Oakland " or "Greek" style 
tactics and the undertone appears to be toward increased violence against the police. Officer safety is a 
must and individual officers should not take any action by themselves. Police actions against anarchists 
and more radical factions will only be taken as a squad or platoon. _^___^_ 

ORGANIZATION CHART 
SEE ATTACHED 

MISSION 
The IC's intent and mission for this event for it to be a peaceful expression of the demonstrators 1̂ * 
amendment rights without infringing on the rights of others. 

To accon;iplish this, the mission will be divided into three parts; the unpermitted march (prior to the 
permitted rally and march), the actual permitted rally and march and an unpermitted evening event and 
possible march with an occupation ofa building. 

OBJECTIVES 
FOR ALL EVENTS 
Our objectives for the day will be fluid depending on what occurs during the event. Our primary objectives 
are: 

1. Monitor the group to.ensure they assemble and rally in a peaceful and non-confrontational manner. 
Ensure ifthey march, protesters remain peaceful and if possible, allow the normal flow of other regular 
pedestrian and vehicular traffic. 
Businesses are allowed to remain open without major interruptions. 
Protect ail infrastructures from occupation. Bridges, freeways, etc. 
Respond to all calls from citizens of groups of people "occupying "(trespassing) on private property. 
Use enforcement to stop and/or arrest individuals that partake in vandalism, violate state, local and city 
laws and ordinances or threaten the welfare of others. 
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INCIDENT NAME 
Occupy May Day 

DATE PREPARED 
April 4. 2012 

TIME 
PREPARED 

1538 hrs 
OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATETTIME) 
May 1. 2012: 1000 - 2000 hours 

-:7': / ^̂ ;:••̂  -.:;. - . r - .^ENElj^LRMiES'OF^EN^A^EMdfr.-v'y 
FOR UNPERMITTED MARCH 
• Monitor the crowd ensuring they remain peaceful and lawful. 
• Use all applicable state, county and city laws, ordinances and codes to maintain order. 
• Direct group to remain on the sidewalk and obey all laws regarding streets and sidewalks if resources 

allow. 
• Use all management and control techniques in Directive 635.10 to direct the group. 
• If applicable and if resources allow, take selective enforcement or make multiple arrests when directed 

by command, on individuals that break state, county or city laws, rules and ordinances. 
•' Attempt to get group or individuals of group to leave property without arrests. 

• Warn each person individually prior to arrest. 
• Arrest those who refuse to leave property. 

FOR PERMITTED MARCH . 
• Monitor the crowd ensuring they remain peaceful and lawful. 
• Use all applicable state, county and city laws, ordinances and codes to maintain order. 
• Direct group to remain on the ROUTE and obey all laws regarding streets and sidewalks if resources 

allow. 
• Use all management and control techniques to direct the group. 
» If applicable and if resources allow, take selective enforcement when directed by command. 

;0SEOp;l-<3l?GE^ULe^5OF a ^ A C ^ • i j r 

1. Officers will use only the force reasonably necessary under the totality of circumstances to accomplish 
the primary mission. Starting with mere presence and verbalization. 

2. Pepper Spray usage will be authorized by the IC pursuant to Directives 1010.20 and 1040.00. Red 
Sabre MK9-style cans only to be used by (or under the direction of) supervisors. 

3. FN303 will be primarily used to target individuals throwing projectiles. 
4. 37mm sting bails are authorized when taking projectiles likely to cause serious physical injury from a 

hostile group and there is no individual target for FN. They will NOT be used on a non-hostile crowd 
where a suspect has run into. 

5 Smoke/chemical munitions authorized only by IC. 

CURRENT TIMES AND PLANNED EVENTS 
0900 day shift motors start shift 
1000 EOC in operation 
1000 RRT Alpha and Delta @ Traffic to get gear 
1000 RRT Bravo and Chariie (g Horse barn to get bikes 
1000 All assigned supervisors Check in with EOC 
1010 Briefing for all supervisors l l * ' ' floor TRAINING CLASSROOM 
1100 Roll Call for all officers by assigned detail sergeant 

All Bikes @ Central roll call room 
RRT Hard squads/ MPU @ Horse Barn 
Mass arrest @ 14̂ ^ floor 

1130 All bike officers will practice management / arrest techniques 
1150 All RRT and Bike officers staged 
1200 unpermitted rally / march starts 
1400 Afternoon shift starts including Motors 
1530 Permitted Event Starts @ South Park Blocks 
1630 Pennitted March starts 
1700 Night shift motors start 
1800 Estimated end of permitted march @ South Park Blocks & Beginning of Re-OoBtmiaJ3grta5 
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INCIDENT NAME 
Occupy May Day 

DATEPREPARED 
April 4, 2012 

- TIME .: ••;-
PBEPARED >-

1538 hrs 
OPERATIONALPERIDD (DATE/TIME) 
May 1, 2012: 1000-2000 hours 

Mostly Cloudy, High of 53, low 45, 60% chance of showers 

March Division Net SE Main (B1) 
Splinter March" SE T a d (B2) if needed 

; . , -•./ ' ' . - l - ' y : " -.' •. I- ,-;.-,j.'i-.')'V-*''-. '-'^*>>"••:-:;v^:^;'^''^"•i^'dl^^.-•)*i±^iL-.:±•j ^&x>^j:^-^' ' i. 'A'^ " ' * •-*•" •'-'.' ' i i ' i "J-;.; •- •. 

BUC code: 9PLCHO144/601 - Occupy May Day 

-7:- "A-. 7m7m77m''^^^^M^mA//mmm/m 
12-36533 

Position Name Phone Number 
Call 

Number 
Incident Commander and Staff 

Incident Commander 

PIO 

Liaison Officer 

Intel Officer 

Cmdr. Day 

Lt. King 

Lt. Elmore 

A/Sgt B. Hughes 

9800 

9833 

IL I 

3802 

MARCH Division - Operations Section 
Deputy CCIC 

Operations Sgt 

Asst. Ops Sgt 

Capt. Burke 

Sgt Dobson 

Sgt Hager 

3817 

MARCH Division - Operational Personnel 

Platoon Unit Type Sergeant Call Number 
Phone 

Number 
#of 

Officers 

BIKE SQUADS 

Central 1 

EA/NO 

Bravo 
Trimet/ 
YSD 

Charlie 

Central 2 

Bike 

Bike 

Bike 

Bike 

Bike 

Bike 

Stainbrook / 
McMurray 

Wheelwright / 
Steigleder 

Roeser / McDaniel 

Sims/ Pashley 

Niiya / Schell 

Helfrich/Wolf 

3821 

3611 /3917 

I B I / 1B15 

3750 / 3680 

1C1/1C15 

3803/ 

12 

12 

12 

12 

10 

12 

HARD SQUADS 

RRT Alpha 

MCSO 

RRT 

RRT 

Holbrook 

Lichatowich 

1A1 

MSC0 1 

12 

12 
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INCIDENT NAME 
Occupy May Day 

DATE PREPARED 
April 4, 2012 

TIME . 
PREPARED 

1538 hrs 
OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATE/TIME) 
May 1, 2012:1000 - 2000 hours 

MOTOR SQUADS 

Detail 1 

Detail 2 

Detail 3 

Detail 6 

Motor 

Motor 

Motor 

Car 

Fort 

Barnum 

Voepel 

Davis 

3731 

3732 

3733 

3736 

SPECIALTY UNITS 
SOUND 
TRUCK 

MPU 

AIRl 

EDU 

EOC 

RRT 

MPU 

TFO 

McCormick / Bell 

Mack 

Goldschmidt #28711 

Pete Helzer 

Unsworth #11928 

Capt Alexander 

IRI I. J 
MPU 10 

3663 

3550 

9650 

FIELD ARREST SQUADS 
FIELD 

ARREST 1 
FIELD 

ARREST 2 
FIELD 

ARREST 3 
FORMAL 
ARREST 

FA 

FA 

FA 

Mahuna (3525) 

Santos(3530) 

Slauson(3533) 

LT. Kaer 

Field Arrest 1 

Field Arrest 2 

Field Arrest 3 

9526 

Additional and Reserve RESOURCiS 
POSITION NAME 

14 

PHONE NUMBER 
Start 
Time Unit Type Sergeant Call Number 

Phone 
Number 

#of 
Officers 

1400 
Central 

Afternoon MFF Central 1 12 

1400 
East 

Afternoon MFF Easti 12 

1400 
North 

Aftemoon MFF North 1 12 

On Call OSP MRT RRT OSP 20 

On Call-
Vancouver 

CRT RRT Vancouver 

POSITION 

DDA 
BOEC 

CITY ATORNEY'S 
Federal Protective 
Services 

PERMIT HOLDER 

Peace Keeper Lead 

NAME 

Laurie Abraham 

Pat Jones 

Dave Worboril 

Cmder. Mike Springstein 

Crystal Geyer 

Joe Keating 

Prpnarpr l h v Trai 'o F lnbcon H'T.'^fiaQ Pr . ^ , . /1.^f T 
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INCIDENT NAME 
Occupy May Day 

DAtEPREPAREQ 
April 4, 2012 

• : .T IME,^ ; . ; 
-PREPARED ' 

1538 hrs 
OPEBATIONAl̂  PERIOD (DATE/TIME) 
May i , 2012: 1000 - 2000 hours 

AA/x^^mE^i^A^i7^3mB^AM^i^^^i^i& 

PrenareH bv Craio Dnbsnn ^^S/̂ DQ 

Occupy_000088 
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INCIDENT NAME 
Occupy May Day 

DATEPREPARED 
April 4, 2012 

,.T|ME 
PREPARED 

1538 hrs 
OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATE/TIME) 
May 1. 2012: 1000-2000 hours 

IC 
CMDR DAY 

PIO 
LT KING 

Intel Officer 
A/SGT Hughes 

OPS SGT Dobson 

X T 

RRT Liaison 
LT ELMORE 

RRT Team Leader 
SGT NICE 

DEPUTY CCIC 
CAPT. BURKE 

AIRl 
SGT GOLDSCHMIDT 

EDU 
SGT UNSWORTH 

Sound Truck 
SGTMcCORMICK 

EOC 
CAPT. ALEXANDER 

T 
Traffic Team Leader 

Lt Schober 
RRT Team Leader 

SGT NICE 
Bike Team Leader 

SGT NIIYA 
Field Arrest Leader 

Lt Kaer 

Detail 1 - Motors 
SGT FORT 

Detail 2 -Motors 
SGT BARNUM 

Detail 3 -Motors 
SGT VOEPEL 

Detail 6 - Car 
SGT DAVIS 

RRT Alpha 
SGT HOLBROOK 

RRT MCSO 
SGT LICHATOWICH 

RRT Delta 
SGT LEE 

MPU 
A/SGT Mack 

Central Aftemoon 
Reserve MFF 

North Afternoon 
Reserve MFF 

-

Teams 
RRT Bravo squad 

SGT ROESER / McD 

Team 4 
Trimet/YSD 

SGT PASHLEY/SIMMS 

— 

— 

L 

Team 1 

SGT. MAHUNA 

Team 2 
SGT. SANTOS 

Team 3 
SGT SLAUSON 

Fonnal Arrest 
SGT GEIGER 

• 

Team 6 
Central 2 

SGT HELFRICH/WOLF 1 
East Aftemoon 
Reserve MFF 

Occupy_000089 
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INCIDENT NAME 
Occupy ii/lay Day 

DATE PREPARED: 
April 4, 2012 

TIME • 
PREPARED 

1538 hrs 
OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATE/TIME) 
May 1, 2012:1000-2000 hours 

Incident Commander and Staff 

Incident Commander 

PIO 

Liaison Officer 

Intel Officer 

Cmdr. Leioff 

Sgt Simpson 

Lt. Graham 

A/Sgt B. Hughes 

9600 

9812 

9902 

MARCH Division - Operations Section 

Start 
Time 

1400 

Unit 
Central 

Afternoon 

Type 

MFF 

Sergeant Call Number 

Central 1 

Phone 
Number 

# o f 
Officers 

12 

1400 
East 

Afternoon MFF Easti 12 

1400 
North 

Afternoon MFF North 1 12 

On Call OSP MRT RRT OSP 20 

On Call 
Vancouver 

CRT RRT Vancouver 25 

POSITION NAME PHONE NUMBER 

DDA Laurie Abraham 

BOEC Pat Jones 
CITY ATORNEY'S Dave Worboril 
Central Shift Cmdr Heimbach 
Federal Protective 
Services Cmder. Springstein 
Parks Bureau Art Hendricks 

PmnnrpH hv P r a i o r>nh<;r.n M'̂ SfsOQ 
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CHECK-IN LIST PERSOAWEL- k : ; ; h ; : ' - J v 

^.L..lN'C(D^f>fT.N>^E.Vi> ;,, . . '. . _7../ : ::>=.:_ 

Occupy - May Day 
2. DATE PREPAf^ED.; . '' •'•'"- . VSi-

4/12/12 
;;BR£PARED 

1000 
4. OPERATIONAL PERJOD: May 1, 2012: 1000-2200 hours 
5. Bike Teams for Protest 

CALL SIGN 

' 

Area RANK 

SGTs 

FED 

SGTs 

FED 

SGTS 

SGTS 

SGTS 

FED 

SGTS 

FED 

NAME: FIRST LAST DPSST# 

: Bike/Team 1 (Central) ,. .^r^' • -' '. 
Stainbrook / McMurray 

Combs / Sparks 
Billard / Engstrom 

Sanders / Nett 
Miller/Colbert 

Bruner-Denhert / Gjovik / Hubbard 
Shearer 29992 

, Bike Team 2 (Central);^ 
Helfrich/ Wolf35396 

Labasan 39828/ Allen 45001 
Coussens 50455/Oliphant 43732 

Stevens 50050/Newby 42989 
L. Harris 39655/A Kofeod 40928 

Dunbar 47968/Fort 
Lackey 39648 

^ .:• Ay/ABikeTear i i3 (East/ North)'> - '77/••'-. 
Wheelwright / Steigleder 

Brennan 33125 / Ring 40401 
Reigle 25630 / Brandt 7626 

Simon 41758 / Frederking 45766 
Winqfield / Holloan 

Storm / Christensen / Bigoni 
, -r Ĥ ,̂ * .BIkeTfeam4(YSD/Trimfet);^^:; >r. w . : 

Pashley/Simms 
Harvey 27543 / Blair 32401 

Helfrich 29194/ Fans 41138 
Stoner 35816 / Sharp 42660 / Maldonado 47256 

Mills 47777 / Romero 46623 
Shaw 32358 / Williams 46620 

::•. • ,r- '- '- ' :.BikeTeam5(RRT) ;̂  ' 77A ' ' - ' 

Roeser/McDaniel 
Mawdsley / Paisley 

Farrar/ Mele 
Andonian / Posey 

Britt/ Young 
Bianchini / Webber 
McGarry/ Zanetti 

Powell 21311 

'myMmm^mmtri-^ 'mm^^^mm^m 
Niiya/Schel l 

Curtiss / Christina-Hansen 
Endicott / Barnard 

Engstrom / McCarthy 
Hornstein / Kenwin 

Kula / Sawtelle / Harris 
Outhaythip 24990 

7. PREPARED BY: Sgt C. Dobson/ DATE: February 21 12 
Uc 

HOURS 
REG OT 

211-1 PPB/lCSl 
cupy_uu juyi 
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OPERATIONS - UNIT ASSIGNMENT LIST (SUPPLEMENTAL UNITS) 
1. INCIDENT NAME 
May Day 

2. DATE PREPARED 
042512 

3. TIME PREPARED 
0800 

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD 
050112/1000-2200 

OPERATIONS SECTION 
POSITION NAME PHONE # CALL# 

Mass Arrest Command Lt Kaer #23818 
Formal Arrest Sgt 
Detective 
Detective 
Detective 
Detective 
Detective 
Detective 
Detective 
Detective 
Detective 
Detective 
Detective 
Detective 

Sgt Geiger #22700 
Housley #31291 
Merrill #35227 
Hollins #21776 
Myers #39608 
McGuire #31951 
Madden #23577 
Barnard #29905 
Mudrick #18761 
Dran #34502 
Musser #40710 
McDaniel #41372 
Harris #27566 

9526 
3527 
4594 
4527 
4570 
4571 
4561 
4559 
4555 
4588 
4548 
4595 
4532 
4518 

Field Arrest Team #1 
Detective 
Detective 
Officer 
Officer 
Officer 

Sgt. Mahuna #27540 
Pontius #32530 
Brace #35820 
Wilbon #46941 
Broughton #40218 
Hays #41498 

3525 
4569 
4536 

Field Arrest Team #2 
Detective 
Detective 
Officer 
Officer 

Officer 

Sgt Santos #29573 
B. Christensen #39643 
M.Smith #17975 
DiMatteo #50527 
Stenzel #45663 
Lindsey #42661 

3530 
4543 
4557 

Field Arrest Team #3 
Detective 
Detective 
Officer 
Officer 
Officer 

Sgt Slauson #17699 
Trimpler #13622 
HeMg #41499 
Law #42652 
Stroh #39607 
Eugenio #39877 

3533 
4574 
4573 

Complaint Signer Viuhkola #29197 
Complaint Signer Murray #26376 
FED IBIS Operator TBD 

UNIT 
COMMUNICATIONS SUMMARY - RADIO NET ASSIGNMENTS 

LOCATION / ASSIGNMENT 

PREPARED BY: Lt. Jeff Kaer 

FUNCTION RADIO NET 

204-3 OPERATIONS (PPB/ICS) 

Occupy_000092 
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CHECK-IN LIST PERSONNEL 
1. INCIDENT NAME 

Occupy MAY DAY 
2, DATE PREPARED 
April 26, 2012 

3. TIME PREPARED 

0600 hrs 
4 OPERATIONAL PERIOD: May 1. 2012; 1000-2200 
5 RRT SOI JADS (Hard Sauad) 

CALL SIGN 

IAI 
1A2 
1A3 
1A4 
1A5 
1A6 
1A7 
1A8 
1A9 
1A10 
1A11 
1A12 
1A13 
1A14 
1A15 

. 
IDI 
1D2 
1D3 
1D4 
1D5 
1D6 
1D7 

.1D8 
1D11 
1D15 
1D16 

VEHICLE # 

' 

RANK 

Sgt 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 
Ofc 

Sgt 
Ofc. 
Ofc. 
Ofc. 
Ofc. 
Ofc 
Ofc. 
Det. 
Ofc. 
Det.. 
Det 

NAME: FIRST LAST DPSSTS 

Holbrook 
Barber 
Fender 
Foote 
Hauskins 
Maxey 
Nutting 
Ottoman 
McGuffey 
Thurman 
Straub 

Lee, Ryan 
Scott, Ross 
Wuthrich, Steven 
Asheim, Charles 
Berge, Christian 
Thoman, Matthew 
Townley, James 
Clifton, Brad 
Elam, Charles 
Kammerer, Erik - GR 
Andrew, Dan - FN 

32026 
36272 
50793 
43493 
46183 
40930 
45920 
29213 
50079 
48255 
45469 

39878 
37329 
44055 
46067 
49083 
46276 
49848 
37152 
50594 
29988 
28919 

7. PREPARED BY: Sqt. K. Nice 

RADIO ID # 

717383 

717278 
711733 
711673 
710983 
712010 
710935 
710933 
719567 
711002 
710795 
711753 

DATE: December 11, 
2011 

HOURS 

REG OT 

-

211-1 
(PPB/ICS) 

Occupy_000093 
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Multnomah County Sheriff's Office 
501 SE HAWTHORNE BLVD.. Suite 350 • Portland, OR 97214 

Exemplary service for a safe, livable commumty 

DANIEL STATON 
SHERIFF 

503 988-4300 PHONE 
503 988-4500 TTY 
www.mcso.us 

Rapid Response Team 
Availability Roster May 1, 2012 

NAME 
1. Sgt Tim Lichatowich. 
2. Sgt Todd Brightbill 
3. Sgt. Sean Mallory 
4. Dep. Rafael Cortada 
5. Dep. Mark Herron 
6. Dep. Jay Pentheny 
7. Dep. Matthew Adams 
8. Dep. Jeff Schneider 
9. Dep. Josh Zwick 
10. Dep. Kyle Smith 
11. Dep. Mike Lee 
12. Dep. Josh Atkins 
13. Sgt Steve Dangler 
14. Sgt. Tim Wonacott 
15. Sgt Bryan White 
16. Dep. John Zwick 
TOTAL AVAILABLE 

DPSST# 
35222 
30976 
31088 
37168 
32436 
28383 
44355 
35467 
41545 
43721 
42619 
49313 
39985 
28639 
40966 
43805 

AVAILABLE 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 

15 RRT PERSONNEL 

COMMENTS 

' 

VEHICLE DRIVER ONLY 

Occupy_000094 
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Incident Command Notes 11-13-11 

1140 hours; Lt. Davis asks for Snow Fencing to be put up in Lownsdale Square. 
Called Stanton Yard to check on availability and time frame for snow fencing to 
be brought down. 

1145 hours; Lt. Davis requests Sgt. Helfrich's bicycle squad to stage on the North 
side ofthe Justice Center in case remaining protesters march. 

1150 hours; remaining group of protesters announce they are going to move to 
Terry Schrunk Plaza. 

1150 hours; protesters are now talking of marching to Pioneer Square. Sgt. 
Helfrich's bicycle squad moves west of SW 4'*'/ SW Main. 

1155 hours; Sgt. Helfrich requests that a mobile field force assist if protesters go 
on march. Lt. Davis assigns a traffic motors squad and has a mobile field force on 
stand by. Sgt. Barnum states his traffic motors squad is staged at SW 3"*/ SW 
Jefferson. 

* MARCH DOES NOT OCCUR* 

At 1200 hours Lownsdale Square is clear of protesters and there is a group of 100 
to 150 in Chapman Square. One large encampment left in Chapman Sqaure's 
NW comer. Encampment is known as "420 Tent." 

1215 hours; Supervisor Meeting called at entrance to Jail imder covered area on 
SW3 '̂*ave. 

Sgt. Niiya provides details of plan to move the remaining protesters out of 
Chapman Square. 

Plan: Both Central Bicycle Squads will line up on SW Madison between SW 3̂ ^ 
and SW 4*. RRT Squads will line up on SW 3"̂  ave. between SW Madison to SW 
Main and clear the park to the west. Mobile Field Forces will clear to the west as 
well keeping people from going into Lownsdale Square. Traffic Units will block 
vehicular traffic in the surrounding area. Some Mobile Field Force Squads will 
take Bicycle Squads position ifthey have to follow a march. Some Mobile Field 
Forces Squads will trail behind RRT and execute arrests as they occur. 

1220 hours; Sgt. Resch stated protesters in area of SW 4*/ SW Main have 
batteries and glass jars, 

1225 hours; SERT armored truck requested to stage at SW 3"̂  / SW Main. 

Occupy_000103 
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1230 hours; Ice cream Van parked at SW 3"̂  / SW Main. 

1230 hours; All personnel moved into designated postions and start push through 
Chapman Square to the west. Sgt. Engen makes announcements over speakers. 

1233 hours; RRT and mobile field forces reach group of protesters at NW 4*/ 
NW Main. Arrests are made. RRT is handing protesters back to mobile field force 

* to be placed into custody. Mobile Field Force squads walk protesters over to mass 
arrest on SW 3"* ave. / Main to Madison. 

1245 hours; Most of protesters are on sidewalk out of Chapman Square. "420 
Tent" is still intact with 2 or 3 people visible from inside. 

1320 hours; Chain link fencing panels arrive. "420 Tent" is sfill only threat left in 
the park. 

1325 hours; Discussion with City Attomey Dave Worboril about getting arrest 
warrant(s) for individuals inside of "420 Tent" 

1328 hours; Discussion about SERT dealing with "420 Tent" 

1328 hours; Discussion about using a Mark 9 of Sabre Red on "420 Tent." 

1330 hours; Main group of protesters is west of SW A l̂ SW Main with RRT and 
Mobile Field Forces keeping group from going east Mobile Field Forces 
positioned at SW 4*/ Sahnon, SW 3"*/ Salmon, SW 4̂ /̂ Madison. 

1335 hours; Chain link fence panels run out Superior Fencing has to get more. 

1335 hours; Only one protester left at Terry Schrunk Plaza. 

1340 hours; Mobile field forces surrounding "420 Tent" are ordered to put gas 
masks on. Strong Vinegar type smell coming frora "420 Tent." 

1342 hours; Mobile field forces sunoxmding "420 Tent" put gas masks on. 

1350 hours; First talks of having mobile field force officers walk around parks 
once fences are up, begins. 

1400 hours; Additional chain link fence panels arrive. Plan is to fence Lownsdale 
first, Chapman second and then Terry Schnmk Plaza. 

1400 hours; Sgt. Niiya provided information on addifional RRT squads from 
outside agencies that will be showing up soon; Salem PD, Beaverton, Clackamas 
County. 
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1402 hours; Sgt. Niiya is told he is in charge of "420 Tent" by Capt Burke. 

1405 hours; Tarps aiound "420 Tent" are pulled away to reveal a four sided wood 
box (approximate 8 feet high.) 

14J0 hours; "420 Tent" wood box is pulled apart by mobile field force officers. 
Occupied by 4 or 5 people. All individuals placed into custody. 

1410 hours: Sgt. Unsworth informed Capt. Burke and Lt Davis he is going to 
remove final protester from Teny Schrunk Plaza while large group is pre
occupied with incident at Chapman Sqaure. Mobile Field Force is assigned to 
provide security at Terrty Schrunk Plaza. 

1415 hours; Salem RRT arrives at Central Precicnt. 

1415 hours; Parks Crew begins removal of "420 Tent" from Chapman Square 
before fencing is put up. 

1422 hours; Decision is made that once fencing is up at all three parks, RRT 
skirmish line at SW 4*V SW Main will be opened up 

1435 hours; Decision is made that Salem RRT will respond and reUeve 
Vancouver RRT., 

1445 hours; Final Protester left in Terry Schrunk Plaza is removed. 

1455 hours; Salem RRT arrive and replace Vancouver RRT. 

1515 hours; Decision is made that four mobile field force squads will be assigned 
to the perimeter of Lownsdale and Chapman Square, with half a squad positioned 
inside. 

1545 hours; Beaverton RRT arrives and relieves a portion of PPB RRT at SW 4*/ 
SWMain. 

1620 hours; Request is made from the EOC to find out how many mobile field 
forces are available to surround Chapman and Lownsdale Sqaure. 

1630 hours; Final piece of chain link fence is placed at Terry Schrunk Plaza. 

1632 hours; Mobile Field Forces are deployed around both Chapman and 
Lownsdale Sqare. Federal Officers are in control of Terry Schrunk Plaza. 

1645 hours; Final mobile field force squads are deployed around Chapman and 
Lownsdale Square. 
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1645 hours to 1655 hours; Plan is made on how to re-open traffic surrounding 
area. Plan is made to have RRT at SW 4*/ SW Main slowly back up east across 
SW4*ave. 

1700 hours; Plan is executed, two anests are quickly made frora the large group 
protesters at SW 4"*̂  / SW Main. 

1700 hours; Traffic motors squad blocks off westbound traffic at S W 3"̂ / S W 
Main. 

1700 hours; 200- 250 Protesters are blocking westbound traffic at SW 4^/ SW 
Main. 

1700 hours; Ice Cream Truck is making announcement to clear SW Main and 
•SW4*ave. 

1705 hours; Most of protesters began march NB on SW 4'*' ave. from SW Main st. 
Approximately 50 stay behind and block westbound at SW 4*/ SW Main. 

1705 hoius; Sgt. Dobson and Lt Davis take command of march that ends at 
Pioneer Square. Resources assigned to march; Two central bike squads, one 
traffic motors squad, three mobile field forces that are mobile in vehicles. 

1710 hours; Vehicular traffic is opened at SW 3"* / SW Main. Group of 20-25 
protesters continue to block westbound at SW 4'''/ SW Main. 

1713 hours; Sgt. Resch responds to SW 4* / SW Main to remove remaining 
protesters out of people. Protesters move when they see Sgt. Resch squad walking 
over. 

1735 hours; Capt. Burke and Comm. Day decide to not give a lane to protesters 
currently at Pioneer square, ifthey march again. This information is passed onto 
Sgt. Dobson. 

1740 hours; First day shift mobile field forces are being released to the EOC. This 
goes on for next twenty minutes until last day shift mobile field force is released 
to the EOC. Day shift being told to get reports written and reviewed. 

1750 hours; Sgt. Dobson and Lt Davis release traffic motor squad assigned to 
them, and mobile field forces assigned to them. Keep both Central bicycle squads 
at Pioneer Squad. 

1750 hours; Confusion over who will replace dayshift bicycle squads. Ofc. Jake 
Jensen's squad is told to have all of his officers that are bicycle certified to change 
from class C into bicycle uniform, and replace day shift bicycle squad still with 
protesters at the square. 
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1800 hours; Intemal officers placed inside of Chapman and Lownsdale Square are 
pulled to the exterior of both parks. 

1805 hours; Sgt. Niiya received information froni transit undercover unit that says 
group of 100 is planning on occupying Pioneer square over night. Group talks 
about marching to City hall, the Morrison bridge or the hawthome bridge. 

1810 hours;, All RRT are ordered to remm to Central Precinct Sgt. Niiya, Capt. 
Burke, Comm. Day return to central. 

1810 hours; Sgt. Dobson and Lt. Davis stay with remaining protesters still at 
Pioneer Square. 
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Occupy Portland APPROVAL 
ROUTE Central Precinct 

W l 
t^ 
M? 
0 0 
o 

I 

s 

PORTLAND 
POLICE BUREAU SPECIAL REPORT TYPE- 4. SUPPLEMENTAL 

PAGE/OF • 

1 / 3 
CASE NUMBER 

11-086751 
REFER CASE NUUBER CLASSIFEMTION 

STATUS ORIGIMAL REPOFtT DATE TIME 

11/13/11 0630 
THJS REPORT DATE 

11/14/n 
TIME 

1000 

LOCATION OF OCCURHENCE 

Chapman Square Park 
PRECINCT OF CXCUHRENCe 

Centra] Precinct 
SUBJECT OF THIS REPORT 

Occupy Portland overall event decisions for Nov Oth 
CAD INCIDE>fT NUMBER 

COPIES 

DDET 

D CENTRAL 

DEAST 

DWORTH 

QNE 

D S E 

DCAT 

DDHS/CHS 

DDVD ' 

QDVRU 

QECRT 

DJDH 

QJUV 

D C S 

D^vcs 

D 

D 

P E R S O N SB-Subject SI-SicMnju»cUCaredFor PE-PBrt(Exclu*on Vl-Vidim RP - Reportng Part/ KN-PewonwWnowlsdafl 
OW-Owner WI-VWWMJ BU-BiatnB« PF - PropBî  Fmder Ml-Misiing RW-Runaway AR-An«ted 

V E H I C L E L-Locat» A-Abanttonwl T-Tcw«£t V - Viclm'* Vrtite* X-SL»f»clVifid» l-lntomiDon M-Mi^mg 

PROPERTY RECEIPT NO, 

P R O P E R T Y S-STOLEN L-LOST D-DAMAGED F-FOUND K-SAFEKEEPING R-RECOVERED E-EVIDENCE 

COMPUTER 
ENTHY 

QDesk 

DPSST 
• Pereon 

DPSST 

— Enl/y/ 
•-J Vehicle 

DPSST 

•Distnbution 

NARRATIVE (COMMENTS) 
6. M. Reese #23000 (Chief of Police, Mentioned) 

G. Burke #21850 (Captain, Menfioned) 
C. Davis #36611 (Lieutenant, Mentioned) 
C. Dobson #35609 (Sergeant, Mentioned) 
M. Engan #29983 (Sergeant, Mentioned) 
R. McCormick #18374 (Sergeant. Mentioned) 

8. Occupy Portland is a nation wide protest movement against corporate greed, and several other social 
issues. The camps in Chapman Square and Lownsdale Square were established on October 6th, 2011 after a 
large protest march. Since the established date, the conditions in the two parks has deteriorated quickly. I 
have personally observed human waste in buckets and jugs. A fowl smell in the air around and within the 
parks. Rotting food and other garbage out in the open which has attracted rodents. Over the weeks there 
have been police reports documenting sexual assaults, physical assaults, and open drug use. On Thursday 
November 10th Mayor Adams announced the closing of Chapman and Lownsdale Parks as of November 
13th 0001 hrs. 

On the above date and time I met with Chief Reese and several other command personnel in his office in 
regards to working the Occupy Portland event. On November 12th into the early moming of November 13th 
a few thousand people showed up to either lend support for the protesters or watch what might occur. Most 
command personnel in the room had worked this event throughout the night. The expectations were to have 
officers in and around the parks, not allowing any new items into the parks such as tents, or building 
supplies, and assisting Park Rangers as they removed items ifthey felt it was safe. We were also told ifthe 
time was right to safely secure Lownsdale and Champan Square we should take the initiative and dp so. 

Due to the large crowds most ofthe Portland Rapid Response Team (RRT) had been working and awake 
for a long period of fime. Requests to Vancouver PD (VPD), Multnomah County SO (MCSO), and 
Clackamas County SO (CCSO) for their crowd control teams were made prior to my arrival. These teams 
were enroute to replace RRT. I was the most senior member of RRT to arrive and was placed in charge of 
all crowd control teams and assigned to the incident command. Capt. Burke was made Incident Commander 
(IC) with Lt Davis as his assistant. Sgt. Dobson was made the operational sergeant for the day. 

Throughout the morning officers, detecfives, and command staff worked the parks as instructed. During 
this fime period the Parks Bureau arrived and began to clean up. Most ofthe people who were present the 
night before had left, and there were very few people in the parks. In my estimation, under 150 at a low 
point. Late in the moming, officers made an arrest ofan individual near SW Main St and SW 4th Ave. This 
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turned Into a flash point as a large vocal group began to tollow the otticers as they took the subject back to 

Central Precinct. 

We observed the crowd getting angrier as they followed. Personnel were moved to block the group on 
SW Main St between SW 2nd and SW 3rd Ave. I requested VPD respond out of Central Precinct and re-
enforce the mobile field force (MFF) skinmish line allowing them to back out and become an arrest squad. 
Additional MFF units responded to provide a flank to the crowd on the north eurbline. A static skirmish iine 
was held in hopes the crowd would eventually leave. When it was apparent they would not, the sound tmck 
was moved up to midblock on SW Main St. just west of SW 2nd Ave. Clear instrucfions were given to open 
the sidewalk and disperse. The sound truck is a large tmck which has two extemal speakers affixed to the 
top. A sergeant in the van uses a microphone to give very audible instmctions to crowds. The truck is 
mainly used during crowd management and crowd control situations. Sgt. Engen was in the sound truck 
until approximately 1600 hrs when Sgt- McCormick took over. 

The crowd failed to follow the lawful commands and the IC gave the instrucfions to push the crowd WB 
on the sidewalk. I relayed the instrucfions to VPD who began a slow push verbalizing for the crowd to 
move back. There was little to no resistance and the crowd was pushed back to SW 3rd Ave, and they 
eventually dispersed back into the park. 

After this event Capt Burke, Lt. Davis, Sgt. Dobson, and I got together and evaluated the parks. By this 
time Lownsdale Park was completely empty. Chapman Square was quickly loosing property and people. 
We all agreed the time was right to place officers around Lownsdale and this occurred. Capt. Burke told us 
he had contacted the Chief and explained we believed we could safely secure the parks so the Parks Bureau 
could begin restoration work. The Chief told Capt. Burke to make a plan and he would be in for a briefing. 
Sgt. Dobson and 1 then began to make a quick plan on how we might also secure Chapman Square safely. It 
was unknown to us how many personnel we had at the time. I went to the Emergency Operations Center 
(EO), conferred with them, and finalized the plan. Shortly after Chief Reese arrived and 1 went to his office 
with several other command staffto brief them. 

During this briefing, the Chief looked down on Chapman Square to evaluate it, and then was told I had a 
plan to acquire the park. The Chief and I discussed the plan and he told me to enact il for Chapman Square 
as he was issuing an emergency closure ofthe park per City Code 20.12.190. This code gives authority to 
the Mayor, Parks Commissioner, Director of Parks, or police officer's to close the park if a public health or 
safety concem arises. It also allows for the placing of barricades around a park to facilitate the closure. 

The supervisory team working the detail was quickly briefed and the plan put into place. At 
approximately 1230 hrs the IC issued the order to begin. VPD and Portland RRT entered the park from the 
east eurbline and began a methodical push westbound. There was a concentration of people in the NW 
corner ofthe park near a large homemade temporary stmcture. We had been concemed about this stmcture 
for several days. The group in the park number approximately 80-90 people. A march ofan additional 
50-75 people was on its way to the park from Pioneer Square, Crowd control officers arrived at this comer 
of Chapman Square. The line held for a few moments as the sound truck continuously gave orders that the 
park was closed and the people had to leave, or sit down to be arrested. We knew there would be a desire by 
some people in the park to be peacefully be taken into custody to make a political statemeni. The sound 
truck was positioned on SW Main St. next to the Elk statue which was approximately 20-30 yards away 
from the large group. Prior to arriving al this location the tmck was giving commands as it drove WB on 
SW Main from SW 3rd Ave. I personally heard the orders from the sound truck being repeated from my 
location in the middle ofthe park. The sound truck was slightly ahead of me. When it was apparent the 
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crowd was not going to leave, the line was given the order to push again. I could see from my view in the 
back, a line of officers encountering physical resistance. 

I observed the line using appropriate baton thmsts, strikes, and physical force to move the crowd out of 
the park. I observed several people being pulled through the lines to arrest teams and taken into custody. 
Once the park was clear of people^ the crowd moved to the intersection of SW 4th Ave / SW Main St. The 
decision was then made to push the crowd WB on SW Main and hold a skirmish line on the west side ofthe 
intersection. This line was held until the Parks Bureau had Lownsdale, Chapman, and Terry Schmnk fenced 
off. During this time VPD and Portland RRT were replaced with Salem and Beaverton PD's crowd control 
teams who arrived in support. 

Once the fencing was secured in place the skirmish line was moved back to the east eurbline. Two 
Individuals moved with the line and were standing in the streel. The sound tmck was giving instrucfions that 
the streets were now open and people had to get out ofthe road. One person sat down in front ofthe line 
and the other was dancing in front of it. Arrest teams quickly placed them into cusiody and removed them 
from the area. After a short fime, the skirmish line was removed and traffic allowed to flow WB on SW 
Main St from SW 3rd Ave. People were still standing in the street, but eventually cars were getting by WB. 

Most ofthe people who had been in the street began a march to Pioneer Square, which Lt Davis and Sgl. 
Dobson went to monitor with assets. Capt Burke and I went to the EOC to transfer command to the next 
shift coming in. At approximately 1830 hrs I transferred command ofthe crowd control teams to Lt 
Johnson ofthe Rapid Response Team. 
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J/ . i l i r 

March Forth 

•̂̂ y/zr̂ ::̂ ^ -̂:-
t ••:'.v;l 

March 1,2012 1220Hrs 

^fe^^^k;i^Mi>;i& SlMElioBtiDATgO'iME) 
March 4, 2012 1500-1900 hours 

:>:^^^^^::-^-4II#^gSfe^:.^V.•?^^S:aileEBW^^^ 

It appears that this rally and march will be similar to the "No war on tran" march. This march is 
permitted. This march should be similar in size tb the other weekend marches we have seen in the 
recent past, averaging about 200 people. The march route is short and will end at City Hall. There is 
no intelligence that there will be problems and organizers have expressed openly on Facebook and 
publicly that this is to be a peaceful march _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ 

...' '̂ sS^A-'AA'A ^?'mmm¥W^^'':if^iit^^ 
The IC's intent and mission is to have this event be a peaceful expression ofthe demonstrators' 1®' 
amendment rights without infringing on the rights of others. 

To accomplish this mission, bike officers will monitor the group during the rally and facilitate traffic control 
during the march. The organizer has asked not to have a lead car. Organizers will work with police to 
control the speed of event. 

The IC's intent is to make as few arrests, if any, dtiring the event, barring acts of vandalism and violence 

•f'Ar:&-A'::mmmmMM7y:0mmmmAAAA:m¥!mii&Ai^:.' '^ 
Our objectives for the day will be fluid depending on what occurs during the event. Our primary objectives 
are: 
1. Monitor the group to ensure that they assemble and rally in a peaceful and non-confrontational 

manner. 
2. Ensure that when they march, protesters remain Peaceful and impact other traffic as minimally as 

possible. 
3. Businesses are allowed to remain open without major interruptions. 
4. Use enforcement to stop and or arrest individuals that partake in vandalism or that threaten the 

welfare of others 
5. Protect all infrastructures from occupation. Bridges, Freeways, Ect. 

Preoared bv Craia Dobson #35609 Occup^fflQeil©f2 
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[NCIDENT NAMp 
March Forth 

DATE PREPARED 
March 1,2012 

TIME . 
PREPARED 

1220Hrs 
OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATE/TIME) 
March 4, 2012 1500-1900 hours 

• Monitor the crowd ensuring that they remain peaceful and lav/ful. 
• Use all applicable State,-county and city laws, onJinances, and codes to maintain order 
• Direct traffic during the march to allow demonstrators to move down the street as quickly as possible 

to be able to reopen the streets. 
• If group is under 100, they should remain on the sidewalk. 
• Use all management and control techniques to direct the group 
» If applicable and if resources allow, take selective enforcement when directed by command 

'A:. ' 
" i ^ - USE OF FORCE RULES ixn'A.---" 

1. Officers will use mere presence, verbalization and hands on to accomplish primary mission 
2. Pepper Spray authorized usage pursuant to Directives 1010.20 and 1040.00. Red Sabre MK9 style 

cans only to be used by Supervisors 
3. FN303 will be primarily used to target individuals throwing projectiles. 
4. 37mm / sting balls are authorized when taking projectiles likely to cause serious physical injury from a 

hostile group and there is no individual target for FN. 
5. They will NOT be used on a non-hostile crowd where a suspect has run into. 
6. Smoke / Chemical munitions authorized only by IC 

CURRENT TIWES AND PLANNED EVENTS 
1500 Roll Call 
1530 Rally starts in South Park Blocks in PSU 
1830 Estimated end of march to City Hall 

A7mmmMmm^M^^mM§/mmmA.A:: 
The weather is forecast as 50 high to 41 low, 60% chance of rain 

- <-^-. :- 'v, 

operational Net-Central Tad 

BUC code: 9PLCH0144/601 -Occupy March Forth 

Position 

iROMî ATiQN AssifSSKri^ 
Name Phone Number 

Call 
Number 

Incident Commander and Staff 

Incident Commander 

PIO 

Sgt Dobson 

Operational Personnel 

Unit 

Central 1 

Type 

Bike 
DDA 
CITY ATORNEY'S 

Sergeant 

DOBSON 
Laurie Abraham 

DCA DAVE WORBORIL 

Preoared bv Craie Dobson #35609 occup^aeetZef 2 
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The Occupy movement is planning a rally and march in solidarity of the 1 year anniversary of the uprising in Egypt. There 
is very little information on what to expect for this event In the past few days the events Facebook page has revealed a 
group of over 150 is planning on attending. They have no permit and it is unclear where they plan on marching. 

With the receni officer involved shooting, Internet activity has increased and the potential for this event to become an anti-
police action has increased as well. Because ofthis we are asking on-duty RRT to be dressed in blacks and be at the 
ready. In addition, the precincts are now being requested to ask for volunteer hold-overs from dayshift to backfill for RRT 
and MFF units shouW the need arise. 

The weather is forecast as 49 high 34 low. 70% chance of rain. 

r •y'̂ '̂ f̂̂ wiî mmM -̂mî sî mM^miMmMmmmî 'mMMiA .̂;jtWA 
Our objectives for the day will be fluid depending on what occurs during the event. Our primary objectives are' 

1. Use crowd managemeni techniques to ensure that protesters do not interrupt normal traffic flow, and that all parties 
involved remain lawful in their conduct 

2. Use horses and bikes to keep group on the sidewalk. 
3. Call in additional RRT & MFF units If crowd control is necessary. 

As normal the, group will be contacted and explained the expectations of staying on the sidewalk and obeying all traffic control 
devices. 

ROtL CAtL @ Central 1600 hours 
Rally 1630 hours Pioneer Courthouse Square 
March 1745 hours 
Secure 2000 hours (estimated) 
Operational net is Centra! Tad BUCcgdej 9PLCH0144/6Q1 -01-25-2012 Egypt 1 year anniversar 

POSITION 
IC 

OPS SGT 

Bike SGT 

MPU SGT 

Traffic SGT 

DDA 
CITY ATORNEY'S 

NAME 
CAPT WESTBROOK 

SGT DOBSON 

SGT STAINBROOK 

SGT SCHOENING 

SGTVOPEt 
Laurie Abraham 
DCA DAVE WORBORIt 

PHONE NUMBER 

6. PREPARED BY Sergeant Dobson 

CAtL# 
9801 

3820 

3821 

MPU 10 

3733 

# OF OFFICERS 

18 

14 

PAGE 1 OF 2 I 201 (PPB/ICS) 
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1. INCIDENT NAME. 2. DATE PREPARED 
Eqyp* 1 year anniversary 1 January 25, 2012 

3. TIME P R E P A R E P : ; 
0600 

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD 
1/25/12 - 1630 to 2000 hours 

OPERATIONS.SECTION 
POSITION 

CENTRAL IC 
CENTRAL OPS SERGEANT 
CE BIKE SERGEANT 

CENTRAt BIKE SQUAD 
CENTRAL BIKE SQUAD 
CENTRAL BIKE SQUAD 
CENTRAL BIKE SQUAD 
CENTRAL BIKE SQUAD 
CENTRAt BIKE SQUAD 
CENTRAL BIKE SQUAD 
CENTRAL BIKE SQUAD 

NAME 
Capt Westbrook #28654 

Sqt Dobson #35609 
Sqt Stainbrook #27833 

Billard #45665 / Engstorm #29982 
Bryant # 47224 / Hubbard #32024 
Labasan #39828 / Harris #47653 

Mcmurray #32106 / Combs #43503 / 
M. Miller #31884 / Colbert #28896 

H. Miller # 35819 / Bruner-Dehnert #44735 
Webber#44629 / Pak #38995 

Stensgaard #43480 / Worthington #44630 
CENTRAL BIKE SQUAD Andonian #50654 / Raqona #21430 

6. PREPARED BY Sergeant Dobson 

PHONE # 

^••^^1 
^̂ ^̂ ^H 
^^^^•^ 

PAGE 2 OF 2 

CALL# 
9800 
3820 
3821 

2830 
2831 
2832 
2840 
2841 
2842 
2844 
2845 
2846 

201 (PPB/ICS) 
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Anti Police Brutality March Febmary 8. 2012 1230 hrs 
feA^QRERATIOhMl.' PEraOB-f BA-TEfflliaB" 

February 14'" 1630-2200 

;,,^--^,...^>^;^.,^,y.^.^..^^ 
Occupy Portland is planning a march described as an Anti-Police Brutality March. This will be a third march in just over a 
week span regarding police and their perception of our brutality. The property damage and other tactics used by the Black 
Bloc on February 6'̂  upset many in the Occupy movement and they want to try and put on a march to counter act the 
images shown on Monday. There is a very large debate within the movement over the tactics used by the Black Bloc and 
the other view of non-violence. This leads to the possibility of dlssention within the mareih. Overall the mood is different 
from the march on the 6'". * 

At this time approximately 75 participants have indicated their attendance at the march via Facebook. Based on 
experience the numbers will be between 100 -150. 

The weather is forecast as 47 high 38 low, 50% chance of rain 

i;-;̂ A W':̂ 'y^m^&Mm//&7 '̂:'.'.: ::y: •" 
Our objectives for the day will be fluid depending on what occurs during the event. Our primary objectives are: 

1. Monitor the group to ensure lhat Ihey assemble and rally in a peaceful and non-confrontational manner. 
2. Ensure that if they march, protesters remain on the sidewalk and allow the normal flow of other regular pedestrian and 

vehicular traffic. 
3. Use enforcemenl lo stop and or arrest individuals that partake in vandalism or break other laws. 

-i iMWmEHxmmmm^pmumwmBms. r-/A/A 
ROLL CALL @ Central 
Rally 
March 
Secure 

1530 hours 
1630 hours 
1730 hours 
2200 hours 

Pioneer Courthouse Square 

(estimated) 

pPg!^?i!^J P.̂ ij? Central Jac l^ „_g!^2 ^£'Jg:^^^'iPiJ211'*(^l £^l9^;.^Q."'j^2.^-Pl "̂.̂ l̂ '̂̂ j'?®. -̂"̂ .̂ !̂'̂ ^ '̂ '̂"̂ ^ 

Monitor the crowd ensuring lhat they remain peaceful and lawful. 
Use all applicable State, county and city laws, ordinances, and codes to maintain order 
Direct group if less then 200 to Remain on the sidewalk and obey alt laws regarding streets and sidewalks if resources 
allow 
Use all management techniques to direct the group 
If applicable and if resources allow, take selective enforcement when directed by command 

PREPARED BY: Sergeant Craig Dobson #35609 PAGE IOF 2 I 201 (PPB/ICS) 
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" ^ ^ •'•• ••• ^^A'--^/'\'mMG.^^^mmMm>^Mm;mmm^:7A:^7^^^^ -- -•'••y 
1. Officers will use mere presence, verbalization and hands on to accomplish primary mission 
2. Pepper Spray authorized used per Directive 1040.00. Red Sabre is only to be used by Supervisors 
3. FN303 will be primarily used to target individuals throwing projectiles. 
4. 37mm / sting balls are authorized when taking projectiles likely to cause serious physical injury from a hostile 

group and there is no individual target for FN. 
5. They will NOT be used on a non-hostile crowd where a suspect has njn into. 
6. Smoke / Chemical munitions authorized only by IC 

""• "" '"" •"-" "' " " " ' " # 6 F 
.;••-' , \ ' 'H' . ' . , : 

POSITION NAME PHONE NUMBER CALL* 
OFFICERS 
ASSIGNED 

IC Capt. Westbrook 9801 

OPS SGT Sgt Dobson 3820 

Cenlral Bike Squad A/Sgt Miller 2897 10 

RRT Hard Squad Sgt McDaniel IB I 10 

MFF YSD Trimet Sgt Pashley 3680 12 

Traffic Sgt Smith 3734 

Mass Arrest Sgt Santos 3530 

m-m^-t::AmA 
'•..K&.-I '̂ ••••> !•).f.Jl-^J^^t'Jii-.,. J- • * .At' ' '--. 

DDA Laurie Abraham 

CITY ATORNEY'S DCA DAVE WORBORIL 
'^^r/'*^A:f^^-'^-?''.''A'A • 7i'-.'y 

7.A: •::A^'-:''^^AA 
vlA/y/tAlA/A^'A7.A^MiyA.'i^^ 
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ABRAHAIVI Laurie 

From: KINNEY Amber 
Sent: Monday, February27, 2012 1:12 PM 
To: 'Kaer, Jeff; 'mike.geiger@portlandoregon.gov' 
Cc: ABRAHAM Laurie 
Subject: Booking vs Citing 

Here's a rough list of citation vs. booking charges. For the most part, this is common sense and we 
recommend using your discretion. 

Citations: Peaceful Arrests 
Interfering with a Police Officer 

• Disorderly Conduct 
Criminal Trespass 
Harassment - No intent to injure 
Cnminal Mischief Ml 
Any City Ordinance 

Book: Non Peaceful Arrests 
Harassment - Intent to injure 
Resist Arrest 
Assauit IV 
Attempt APSO 
Criminal Mischief ll 
And felony 
Jane/John Does 
Repeat Offenders ~ repeat for that day only. 
• Due to the booking process causing some issues in our pre-trial litigation, we recommend limiting the 

bookings to those repeat offenders that are arrested more than once in the same day (as opposed to more 
than once since the start of Occupy Portland). 

/ CO ll\jau ^j '{^xm^-^oJn^i (>̂ -'-̂  '̂̂  '̂ '̂ '̂' 

Ifiytii ^ —"• LA'A Al\-A \ ^ ^ A J M . ^ A\ ': ' A, A .\ 

/ 1 COA,<\ĥ A A X J L ^ ^.<v^7n.^.< v;/j^^h..-,. 

^--<::— y 

'/^f/}l Viokho^ L^\/ — A ^ r 6̂ My)̂ . CA / M/l^ jYi T^I^^Ct.-fid " ^ 
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ABRAHAM Laurie 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject; 

KINNEY Amber 
Monday. February 27, 2012 1 05 PM 
'Kaer, Jeff, 'mike.geiger@portlandoregon.gov' 
ABRAHAM Laurie 
List of Violation Citations 

Ll Kaer and Sgt Geiger, 

Here is a short list of traffic violations to keep in mind for protestcases These violations will have to be on separate z-
cites because they are routed to traffic court 

811.535 - Failure to Obey a Police Officer Directing Traffic 
814.070 - Improper Position Upon or Improper Proceeding Along Highway 
814.020 - Failure to Obey a Traffic Control Device • 
814.040 - Failure to Yield to a Vehicle 
814 050 - Failure to Yield to Ambulance or Emergency Vehicle 

-Amber 
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A B R A H A M Laur ie 

From: PEARSON Wayne 

Sent: Friday, January 13, 2012 1:35 PM // 

To: • #DA ATTORNEYS 

Subject: FW: Misdemeanor Screening Proce)|fires UPDATED. 

Importance: High 

Attachments: Misdemeanor Screening P r o ^ d f e effective 1-16-2012.doc 

Attached is the updated edition ofour Misdemeanor Screening Procedure. The last 
time this procedure was updated was in June 2011. The changes In this edition, which 
are noted by t o / d italic font in th^ attachment, relate primarily to the crimes of 
Trespass II and Interfering With a Police Officer. The on-going discussions 
identified concerns about our charging procedures pn chronic offenders who violate 
these two crimes. Although some DDAs have properly considered such chronic 
behavior "exceptional circumstances" and issued the cases as crimes pursuant 
to exceptional circumstances section ofthe memo, we felt it necessary to update and 
clarify the procedure to be sure we were aiming for a more consistent treatment. The 
change directs that the issuance of either of these two charges against persons who are 
"chronic offenders" (defined in the memo) be as crimes, not to be reduced to 
violations. 

Wayne Pearson 
Senior Deputy District Attorney 
Neighborhood DA Unit 
Office: 503-988-3369 
Cell: 503-969-6439 
Fax: 503-988-4538 
Email: wavne.pearson^,mcda.us 
Multnomah County DA's Office 
Multnomah County Courthouse, Room 600 
1024 SW 4th Ave. 
Portland. Or 97204 

T/17/2012 
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Michael D. Schrunk, District Attorney 
1021 SW Fourth Avenue, Room 600 
Portland, OR 97204-1193 
Phone: 503-988-3162 Fax: 503-988-3643 
>vww.mcda.us 

M E M O R A N D U M 

To: Rod Underhill, Norm Frink, 

From: Wayne Pearson, Fred Lenzser and JefFHowes 

Date: January 12,2012 

Subject: Fourth Revision of Misdemeanor Screening Procedures 

This document is the fourth edition ofthe original memo that was published effective 
July 16,2010. As a result, it reiterates material from that first version while also making minor 
changes to the treatment of some misdemeanor crimes. This new version will be implemented 
on Monday, January 16,2012. 

On July 1, 2010, the Misdemeanor Trial Unit attomey staff was reduced from 8 (Level I) 
attorneys to 6. The Misdemeanor Intake Unit attomey staff was reduced from 3 (Level 1) 
attorneys to 2. To accommodate this 27% reduction in staff, these changes in the prosecution of 
misdemeanor crimes were implemented on July 16, 2010 followed by the implementation of 
subsequent clarifications, exclusive of cases traditionally prosecuted by the Domestic Violence 
Unit. The revisions that are made by this edition are identified in bold italics. 

The listing of charges and the manner of issuance for each is limited to charges for which 
the DA's Office screens a fairly regular number of cases per year or cases for which specific 
policies have been developed in the past. Charges screened less frequently will be screened on a 
case-by-case basis with the below concepts in mind. 
1. Issuing 

a. The foUovdng charges will be screened and ISSUED AS A CRIME to remain a 
crime: 

i. DUII 
ii. Attempt to Elude 

iii. Reckless Driving 
iv. Sexual Abuse in fhe Third Degree or Harassment of sexually intimate part 
v. Public Indecency or any exposure of genitalia in the presence of children 

vi. Assault in the Fourth Degree 
Violation ofa Stalking Order 
Menacing , ' 
Recklessly Endangering another Person 
Furnishing False Information Charges 
Prostitution related offenses 
Animal Abuse 
Theft, Forgery in the Second Degree and Criminal Mischief II (value or 
damage $250 or greater) 

xiv. Weapons crimes 

vn. 
viii. 
ix. 
X. 

xi. 
xii. 

xiii. 
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Januaiy 16, 2012 

XV. Resist Arrest OR Escape III unless a stand alone charge where the only risk of 
injury is to the defendant, 

xvi. Any ofthe following drug related crimes: 
1. PCS Cocaine (misdemeanor) 
2. PCS Heroin (misdemeanor) 
3. Any other misdemeanor drug crime involving cocaine, heroin or 

marijuana. 
4. Delivery ofan Imitation Controlled Substance that is purported to be 

cocaine, heroin or marijuana. 
xvii. An Attempt to commit a Class C felony other than an Attempt Theft I 

committed by intending to sell an item that was previously shoplifted by the 
defendant. 

xviii. Aggravated cases. Aggravated cases include but are not limited to; 
1. A case involving multiple charges out ofthe same incident that are not 

alternative charges for the same behavior or a case involving egregious 
or exceptional circumstances. 

2. A case where bench probation is being sought for.the purpose of 
seeking specific conditions relating to defendant's continuing 
behaviors. 

3. Defendant is on the NLCEP List and is not on felony probation or post 
prison supervision and thus a bench probation sentence is being 
sought. 

4. Defendantis working with the Service Coordination Team and is not 
currently on felony probation or post prison supervision and Urns a 
bench probation sentence is being sought. 

5. Defendant is charged with residential Trespass I. 
6. The case is a Trespass I or II and the defendant is a Chronic Trespasser 

against the same non-residential victim. Chronic means: 
a. that this is the defendant's Ŝ '̂  arrest for Trespass I or II; OR 
b. that this is the 3'^ observation ofthe defendant for committing 

; Trespass I or II 
against the same victim in the past 12 months. 
For purposes ofthe application of the phrase "same victim^" 
government, corporate or private entities, that either own or manage 
multiple properties at different locations including but not limited to 
the State ofOregon, Multnomah County, the City ofPortland, Fred 
Meyer, Inc., and Nordstrom, shall constitute the "same victim", 
notwithstanding that the defendant's Trespass arrests may occur on 
properties located at different locations that are owned .or managed 
by same entity. 

7. The case is a theft related crime, the defendant is a Chronic Shoplifter-
'' and, ifthe crime is a Theft III, the value exceeds $25. Chronic means: 

a. that this is the defendant's 3"̂  arrest for Theft II or III; OR 
b. that this is the 3rd observation ofthe defendant committing 

Theft II or III 
in the past 12 months. 
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8. Defendant is charged with a shoplifting related crime and, as a result 
ofthe defendant's use of physical force, the defendant created a risk of 
physical injury to another person. 

9. Defendant is charged with Theft II or III, or Criminal Mischief II, and 
the victim is a private person rather than a business. 

10. Defendant is charged with a crime involving graffiti. 
11. Defendant is charged with Interfering with Public Transportation for 

trespassing in a Tri Met vehicle and this is the defendant's 3"̂  arrest in 
the past 90 days. 

12. Defendant is charged with any type of Car Prowl type crime. 
13. Defendant is charged with Offensive Littering and the incident 

involves commercial dumping 
14. Defendant is charged with Hit and Run and defendant is at fault in 

causing accident, but has no insurance. 
15. Defendant is charged with DWS and is suspended for a DUII 

conviction, for reftasing or failing a breath test, or for Felony Attempt 
to Elude. 

16. The crime constitutes a violation ofa "specific," non-
general, condition ofa bench probation. 

17; The defendant is on felony probation for a Multnomah Coimty case 
and the crime is other than a stand alone charge ofany ofthe 
following: Fail to Present or Carry an ODL, Offensive Littering, City 
ordinance alcohol crimes. Violation of Park Curfew, Misuse ofa 
Public Restroom, Unlawftil Erecting Structures and Unlawful 
Camping • ' 

a. Ifthe DDA at PTC stage in preparing the PTO, after reviewing 
the following factors, believes that the crime charged would 
not likely support a probation violation upon conviction, the 
PTO DDA should contact the applicable felony DDA to verify 
the need to secure a conviction for a crime: 1) the crime for 
which the defendant is on probation; 2) the defendant's arrests 
since being placed on probation; 3) the relationship between 
the facts ofthe present case and the crime for which the 
defendant is on probation; and 4) the seriousness ofthe facts of 
the present case. , 

18. The defendant, although committing a misdemeanor, fits the Unit C 
criteria as an active gang member. 

a. "In determining ifthe suspect is an active member, the gang 
prosecution imit relies upon all available information. That 
includes the following: (1) PPDS Printout; (2) contact with fhe 
GET Intelligence officers; (3) the nature ofthe specific case 
being referred; (4) review ofprior police contacts. A case is 
considered to be gang related if a defendant has a gang 
affiliation either as a member or an associate." 

19. The case constitutes Interfering With a Police Officer and the 
defendant is a Chronic. Chronic means that this is the defendant's 
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3^^ arrest for Interfering With a Police Officer within the last 6 
months. 

xix. An Attempt to commit a crime listed above, 
b. All other misdemeanor crimes including, but not limited to those listed below, not 

otherwise eligible for issuance as a violation at screening as delineated in subsection c 
below, would be ISSUED AS A CRIME, FOR REDUCTION TO VIOLATION AT 
ARRAIGNMENT (with the exception of those "aggravated" cases listed above which 
would be issued as a crime and remain a crime): 

i. Theft or Forgery in the Second Degree (commercial- value less than $250) 
ii. Misdemeanor Possession of a Controlled Substance and all other drug related 

crimes not involving cocaine, marijuana and heroin, 
iii. Harassment (other than noted above) 
iv. Trespass I or II that involves non-residential property. 
V. Interfering with a Police Officer which constitutes the defendant's 2" arrest 

for this crime within the past 6 months. 
vi. Interfering with Public Transportation 

vii. Disorderly Conduct II 
viii. Criminal Mischief II (other than noted above) 

ix. Hit and Run (other than noted above) 
X. Resist Arrests OR Escape III cases not included above. If there is reckless 

injuiy, see Assault IV above. If there is intentional injury, refer for felony 
prosecution, 

xi. Theft III (other than noted above) 
xii. Portland City Code Crimes 

c. Ofthe crimes referted-to in subsection b, those that follow will be ISSUED AS A 
VIOLATION AT SCREENING unless that crime fits an exception listed above. 

i. Theft III with no prior Thefts within the past 30 days. ' 
ii. Any Theft related offense with a value of less than $10. 

iii. Disorderly Conduct II not involving an allegation of "fighting, violent, 

tumultuous or threatening behavior." 
iv. Interfering with a Police Officer with no priors within the last 6 months 
v. Misrepresentation of Age by a Minor 

vi. Non-commercial Offensive Littering' 
vii. Furnishing Alcohol fo a Minor with no priors within the last 6 months 

viii. Criminal Mischief III 
ix. Interfering with Public Transportation (platform only cases). 
X. Trespass I or II that is non-residential and the defendant has no prior Trespass 

arrests involving the same victim within fhe last 6 months. For purposes of 
the application of the phrase "same victim," government, corporate or 
private entities, that either own or manage multiple properties at different 
locations including but not limited to the State of Oregon, Multnomah 
County, the City ofPortland, Fred Meyer, Inc., and Nordstrom, shall 
constitute the "same victim" notwithstanding that the defendant's Trespass 
arrests may occur on properties located at different locations that are owned 
or managed by same entity. 

4 
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xi. Any regulatory offenses for which there exists a State regulatory 
administrative agency with enforcement/sanction authority such as No 
Alcohol Service Permit or Serving a Visibly Intoxicated Person 

xii. Fail to Display an ODL 
xiii. DWS not involving suspensions for DUII, refusal or failure of BAC, or 

Felony Attempt to Elude, 
xiv. Unlawfiil Possession of Fireworks 
XV. Any ofthe following Portland City Ordinance Crimes: 

1. Indecent Exposure cases not listed above. 
2. Unlawfiil Camping 
3. Unlawfiil Erecting Structures 
4. Misuseof a Public Restroom 
5. All non-chronic City ordinance Drinking, Open Container, or Alcohol 

in the Park offenses. Chronic cases involve situations where the case 
being reviewed is the defendant's 3̂*̂  of subsequent violafion ofany of 
these alcohol ordinances within the last 6 months 

6. Violating Park Curfew 
7. Urinating/Defecating in a Park 

2, Please refer to the previous editions ofthis memo for details regarding the anficipated effects 
of these changes and the staffing changes made to adjust for coverage. 

• 5 
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Arrested Persons Who Refuse to Give Their Name 

1̂* Arresting Agency Assigns a Number to the Arrested Person. 

That number will be "John Doc # " for men and "Jane Doe # " for women. 
You might want to think about adding the name of the protest or mass arrest incident to 
the name so that the case will idenfify itself as a mass arrest type case from its name. 

The arrested person will be photographed and the "John or Jane Doe # " will 
be written on the photograph. 

The artested person will also be videotaped with the arresfing officer whereby the 
officer will idenfify the arrested person as "John or Jane Doe # __^" verbally on the tape. 

- The arresting officer will write the "John or Jane Doe # " information down 
on the custody report. 

2"'' The Jail will book or lodge the arrested person using the John or Jane Doe and the 
# from the arresting agency. The booking register should list the arrested person on the 
custody docket as John or Jane Doe # . 

If at any time the arrested person provides any Jail staff person with their name 
and date of birth, that staff person or a MCSO deputv will write this information in a 
Special Report that will then be filed with PPB records. 

The Jail and/or Court Recog staff will not allow release ofany of these types of 
arrested persons under the matrix system or on ROR status. 

3"̂  The PPB ID Division technicians will receive paperwork from the Jail with the 
arrested person which will list that person's John or Jane Doe #. They will then take that 
person's fingerprints and attempt to identify—associate a name and DOB—with the 
arrested person. 

Ifthe PPB ID tech is able to match the fingerprints and come up with the arrested 
persons identity, they will write a Special Report regarding this information.. 

If the PPB ID tech is not able to identify the arrested person by their fingerprints, 
they will assign a PPDS number to that person's fingerprints and write a Special Report 
regarding this information. 

If at any time the arrested person provides any ID staff person with their name 
and date ofbirth, that staff person or a PPB officer will write this information in a Special 
Report that will then be filed with PPB records. 
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4̂*̂  The DA's charging instrument will charge the arrested person as follows: 

The first name will be listed as "Approximate", the middle name as "DOB" and the last 
name will be "Nameunknown". It will look like: 

Approximate DOB Nameunknown 

DESCRIBED IN MORE DETAIL AS: 

Approximate DOB: 01/01/75 
MCL #: 87483750 
Control #: 8437585 
White, female, 5'2", 160 lbs, blue hair, brown eyes, tattoo of 
Herman's Hermits across back. 

In more detail as portrayed in the photograph that is attached and 
incorporated by reference herein. [Attach booking photograph to the back 
ofthe charging instrument.] 

5̂ ^ The DA's Office will charge the underlying charge or charges and add on 
Obstrucfing Judicial Administration (ORS 162.235). 

6̂ ^ The Arraignrnent Court Judge will explain to the arrested person that the Court 
needs that person's true and ftill name and date of birth and whatever other idenfifying 
information we deem necessary in order to consider releasing the arrested person. 

ORS 135.060 - defendant must state his true name (which is either the name on 
defendant's birth certificate, defendant's birth name, or defendant's legally changed 
name) if the name on the accusatory instrument is not his true name. If the defendant 
refuses, he is ineligible for any form of release other than security release. 

If the arrested person refuses to cooperate, the DDA in the courtroom may either 
tell the arrested person or an attorney representing that person that the charge of 
Obstructing Judicial Administration will be dismissed if the person provides their name 
and other identification information, which is similar to what is done now in court on 
Failure to Display charges. The remaining charges should be treated as they would be 
under normal circumstances. 

If the person sfill reftises to cooperate, the DDA should ask the Judge to reflise 
release for this person and set the case for trial. The DDA, given the seriousness ofthe 
originafing charges, may request increased bail on the listed charges. 

The court does have the inherent and statutory authority to hold the defendant in 
summary remedial contempt of court and pursue a remedial sancfion. See ORS 33.015 
thru 33.155. This would be the only sure way to hold a person in cusiody until the name 
was given or unfil the maximum 6 months injail remedial sanction had run. Because the 
contempt of court is occurring in the immediate view and presence of the court, the court 
can act summarily in pronouncing the remedial contempt. See ORS 33.096. 
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GUIDELINES FOR MASS ARREST INCIDENTS ON 
PUBLIC PROPERTY 

DDA Laurie Abraham 
October 2010 
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Laws That May Apply To Behavior Occurring At a Mass 
Arrest Incident 

1) Disorderly Conduct Il/Obstructing Vehicular or Pedestrian Traffic— 
166.025(l)(d) 
a) A person obstructs vehicles or pedestrians on public streets or sidewalks; 
b) By either physically obstrucfing or placing objects that obstruct vehicles 

or pedestrians; 
c) That created a risk of public alarm. 

2) Interfering With a Peace Officer/Refusing to Obey Lawful Order^l 62.247 
(l)(b) 
a) A peace officer gives a person a lawful order lo do or not to do something; 
b) The person refuses to obey that order; 
c) The order must be a lawful order which means that there is a law which 

requires or prohibits the behavior that the person is being ordered to do or 
not to do; 

d) The person must actively not obey the order—cannot be passively 
disobeying the order. 

3) Disorderly Conduct II/Engaging in Fighfing or Violent Behavior— 
166.025(l)(a) 
a) A person engages in physical force against another person not in self-

defense, or; a person engages in violent and threatening behavior; 
b) This created a risk of public alarm. 

4) Riot—166.015 
a) Five (in addition to the suspect) or more individuals; 
b) Arc participating or acting together; 
c) And are each engaging in tumultuous and violent behavior that involves 

ominous threats of personal injury or property damage; 
d) That created a grave risk of public alarm. 

5) Authority to Order Pedestrians and Vehicles to Move 
a) 14C.30.030 and 16.10.030 & 050—these laws give you authority to 

direct, re-direct, limit or restrict pedestrian or vehicular traffic on a public 
sidewalk or street. 

b) 81 T.535/Failing to Obey Police Officer Directing Traffic. 
c) 814.070/Improper Position Upon or Improperly Proceeding along a 

Highway (i.e. walking in the street when a sidewalk exists). 

6) Failure to Leave a Restricted Area/Entry into a Restricted Area—PCC 
14C.30.010 
a) A Sgt. or above orders crowd to leave a particular area because an 

emergency exists; 
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b) A person fails to leave that area or re-enters that area after being ordered 
to leave. 

7) Interfering With Public Transportation—166.116 
a) A person intentionally enters or remains unlawfully on a public transit 

station; or 
b) A person intentionally interferes with public transportafion services. 

8) Interference with a Permitted Event on the Slreet or Sidewalk—PCC 7.22.070 
a) A person intentionally interferes with a permitted event on the slreel or 
sidewalk by engaging in the following conducl as well as any olher behavior 
intended lo cause interference: 

A. Blocking, obstructing, or impeding the passage of participants, 
vehicles, or animals along the route. 

B. Walking, running, driving a vehicle, riding a bicycle or 
skateboard Ihrough, between, with, or among participants, 
vehicles, or animals. 

C. Dropping, throwing, rolling, or flying any object toward, among, 
or between participants, vehicles, or animals. 

D. Throwing, squirting, dumping, or dropping any liquid, solid or 
gaseous substance on, toward, among, or between participants, 
vehicles, or animals. 

E. Grabbing at, taking hold of, hitfing, pulling, or pushing any 
participant, vehicle, or animal or anything in the possession of 
any participant. 
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Orders to Be Given During Mass Arrest Incidents 

Situation Warning Authority 
The police need lo open or 
reopen the slreet to traffic—or a 
sidewalk to pedestrian traffic— 
and the protesters refuse to 
vacate the streel or sidewalk. 

This could occur when the police 
originally block the street to 
redirect traffic around people 
sitfing in the streel—or when the 
police revoke a slreet or 
sidewalk use pemiit as discussed 
below. 

"Yamhill (or olher slreet or 
sidewalk adjacent to a streel) is 
being reopened to vehicular (or 
pedestrian) traffic. You musl 
immediately vacate the street , 
and proceed to the nearest 
sidewalk. If you remain in the 
streel, you will be obstructing 
vehicular traffic. If you remain 
in the street, you will be arresled 
for disorderly conduct and 
failure to obey this order." 

ORS:8l4.070(l)(a) 
ORS: 811.535 
ORS; 131.665 
ORS; 166.025(l)(d) 
ORS: 162.247(l)(b) 
PCC 14C.30.030 
PCC 16.10.030 
PCC 16.10.050 

Those persons refusing to 
leave the street should be 
charged with violating ORS 
166.025(l)(d) Disorderly 
Conduct II and ORS 
I62.247(l)(b) Interfering 
wilh a Peace Officer. 

The police need lo revoke the 
"Streel or Sidewalk Use Permit.' 

"Your permit is revoked for 
failing lo comply wilh the 
requirements of Chapter 7.22 of 
the Cily Code." 

Ifthe Street Use Permit allowed 
for the closure ofa Slreet or 
Streets, then upon revocation of 
the permit the police can order 
individuals to vacate lhat slreet 
or streets. See order given 
above. 

Ifthe Sidewalk Use Permit 
allowed for the closure ofa 
sidewalk or sidewalks, then upon 
revocation oflhe permit the 
police can order individuals lo 
vacate that sidewalk or 
sidewalks. See order given ' 
above. 

PCC 7.22.070 

This order musl be made by 
"the poiice supervisor 
assigned to the event." 

This will likely be used only 
ifthe participants blatantly 
and repeatedly violate cily or 
state law. 

Those persons refusing to 
comply wilh the order given 
by the police should be 
charged wilh violating ORS 
162.247(l)(b) Interfering 
with a Peace Officer. 
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Situation 
The police need to close an 
area because the public health 

. or safely is threatened by any 
emergency or disturbance. 

Example: Persons are 
throwing objects from the 
sidewalk at the police. 

The crowd turns inlo a Riot. 

Warning 
"For safely reasons the 
sidewalk from Yamhill St. to 
Morrison St. on the west side 
of Broadway is closed. You 
must immediately leave this 
area southbound on Broadway. 
Ifyou fail lo leave or ifyou 
relurn lo this area, you may be 
arrested." "You may also be 
subjected to chemical agents 
and/or impact weapons in 
addifion to arrest." 

You must specifically identify 
the closed area and tell them 
which direction(s) they need to 
go in order lo leave. 

"In the name ofthe State of 
Oregon, you musl immediately 
disperse. Leave this area 
immediately or you may be 
arrested." "You may also be 
subjected lo chemical agents 
and/or impact weapons in 
addition to arresl." 

Idenlify the closed area, and, 
if possible; left them how to 
leave. 

Authority 
PCC 14C.30.010 
PCC 14C.30.030 
PCC 16.10.030 
PCC 16.10.050 

This order musl be made by a 
sergeant or above. 

The closure area should be as 
narrow as possible. 

Those persons refusing lo 
leave the closed area should be 
charged with violafing PCC 
14C.30.010 for Failure to 
Leave a Restricted Area and 
Criminal Trespass II ORS 
164.245 
ORS 131.675 
ORS 131.665 

This order may be given by an 
officer of any rank. Those 
persons refusing lo leave the 
closed area should be charged 
wilh violating ORS 131.675 
Failure lo Disperse (treat as an 
A misdemeanor), Criminal 
Trespass II 164.245. 
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How to Handle Interference by a Protestor with a 
Permitted Event in a Park 

SUSPECT CONDUCT LOCATION OF CONDUCT POSSIBLE OFFICER RESPONSE 
Suspect commits a crime 
or violation* 

Anywhere in the Park. Arrest/cite the person for the appropriate 
offense and issue either a Park Exclusion or 
Park Warninti notice. 

Suspect violates a Park 
rule* 

Anywhere in the Park Issue the person either a Park Exclusion or 
Park Warning notice. 

Suspect does not commit 
a crime or a violation and 
does not violate a park 
rule but nevertheless 
unreasonably interferes 
with persons or activities 
in the permitted area of 
the Park. 

Cail a Sergeant 

Inside the permitted area of 
the Park, (This may be all of 
the Park or just part of it.) 

(1) Have one ofthe event's named Persons in 
Charge (PIC) make the determination that the 
person is unreasonably interfering with the 
event—then confirm this interfering conduct 
yourself; 
(2) Have the PIC ask the person to stop the 
interfering conduct -then the officer should 
ask the person to stop (ifthey stop, no further 
invoivement needed); 
(3) Have the PIC direct the person to leave 
the permitted area ifthey refuse to stop the 
interfering conduct—then the officer should 
order the person to leave the permitted area if 
they won't stop (ifthey leave, no further 
involvement needed); 
(4) Ifthe person refuses to leave and won't 
stop the interfering conduct, then the PIC 
needs to decide ifthey want to make a 
citizen's arresl for the foilowmg two crimes: 
ORS 164.245 Criminal Trespass in the 
Second Degree; 
PCC 20.08.060 Unlawful interference With a-
Permitted Event in a Park; and 
(5) Ifthe PIC does want the person arrested, 
the officer should also arrest/cite for the 
following two crimes: 
ORS 162.247 Interfering With a Peace 
Officer; 
PCC 20.12.240 Failure to Obey a Reasonabie 
Request ofa Park Officer. 
(6) Have the PIC exclude the person from the 
permitted area forthe duration ofthe event, 
but do not issue a Park exclusion. 

* See your Legal Reference Manual for information on whether the person's behavior is a crime, violation 
or park rule violation. Also, see 20.08.060 set out below regarding what the Rules of Conducl are for 
permitted events in a Park. . 

20.08.060 Prohibited Conduct at Permitted Events. 

In addifion to any other applicable provision of law, it is unlawful for any person to 
engage in any oflhe following conducl at any event for which a permit has been issued in 
any Park; 
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A. Any conducl that substanlially prevents any other person from viewing, hearing or ' 
meaningfully participafing in the event 

B. Any conducl lhat substantially interferes with the free passage of event participants or 
attendees by creafing an insurmountable obstacle at any entrance, aisle, walkway, 
stairwell, ramp, esplanade, vendor booth, ride or olher area commonly used for public 
access, egress or ingress. 

e . Using any facilily, structure, fixture, improvement or other thing within the area 
covered by the permit in a manner contrary lo or inconsistent with its intended, 
designated or safe use. This Subsection does nol apply to any person engaged in any 
constitutionally proiected expression, unless, and then only lo the extent lhat, in 
connecfion with the expression, the person engages in conduct that amounts lo misuses of 
things as proscribed by this Subsection. 

D. Except as expressly provided for under the terms oflhe permit, lighting any fire. This 
prohibition does not apply to smoking devices designed for and used for smoking 
tobacco, in areas where such smoking is permitted. 

E. Any sexual conducl, as defined under ORS 167.060, including bul nol limiied to any 
physical manipulafion or touching of a person's sexual organs through, over or under a 
person's clothing in an act of apparent sexual stimulation or gratification, regardless of 
the person's subjective intent. 

F. Operating any bicycle, in-line skates, roller blades or other human-powered form of 
accelerated propulsion, except in such places as the permittee may provide or allow for 
such activities. 

G. Entry into the area subject to the permit withoul consenting to an inspection of 
personal belongings for the purpose of preventing the introduction of prohibited items 
inlo the event. For purposes ofthis Subsection, "personal belongings" includes 
backpacks, duffel bags, sleeping bags, purses, coolers, bulky apparel items and other 
personal items large enough to conceal or contain prohibited ilems. 

H. Bringing inlo or possessing wilhin the area covered by the permit any prohibited item. 
For purposes ofthis Section, "prohibited ilem" includes any fireworks, laser light, laser 
pointer, animals ofany kind (except for service animals while performing their qualifying 
services), sound producing or reproducing or audio or video recording equipment (except 
as authorized by the permittee), glass bottles or containers, alcoholic beverages (except as 
provided by the permittee in accordance with the permit), furniture or fixtures (except as 
authorized by the permittee), any thing specifically designed for and presently capable of , 
causing, or carried with the intent to threaten or cause, bodily harm to anolher (except for 
concealed handguns lawfully carried by persons in accordance with valid concealed 
handgun permits), and any item whose possession violates any other applicable provision 
of law. 

I. Entry intoor remaining in any area covered by any permit for any event that is not 
open to the public without the consent oflhe permittee, or entry into or remaining in any 
area covered by any permit for any event lhat is open to the public only upon the payment 
ofan entry fee or charge, wUhout first paying the applicable entry fee or charge. 
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Mass Arrest Procedures 

The following repor t s need to be p r e p a r e d in each Mass Arres t incident 
and placed in a case envelope for each a r res ted subject with a separa te 
P P B Case Nuinber for arrests that occur a t different locations a t 
different t imes dur ing the event: 

1) An Incident Report from the Incident Commander or his or her designee that 
covers the circumstances surrounding the mass arresl incident—^when and 
where il occurred, whal il was aboul, number of people, etc. Also, that report 
should cover any orders given to the group and explain the reasons why lhat 
order was given and what circumstances gave the police the aulhority lo give 
that order. See "Orders lo be Given" regarding examples ofthe types of 
orders that can be given to the crowd. 

2) A Special Report by the officer who actually gave the Order to leave. That 
report should include where the order was given, how many limes it was 
given, exactly what was said, and what device if any was used to give lhe 
order. 

3) A Custody and/or Special Report by the arresting officer regarding the 
individual facts and circumstances that gave that officer probable cause lo 
arrest the arrested subject and what he arrested him for. See the information 
lhat the arresting officer needs lo cover in his or her report on the next page. 

4) A Special Report from the officer who searched the arrested subjecl if any 
items were found lhat may have evidentiary significance. That report needs, to 
explain what evidence was found and seized and its significance. 

5) A Custody and/or Special Report from the detective who did the post-arrest 
interview unless that is done by the arresting officer. 

6) A Special Report from the officer or officers who videotaped the mass arrest 
incideni indicating where and how they look the videotape and then placed the 
original in the property room under a property receipt. 

7) A Special Report from the arresling officer, or some olher officer assigned lo 
review the videotape, idenlifying places on the tape where the arresl of each 
individual arresled by lhat officer is laking place. That Special Report should 
explain where on the tape each arrest is and what il shows and does nol show. 

8) Photocopies of photographs oflhe arresled subject to include one face shot, 
one fully body shot, and one with the arresting officer. 

9) Copies of each property receipt for evidence, prisoner property, photographs 
ofthe arrested subject, and the videotape. 

10) Photocopies oflhe Miranda Warnings given by Detectives. 
11) A photocopy oflhe citations issued to all arresled subjects. 
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The most common charge that officers arrest for in a protest 
incident is IPO for failing to obey a lawful order. The 
arresting officer needs to cover the following things in his/her 
report to support that charge: 

1) How near the officer was lo the arrested subject when the order over the 
loudspeaker was made. 

2) How clearly the officer heard the order. 
3) How many times the order was given before the officer contacled the arresled 

subjecl. 
4) Observations about what the arrested subjecl was doing prior to contaci. Was 

he sitting in the slreet locking arms with other subjects? Was he walking in 
the middle oflhe street, etc? 

5) How did the arrested subjecl respond lo the order? 
6) That he, the arresling officer, contacled the arrested subject and repeated the 

order to leave and that the arrested subject refused lo comply. Explain whal 
the arresled subject did when the arresfing officer told the subjecl lo leave. 
Was this active or passive resistance? 

7) Was vehicle or pedestrian traffic obstructed or interfered wilh due to the 
arrested subject's acfions? If so, explain how. 

8) Statements made by the arresled subject upon contaci and then during the 
post-arrest interview if conducted by the arresting officer. If Detectives do the 
post-an'est interview, than they should cover the post arrest interview in their 
report. 

9) Information on whal evidence and/or property, if any, was taken from the 
arrested subject ifthe arresling officer conducts a pat down or searches the 
subject. Also, explain the significance of that evidence. 

10) Information that the officer looked at the pholograph(s) laken ofthe arresled 
subject and recognized that person in the photograph as the person that officer 
arrested. This is-particularly important ifthe arrested subject refused to give 
his/her name when arrested. 

Officers MUST have a DDA review their report prior to 
turning it in. Plus, Officers may need to review any video that 
was taken ofthe arrest prior to finishing their reports—^or plan 
to review that video at a later date. 
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Processing Arrests 

All arresls for a felony will be booked and lodged injail without a citafion unless the 
investigalion is not complete and the felony is a Class C felony—in which case the 
individual will be given a citation and booked into jail for mug and print purposes only. 
The felony citation should be sent lo the Justice Center for arraignment. 

If possible, all individuals arrested for a misdemeanor crime(s) will be issued a citafion 
(Z-Cile) and booked into jail for mug and prinl purposes only. All individuals charged 
with a violation level offense will be issued a citafion. The cite date should not be more 
than 30 days from the arresl date. Non-traffic misdemeanors and non-traffic violalions 
should be sent to the appropriate Community Court for arraignment on the day oflhe 
week assigned to that area oflhe Couniy. Traffic misdemeanor cites should be sent to the 
Justice Center for arraignment. Traffic violation cites should be sent to Courtroom 106 
unless they are wilh a cilalion charging eilher a traffic or non-traffic misdenieanor or 

'felony in which case they go lo the same courtroom for arraignment as that cite. 

If an arresled individual refuses lo give their name for the citalion, then DO NOT ISSUE 
THEM A CITE. These arrested individuals will be booked and lodged injail on the 
misdemeanor charge under the lag number assigned to them, "John Doe # for men 
and "Jane Doe # " for women. All the reports and photographs of these individuals 
will use this phrase. 

Assign one officer lo be in charge of reviewing and collecting all the reports written 
during the mass arrest incident. Also, that officer needs lo obtain as many copies oflhe 
video taken al the event as there are arrested individuals. That officer will deliver all the 
reports and the copies ofthe video lo the PPB Complainl Signer's Office. 

If possible, inform your Precincl DDA and the PPB Complainl Signer's Office prior to 
any possible mass arrest incidents. 
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MASS ARREST REPORT CHECKLIST 

Incident Report from Incident Commander/Designee with background information on circumstances 
surrounding both mass arrest incident, and giving rise to the order to disperse. 

Special Report by the officer who actually gave the order to leave. Include: 
a. What exactiy was said? 

^̂  b. How many times was it said? 
c. Where was order given from? 
d. If amplified, by what device? 
e. Was it recorded? 

Custody/Special Report by officer or Sgt. Who developed PC to arrest the individual defendant 
(may be different than the arresting officer). Include: 

a. What charges was defendant arrested on? 
^b. Each element of every charge-call a DDA if questions (DDA Abraham at 503-459-2299) 

^___ c. Observations of defendant prior to arrest- whai was he/she doing? 

If arrest is based upon failure to obey an order. Include: 
a. How near was the defendant to the loudspeaker when order was given? 
b. How close was the officer to defendant when order was given? 
c. How clearly did the officer hear the orders? 

^___ d. Did the crowd respond to the orders - i.e. hear the orders? 
e. How many,times was the order given? 

Custody/Special Report by whoever actually arrested the defendant (may be different than the 
officer/Sgt. who developed the PC). Include-

a. The name of who developed the PC/gave the arrest order. 
b. Whether def was personally ordered to leave by arresting officer, but failed to do so. 
c. Observations of defendant, during and after arrest. 

Special Report by officer if defendant searched, ifanything was found. Include: 
a. What was seized'? 
b. Why signincanf? 

Special/Custody Repoit by post-arrest interviewer Include: 
a. Miranda. 
b. Did defendant admit to hearing order to leave? 
c. How many times did he/she hear order repeated? 
d. Instead of leaving, what did defendant do? 
e. Olher statements. 

Special Report by officer(s) who videotaped the mass arrest incident. Include: 
a. Where and how the video was taken. 
b. Were orders to disperse audible to ofncer(s) taping incident? 
c. Chain of custody - originai videotape's'number, and where it is secured. 

PAPERWORK: 
a. Photocopies of pictures (one face, one full body shot, one wilh arresting officer). 

• b. Photocopy of writien Miranda Warnings signed by defendant. 
c. Copies of each property receipt (prisoner property, photos, evidence, etc). 
d. Copies of all cites. 
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